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Convective instability of 3He– 4He superfluid mixtures heated from below
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The convective thermal instability of3He–4He superfluid mixtures on heating from below is
studied in the temperature interval 100–500 mK in mixtures with an initial concentration of 9.8%
3He. It is found that at certain critical values of the power of the heat flux in the mixture
there is a change in character of the heat transfer, indicating the onset of convective heat transfer.
The critical temperature gradients associated with the onset of convection correspond to
Rayleigh numbers many orders of magnitude greater than the Rayleigh numbers in the heating of
the mixtures from above. The results are analyzed in the framework of the theory of the
convective instability of binary mixtures. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In ordinary fluids, heat transfer with the aid of matt
flow ~convection! in a gravity field usually arises in heatin
the substance from below. In that case the heated fluid, b
less dense, is pushed out in the direction counter to the f
of gravity, and the temperature of the fluid tends to equal
Most often the convective instability is studied in a layer
liquid confined between two horizontal planes~a Bénard
cell! and heated from below; this situation was first cons
ered theoretically by Rayleigh. Rayleigh–Be´nard convection
does not occur in superfluid4He because of the super therm
conductivity of He II, which makes it impossible to crea
temperature gradients in the liquid.

When 3He impurities are added to He II, the therm
conductivity of the resulting3He–4He superfluid mixtures
becomes finite, making it possible to observe free conv
tion. Experimental studies of convection processes
3He–4He superfluid mixtures have been carried out in
Rayleigh–Be´nard geometry at temperatures above 0.6 K.1–5

This system has the peculiar property that the presence
heat flux will give rise to both temperature and concentrat
gradients in the absence of a pressure gradient. At s
ciently low temperatures the normal component of the sup
fluid mixture consists practically only of3He quasiparticles,
and therefore when the counterflow of normal and superfl
components arises, the3He atoms tend to move to the cold
part of the cell. To cause a convective instability of the s
tem in the experiments of Refs. 1–5, the cell was hea
from below, so that the liquid with the lower density wou
be found in the lower part of the cell. Only in Ref. 7, whe
the special case of convection of a3He–4He mixture near the
l point was studied, were measurements made for hea
both from above and from below, and different results w
obtained in the two cases. The question of convective in
bility of superfluid helium mixtures arises often in workin
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with dilution refrigerators, where instability due to conve
tion can arise in the diluted part.6

A key parameter used to describe convective process
a dimensionless quantity proportional to the ratio of the
pulsive force arising in the liquid in the heating region a
the viscous force associated with dissipation. This parame
called the Rayleigh number, is expressed as

R5
gb¹Th4

nx
, ~1!

whereg is the acceleration of gravity,b is the coefficient of
thermal expansion,¹T is the temperature gradient in th
liquid, h is the vertical dimension,n5h/r is the kinematic
viscosity,x5k/rCp is the thermal diffusivity,h is the coef-
ficient of viscosity,k is the thermal conductivity,Cp is the
heat capacity, andr is the density of the liquid.

As was shown by Rayleigh, forb.0 steady convection
arises in a horizontal layer of thicknessh with a temperature
gradient directed downward forR.Rcr51708, which usu-
ally holds for classical liquids. In the case of superflu
3He–4He mixtures heated from above, values ofRcr different
from this criterion have been obtained, though they are of
same order of magnitude.3 There the temperature gradien
were directed upward, and the parameterb in formula ~1!
was treated as an effective coefficient of expansionbeff

which takes into account the change in density of the liq
due not only to temperature but also to concentration,
beff,0.

Theoretical studies of convection processes in superfl
3He–4He mixtures8–15 have also been done for the case
Rayleigh–Be´nard convection. In those studies nonline
equations were obtained which describe convection with
lowance for two-fluid effects, and the influence of tempe
ture and concentration on the convective instability
3He–4He mixtures was analyzed.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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In the present study, unlike the experiments of Re
1–5, instability processes in superfluid3He–4He mixtures
were studied with the liquid heated from below. The me
surement cell was of a substantially different geometry fr
the Rayleigh–Be´nard cell used previously to study th
steady-state temperature and concentration gradients.16 In
addition, the first experiments at very low temperatures~be-
low ;0.5 K) are done, including at temperatures where
mixture studied undergoes phase separation.

2. FEATURES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The measurement cell used in this study was descr
in detail in Ref. 16. The liquid to be studied filled a cylind
2.38 cm in diameter and 4.7 cm in height. The upper flan
of the cell was in constant thermal contact with the mixi
chamber of the dilution refrigerator. To reduce the Kapi
thermal boundary resistance between the liquid under s
and the flange, a heat exchanger made of ultradisperse s
powder, with a heat-transfer surface of 1.5 m2, was used.
The side walls of the cell were made of thin-walled stainle
steel~0.1 mm thick!, so that the thermal conductivity of th
walls was much less than the effective thermal conductiv
of the liquid.

The heat flux was produced by a plane heater pla
directly in the liquid in the lower part of the cell. The tem
perature of the liquid was measured by two identical Ru2

resistance thermometers. The lower thermometer was pl
a distance of 20 mm from the lower flange of the cell, a
the upper thermometer a distance of 10 mm from the lo
flange. The resistance of the thermometers was measure
a Cryobridge 441 ac bridge, with a measurement error tha
equal to60.2 mK at a temperature of 250 mK and decrea
with decreasing temperature.

Simultaneously with the temperature measurements
concentration of the mixture at the same places in the
was determined by measuring the dielectric constant.
pacitive concentration sensors in the form cylindrical capa
tors 0.5 cm in height were used, having electrodes in
form coils of brass foil and a gap between plates of 0.1 a
0.2 mm for the upper and lower sensors, respectively.
nominal capacitance of the sensors was 750 and 300
which made it possible to determine the relative concen
tion of 3He to an accuracy of 0.05% and 0.1%.

The temperature of the mixing chamber was determi
by a 3He melting-curve thermometer. This thermometer w
placed on the mixing chamber plate and was used to c
brate the resistance thermometers. We investigate
3He–4He mixture with a molar concentrationx059.8% 3He,
which was prepared by mixing pure components. The m
surements were made in the temperature range 100–500
at the saturated vapor pressure.

3. CRITICAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT AND THE ONSET
OF CONVECTION

We measured the steady-state temperature and con
tration gradients in the mixture at several constant value
the heat flux radiated by the heater at the bottom of the c
The temperature of the liquid was changed from one valu
another by changing the temperature of the upper flan
Figure 1 shows the typical dependence of the tempera
.
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gradient¹T on the heat flux powerQ̇ at various average
temperatures between sensors. All of the plots have kink
certain critical values of the powerQ̇cr , indicating an in-
crease in the effective thermal conductivity of the liqui
keff5Q̇cr /DT, which is naturally attributed to the onset o
convective heat transport.

The critical values of the temperature gradient¹Tcr at
the respective critical values of the heat fluxQ̇cr are plotted
as a function of the average temperature of the liquid in F
2. In the presence of a heat flux the maximum on this cu
practically coincides with the phase separation tempera
Ts of the mixture studied. The values ofTs for various heat
flux powers were measured in Ref. 16 from the kink on t
temperature dependence of the concentration of the mix
registered by the capacitive concentration sensors. Here
cause of the presence of temperature and concentration
dients along the height of the cell, phase separation of
mixture begins near the upper flange of the cell, where
temperature is lowest and the concentration highest. For
reason the temperature indicated in Fig. 2, correspondin
the average temperature of the liquid in the region betw
the two thermometers, can be substantially higher than
temperature of the mixture in the upper part of the cell.

FIG. 1. Steady temperature gradient versus the heat flux power density
constant mean temperature of the liquid,T @mK#: 150 ~1!, 200 ~2!, 300 ~3!.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the critical temperature gradients
ciated with the onset of convection.
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The values of¹Tcr to the right of the maximum in Fig. 2
pertain to the initial homogeneous mixture. To the left of t
maximum the critical temperature gradients pertain to
lower separated phase, the concentration of which is de
mined by the phase diagram and the heat flux power. Ap
ently it is also important here that as the temperature of
separated mixture is varied, a certain amount of the s
stance will undergo a transition from one phase to the ot
in accordance with the phase diagram.

The change in the character of the heat transfer upon
onset of convection is clearly manifested in the depende
of the Nusselt number Nu5keff(Q̇)/k on the the dimension
less parametera5(¹T(Q̇)/¹Tcr21), wherek is the value
of the thermal conductivity prior to the onset of convectio
This dependence is shown in Fig. 3 for two temperatures
Nusselt number Nu51 for a,0 corresponds to a diffusive
mechanism for the the spreading of heat, while fora.0 a
convective mechanism of heat transport is realized. T
point of intersection of these curves ata50 determines the
thermal conductivity and the critical temperature gradien
the instant that convection begins. As can be seen in Fig
the slope of the Nu(a) curves in the convective region in
creases with decreasing temperature.

The values obtained for the temperature gradients
different values of the heat flux allow one to determine
corresponding Rayleigh numbers. In the case of mixtures
formula forR differs from expression~1!, which is valid for
the pure components, since convection can arise in a mix
on account of nonuniformities of both the temperature a
concentration. For superfluid3He–4He mixtures formula~1!
takes the form3,11,12

R5
ubm4 ,Pug¹Th4

nnxeff
, ~2!

where nn5hn /rn is the kinematic viscosity of the norma
component of the mixture, with densityrn , and xeff

5keff /rCP is the effective thermal diffusivity. The therma
expansion coefficientbm4 ,P at a constant4He chemical po-
tential m4 in the mixture is expressed as9,10

FIG. 3. Dependence of the Nusselt number on the parametera for two mean
temperatures of the cell,T @mK#: 250 ~1!, 400 ~2!.
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bm4 ,P5bT2
gc

T
bc , ~3!

wherebT52 1/r (]r/]T)P,c is the ordinary thermal expan
sion coefficient of a liquid,c is the mass concentration of th
mixture, which is related to the molar concentrationx as

c5
m3x

m3x1m4~12x!

(m3 andm4 are the masses of the3He and4He atoms!:

bc52
1

r S ]r

]cD
m4P

;

g5S ] ln c

] ln TD
m4P

5
T

c

~]m4 /]T!

~]m4 /]c!T,P
.

Estimates show that the ordinary thermal expansion coe
cient of the mixture under the conditions of this experime
is very small (ubTu;1023 K21), and the main contribution
in formula ~3! comes from the second term, which is due
the change of the density of the mixture as a result of
change in concentration, which is almost two order of ma
nitude larger than the first. Ultimately the critical Rayleig
numberRcr calculated according to Eq.~2! for this experi-
ment has a valueRcr;107– 109, which is many orders of
magnitude lower thanRcr for the Rayleigh–Be´nard case,
when one is considering steady-state convection on hea
from above.3

4. CRITICAL CONCENTRATION GRADIENT.
CONCENTRATION RAYLEIGH NUMBER

As we have said, in the analysis of the convective ins
bility of binary mixtures a substantial role is played by no
uniformity of the concentration, which is determined by t
value of the concentration gradient created by the heat fl
The system of hydrodynamic equations for a mixture
which both heat flow and a diffusive flow of matter a
present contains two dimensionless Rayleigh numbers:17 the
usual ~temperature! Rayleigh numberRT , which relates to
the temperature gradient and corresponds to expression~1!,
and the concentration Rayleigh numberRc ,

Rc5
gbc¹ch4

nD
, ~4!

whereD is the diffusion coefficient. The concentration gr
dient ¹c arising in the presence of heat flux in a superflu
mixture has been measured16 as a function of the heat flux
powerQ̇ under the conditions of the given experiment. T
¹c(Q̇) curves show a distinct kink corresponding to the o
set of convection~see Fig. 5 of Ref. 16!. The measured val-
ues of the critical concentration gradients¹ccr can be used in
Eq. ~4! to calculate the number (Rc)cr . The resulting tem-
perature dependence of (Rc)cr is shown in Fig. 4, which also
shows for comparison the critical values of the usual te
perature Rayleigh number (RT)cr calculated according to Eq
~1! and the critical Rayleigh number calculated for the ca
of steady convection in superfluid3He–4He mixtures in ac-
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cordance with Eq.~2!. As is seen from Fig. 4, the concentr
tion Rayleigh number is two orders of magnitude higher th
the temperature Rayleigh number.

To describe the convective instability of mixtures som
superposition of the numbersRT andRc is usually used. For
the conditions of the given experiment the most adequ
model is apparently that of a cavity with impermeab
boundaries,17 for which the equilibrium flux of matter is
equal to zero and the diffusion and thermodiffusion flux
compensate each other. In this case the parameter that d
mines the stability boundary of the mixture is the modifi
Rayleigh number

R̃5RT~11a2N!~11«!2RC , ~5!

which agrees with the expression for the total Rayleigh nu
ber determined in Ref. 7, where

a52
kT

T
, N5

T

CP
S ]m

]c D
T,P

,

m is the chemical potential of the mixture,kT

52(¹c/¹T)T is the thermodiffusion ratio, and the param
eter « describes the relation between the gradients of
temperature and concentration:

«52
bc

bT

¹c

¹T
. ~6!

The critical value of the modified Rayleigh numberR̃ is
also shown in Fig. 4. The fact that it almost agrees in or
of magnitude with the critical Rayleigh number calculat
according to relation~2! attests to the closeness of the a
proaches used for describing the convective instability of
mixtures in Refs. 3, 11, 12, and 17.

However, the nature and mechanism of convection
superfluid 3He–4He mixtures heated from below rema
open questions. Ordinarily steady convection is realized
heating from above,1–5 on account of the anomalous the
modiffusion effect~a decrease in the3He concentration in the
heated part of the cell!, wherein the value ofkT is positive. In
Ref. 10 it was predicted to be possible in principle to ha
unsteady oscillatory convection on heating from below.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the critical Rayleigh number on the mean temp
ture of the mixture:1—temperature Rayleigh number;2—concentration
Rayleigh number;3—calculation according to Eq.~2!; 4—calculation ac-
cording to Eq.~5!.
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important circumstance here is that the relaxation of the te
perature in the mixture occurs much faster~at the speed of
second sound! than the relaxation of the concentration~at the
rate of diffusion processes!. Consider an element of the liq
uid found at heightz and having temperatureT1 and concen-
tration c1 ; if it is adiabatically shifted to a heightz1d, it
will be surrounded by liquid at a temperatureT2 and concen-
tration c2 , whereT1.T2 and c1,c2 . After the rapid tem-
perature relaxation the element will acquire a temperat
T2 , while at the same time its concentration will still b
much less thanc2 . For this reason it is heavier than th
surrounding liquid and will move downward under the infl
ence of gravity. The time of downward motion is determin
by dissipative processes, and in the course of this motion
3He concentration in the element will increase because
relaxation of the concentration, which leads to a decreas
the density of the liquid. As a result, at a certain height t
element will become lighter than the surrounding liquid a
will be pushed upward. This up-and-down oscillatory moti
signifies the onset of oscillatory convection.

Oscillatory convection in superfluid3He–4He mixtures
has been observed previously in experiments on hea
from above,1–3 and in that case the critical Rayleigh numb
corresponding to oscillatory convection was several tim
greater than the value ofRcr for steady convection. In the
present experiments the temperature oscillations charact
tic of oscillatory convection were not detected within th
aforementioned error limits of the temperature measu
ments. According to a theoretical analysis of oscillatory co
vection in superfluid3He–4He mixtures in Ref. 10, its obser
vation at low temperatures~below ;0.8 K) is estimated to
require too large a value of the critical temperature gradie
making its realization unlikely under the conditions of th
present experiment.

5. CONCLUSION

These experiments on the convective instability of sup
fluid 3He–4He mixtures at temperatures below 0.5 K o
heating from below have shown that in this case therm
convection arises at large temperature gradients, corresp
ing to Rayleigh numbers many order of magnitude grea
than the corresponding values for the case of heating f
above. Apparently the destabilizing factor that initiates co
vection is phase separation of the superfluid mixtures in
presence of a heat flux. The convective instability arising
a system in which ther is an interface between two pha
with the light liquid found on top and there is seemingly n
reason for instability to arise is sometimes call
‘‘anticonvection.’’18 However, anticonvection has not bee
observed experimentally in the studies known to us, an
has been studied theoretically in the linear approximat
only for layers unbounded in the horizontal direction.18 In
the present study we have obtained results that might a
in favor of the existence of the anticonvection effect.

Yet another factor promoting the development of ins
bility in a liquid can be vortex formation in the superflui
helium and the resulting onset of turbulent flows at lar
temperature gradients in the liquid. Identification of t
mechanism and type of convection in the superflu
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3He–4He mixture on heating from below will require add
tional experimental and theoretical research.
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Simulation of a stochastic vortex tangle *
L. P. Kondaurova, S. K. Nemirovskii, and M. V. Nedoboiko

Kutateladze Institute of Thermophysics SB RAS, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia**
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We present the results of a simulation of the chaotic dynamics of quantized vortices in the bulk
of superfluid He II. The evolution of vortex lines is calculated on the basis of the Biot—
Savart law. The dissipative effects arising from the interaction with the normal component or/and
from relaxation of the order parameter are taken into account. Chaotic dynamics appears in
the system via a random forcing, i.e., we use the Langevin approach to the problem. In the present
paper we require the correlator of the random force to satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation
relation, which implies that thermodynamic equilibrium should be reached. We describe numerical
methods for integration of the stochastic differential equation~including a new algorithm for
reconnection processes!, and we present the results of a calculation of some characteristics of a
vortex tangle such as the total length, the length distribution of the loops, and the energy
spectrum. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596789#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quantized vortices appearing in quantum fluids influen
many properties of the systems. In general, the set of th
vortices represents a chaotic vortex tangle~VT! consisting of
separated vortex loops~closed vortex lines!. To describe the
influence of a VT, it is necessary to know the statistical d
scription of the VT at various moments of the time evoluti
because quantized vortices exhibit different properties dif
ent in processes: thermodynamic equilibrium and none
librium ~turbulent!. For example, quasi-equilibrium feature
are essential in the process of fast quenching. In contras
experiments with thermal flows and/or counterflows in He
the set of vortices shows very nonequilibrium~turbulent
type! properties. The statistical descriptions of these t
cases are strongly different. Thus the distribution of vor
loops over their lengthsn( l )5dN( l )/dl is governed by the
formula1 n( l )} l 25/2 in the thermal equilibrium case, whil
in turbulent helium we have2 n( l )} l 24/3. There exist many
works devoted to numerical investigations of vortex tang
and to the turbulent state of helium, e.g., Refs. 3–10.
note that the aforementioned calculations have been don
the local approximation. Originally simple vortex structur
~VS! with time turn into a very strongly tangled system. If
self-crossing of the filaments happens in this system, the
connection of vortex line occurs and thus the vortex loo
divide or merge. Reconnections change the topology of
vortex structures and affect the evolution of a VT. In t
papers mentioned above, reconnection was simulated f
the condition of equality between the local and nonlocal c
tributions to the velocity of a vortex filament point, i.e.,vnl

'k/2pD'v l'ck ln(R/a0)/4pR, whereD52R/@c ln(R/a0)#
is the minimal distance between the pair of vortices,k is the
quantum of circulation,R is the radius of curvature at th
given point,c is a constant~.1!, anda0 is the cutoff param-
eter concerning the radius of the vortex core. Thus, in th
works only the distance between the points of a vortex l
was chosen as the criterion for reconnection. In our opin
this is a slightly incorrect approach, because the elemen
6241063-777X/2003/29(8)/4/$24.00
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the filaments can go away from each other and the cros
may not occur. In contrast to the above-mentioned pap
we consider the entire Biot—Savart equation. Moreover,
take into account possible random disturbances in the sys
of vortices. The disturbances are simulated by the additio
a new term to the Biot—Savart equation. The details
found below. This statement is conventional for the desc
tion of dynamical systems with stochastic perturbatio
Moreover, in this work the following condition of reconnec
tions is proposed: if the elements of a VT have intersec
during the temporal step of the calculation, the reconnec
occurs.

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND THE DYNAMICAL
EQUATIONS

We consider the dynamics of vortex loops in thre
dimensional infinite space. The induced velocity of helium
a point r is given by the Biot—Savart law:

v~r !5
k

4p E ~S2r !3ds

uS2r u3
.

The formulas for the velocity of vortex line points in th
absence of dissipation takes the form:3

ds

dt
5Ṡ0

5
k

4p E ~S12S!3dS1

uS12Su3
1

k

4p
lnS 2AS1S2

e1/4
•a0

D S83S9,

~1!

whereS(j,t) is the radius vector of the vortex line points,j
is a parameter, in this case the arc length,S8 is the arc length
derivative,S1 and S2 are the lengths of two adjacent lin
elements that hold the points between, and the prime de
notes differentiation with respect to the arc lengthj. The
second term of Eq.~1! is the local part of the velocity, and
the first term is the nonlocal part obtained by integration o
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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the rest of the vortex line and over all of the other loop
Taking into account the frictional force of vortices, the no
mal component of helium, and the rapidly fluctuating ra
dom term~Langevin force!, we obtain the equation for th
dynamics of a point of the vortex line:

Ṡ5Ṡ01a@S83~vn2Ṡ0!#2a8S8

3@S83~vn2Ṡ0!#1A~ t,j!, ~2!

where

^A~ t,j!&50, ^Ai~ t1 ,j1!Aj~ t2 ,j2!&

5Dd i j d~ t12t2!d~j12j2!5Dd i j d~j12j2!

3^n~ t !n~ t8!&,

i, j are the spatial components;t1 , t2 are arbitrary points in
time; j1 , j2 define any points on the vortex line;D is the
intensity of the Langevin force;a, a8 are the friction coeffi-
cients; n(t) is Gaussian white noise witĥ n(t)&50,
^n(t)n(t8)&5d(t2t8). Let’s assume further that the diffe
ence between the normal and the superfluid velocities of
lium equals zero,vn50, and neglect the term witha8. This
statement corresponds to the absence of heat flow. Thu
finally obtain the dynamical equation for a vortex line:

Ṡ5Ṡ02aS83Ṡ01s~j!n~ t !. ~3!

In integral form Eq.~3! is as follows:

S~ t,j!5S~ t0 ,j!1E
t0

t

B~j,t !dt1s~j!E
t0

t

dW, ~4!

whereB(j,t)5Ṡ02aS83Ṡ0 , and W(t)5* t0
t n(t8)dt is the

standard Wiener process. In our model the initial condition
six completely symmetrical rings with an orientation maki
the total momentum of the system equal to zero.

3. THE NUMERICAL ALGORITHM AND THE DESCRIPTION
OF RECONNECTIONS

Equation~4! was solved by the Euler method:

Sn115Sn1hB~j,tn!1Ahs~j!hn ,

where Sn is the approximate solution of the equation at
mesh point at timetn ; h is the integration step in time at
mesh pointtn ; $hn% is a set of mutually independent norm
random vectors with mutually independent components
the aggregatehn, j ( j 51,2,3), having zero expectation valu
and a variance of 1. The component of vectorhn was calcu-
lated by the formulahn, j5A22 lna1 cos(2pa2), wherea1

anda2 are random numbers from the interval~0,1! obtained
by a pseudorandom-number generator. The Euler metho
the first order on the mean-square approximation in the t
step. The functionsS8, S9, Ṡ0 were calculated as in Ref. 3. T
keep the calculation procedure coherent, points on the vo
line were added and removed as in Ref. 10.

The first step in the modeling of a reconnection proc
is the selection of point pairs that are the candidates for
connection. After the pairs were defined, it was assumed
the line segments between each of the pairs were mo
with a constant velocity (Vi ,Vj ) during the time step, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.
.
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From compatibility of the equations

xi1Vx,ih1~xi 112xi !s15xj1Vx, jh1~xj 112xj !s;

yi1Vy,ih1~yi 112yi !s15yj1Vy, jh1~yj 112yj !s;

zi1Vz,ih1~zi 112zi !s15zj1Vz, jh1~zj 112zj !s;

0<s1<1; 0<s<1

the meeting of these line segments during the ti
step was determined. Here (xi ,yi ,zi ,xi 11 ,yi 11 ,zi 11);
(xj ,yj ,zj ,xj 11 ,yj 11 ,zj 11) are the coordinates of the firs
and the second pairs of points, respectively, andVx,i , Vy,i ,
Vz,i ; Vx, j , Vy, j , Vz, j are the projections of the velocities o
the points and the line segments on the coordinate axis. If
line segments have met, the reconnection occurs. Thus, i
points originally belonged to the same loop, a pair of n
loops was generated. Otherwise a confluence of the lo
occurs.

4. THE RESULTS

The initial radii of the rings wereR52•1025 m. The
initial condition was chosen in such a way that the to
momentum of the system was equal to zero. The rings w
situated symmetrically at equal distance in pairs around
coordinate origin. The distance between them wasd
51025 m. The parameters in Eq.~2! are a50.0098,D54
•1025 m/s.

Simulation was performed with a constant temporal s
h55•1028 s and initial steps along the vortex line ofD l 0

52p•1027 m. The stepsD l along the vortex line were con
trolled later by the procedure of inserting and removing
points, so thatD l 0/2<D l<2D l 0 . It follows from Eq. ~4!
that small~or those with a high curvature! loops move very
rapidly, and their dissipation~decrease in size! is very high
due to the friction. Therefore, small loops were removed d
ing our calculations. Kinks appearing on vortex lines we
removed also. For our case, the loops were canceled if t
were less than 5 points.

Vortex configurations at various times are presented
Fig. 2. One can see a vortex structure with drastic evolut
in time. After numerous time steps the system evolved i
separated vortex tangles. It was noted that during the ev
tion, the vortex tangles arose and then vanished in differ
places. It is reminiscent of the intermittency phenomenon
classical turbulence.

From the simulation, several quantities were calcula
and plotted as functions of time~see Fig. 3!. One can see the
phases of evolution for vortex structures. At the beginni
the total length, averaged curvature, and the density of vo
lines increase at a steady volume. After a certain value of
density has been achieved, many small loops developed
the VT begin to decay. Later, one can observe a tendenc

FIG. 1. The elements of vortex lines to reconnect.
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FIG. 2. The vortices at different timest, s: 4.30•1025 ~a!, 9.792•1024 ~b!, 1.0892•1023 ~c!, 1.1444•1023 ~d!. The configurations are plotted in a three
dimensional view.
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a fluctuating steady state. However, after a timet59.792
•1024 s, the volume suddenly begin to decrease. It is con
tent with the disappearance of detached loops~see Fig. 2c
and 2d!. Then the fluctuating steady state is again reache

We also did calculations for some statistical characte
tics of the vortex structure. The distribution of the loop nu
ber vs. its length and the VT energy spectrum were ca
lated. Figure 4 shows the length distribution of the vort
loops in the time regiont'1.1443 s. The decreasing of th
number of loops is described by the following functio
n( l )dl; l 20.93. The same dependence was observed both
different times and for each vortex tangle within the vort
structure. It is difficult to extract physically meaningful re
sults from these data. On the one hand, equilibrium has b
reached. On the other hand, the distribution of vortex lo
disagrees with the results obtained for thermal equilibri
and the turbulent stationary state.

The average kinetic energy of flow induced by a vort
loop can be evaluated as follows:11
s-

.
-

-
-

x

or

en
s

E5K E rsVs
2

2
d3r L

5E
k

d3k

4pk2 K 2prsk
2E

0

L8E
0

L

S~j1!Ṡ~j2!

3exp$2 ik@S~j1!2S~j2!#%dj1dj2L
5E

0

`

E~k!dk,

E~k!5
rsk

2

2~2p!3 E dVk

k2 E
0

LE
0

L8
Ṡ~j1!Ṡ~j2!

3exp$2 ik@S~j1!2S~j2!#%dj1dj2 ,

wheredVk5k2 sinukdukdFk is the volume element,k is the
FIG. 3. Plots of the total linesl, the
volumeV filled with vortices, and the
density of vortex linesL as functions
of time.
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wave vector, andrs is the superfluid density. For the isotro
pic case, the spectral density is expressed as follows:

E~k!5
rsk

2

~2p!2 E0

LE
0

L8 sin~kuS~j1!2S~j2!u!
kuS~j1!2S~j2!u @dS~j1!

3dS~j2!#,

wherek is the wave number. It is seen that there exist diff
ent regions of wave numberk: small with respect to (V)1/3,
high with respect to 1/AL, and intermediate values. In th
region of small wave numbers one hasE(k)}k2, and for
high numbers,E(k)}k21.

Figure 5 shows our numerical results of the VT spec
density for the timet51.144531023 s. In the region of
small wave numbers. The simulation data fit the approxim
tion E(k)}k2. In the region of high wave numbers, it
difficult to discern a regularity from these data, since t
spectral density and the numerical error are of the sa
scale. In the intermediate region the energy decreases
cording to the formulaE(k)}k22.9.

5. CONCLUSION

The numerical results obtained demonstrate that initia
smooth vortex rings transform into a highly chaotic vort
tangle. In spite of the fact that the total length fluctua
about a constant value, we think that the thermal equilibri
state has not yet been reached. For instance, the spe

FIG. 4. The length distribution of the vortex loops in the time region n
t'1.1443 s.
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density of the energy agrees with the equipartition law o
for a small k-zone. The vortex loop distribution over the
lengths also differs from the one expected for thermal eq
librium. This state is closer to the turbulent case observed
other authors. During evolution the vortex tangles arise a
disappear in different places. It resembles the favor interm
tency phenomenon in classical turbulence. Our prelimin
simulation demonstrates that the Langevin approach app
in this paper is a very promising method for the study
chaotic vortex structures.
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The unstable states~including those related to self-accelerations of pulsars! in which the mutual
friction causes an irreversible motion of vortices are considered. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596790#
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INTRODUCTION

Concentric spheres with radiiR1 andR2 rotating with a
constant or variable angular velocityv are considered. Both
equilibrium and metastable states of this system are solut
of the equations of vortex dynamics with a given veloc
and zero mutual friction between the vortices and the nor
component. This force brings about transitions from o
equilibrium or metastable state to another upon a chang
angular velocity. But there also exist such configurations
vortices which cannot stay stable even if the variation of
velocity of rotation is interrupted.

In this publication of our report at CWS-2002 the pa
devoted to equilibrium and metastable rotation~see Ref. 1! is
omitted. This paper is dedicated to the mechanism of
unstable processes and to the difference between dou
cylinder and double-sphere devices.

BREAKING AND CONNECTION OF VORTICES

A clear example of the difference between coaxial c
inders and spheres is the generation of the first vortic
Fetter2 showed that vortex generation begins at the ou
cylinder at v.\ ln(2C)/2mRd (d[R22R1 , R[(R1

1R2)/2, C'1), but the generated vortex has no equilibriu
position in the space between the cylinders untilv exceeds
the value\ ln(d/a)/md2. Therefore, the vortices move to th
inner cylinder, annihilate on it, and deposit the circulati
there. In contrast to this, in the case of spheres a part of
axis of rotation lies in the liquid, and a vortex has an eq
librium position there ifv.\ ln(2R/a)/2mR2 ~Ref. 1!. That
value is less than the critical velocity of vortex generation
the equator of the outer sphere:\ ln(2C)/2mR2d. In this situ-
ation is all of the vortices generated have equilibrium po
tions in the vicinity of the axis of rotation and move to them
being broken in two parts.

The same processes of vortex breaking and the oppo
processes of two-vortex connection happen when vort
displace to their equilibrium positions or when a metasta
vortex cluster3 expands or compresses according to va
tions of the angular velocity.

The mechanism of these processes is shown in Fig
The left part shows what happens when a vortex approa
the inner sphere from the arear .R1 . At first the interaction
of the vortex with the sphere~‘‘with its own image’’! mani-
fests itself in the nearest part of the vortex to the equa
6281063-777X/2003/29(8)/2/$24.00
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which begins to distort. The prominent part of the vortex li
and its image make the ‘‘leading pair.’’ The sequence of
following events is represented by Fig. 1~left!: the above-
mentioned part of the vortex interacting with its ima
stretches along the equator, moves faster and faster,
proaches the wall nearer and nearer, and annihilates at i
the vortex breaks in two parts, and the edges of two rem
ing vortices find their equilibrium positions, not shown
Fig. 1.

The second picture of Fig. 1~right! shows what happen
when a vortex approaches the equator of the inner sp
from the arear ,R1 . Then a vortex approaches the equa
simultaneously with its continuation situated on the oth
side of the equator. Here, being perpendicular to the surf
the ends of the vortices form the leading pair. They mo
along the equator, approach each other, and annihilate.
remaining parts of the vortices join and form one vort
outside the inner sphere.

Thus, the opposite processes of vortex breaking and c
nection at the equator of the inner sphere do not represe
sequence of similar events observed in reverse order.
leading pairs, their orientation, and the directions of th
gathering are different.

ANNIHILATION OF OUTGOING VORTICES

The position near the equator of the outer sphere is
where the equilibrium rotation of a vortex with the vess
and the normal component is impossible. The vortex m
appear here, e.g., as a result of deceleration of an alm
freely rotating double sphere. Then the interaction with
own image becomes decisive, and a vortex leaves the ve
moving along and to the equator. It is known that the mut
friction results in a time dependence (tan2t)1/2 for compress-

FIG. 1. The sequence of events during the breaking of a vortex movin
the axis of rotation~left!, and the beginning of the connection of two vort
ces outgoing from the inner sphere~right!.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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ing linear dimensions: the distance from the vortex to
wall of the cylinder4 and the radius of the ring5 (tan is the
instant of annihilation!. A freely rotating vessel responds t
the changes of liquid angular momentum~which is propor-
tional to the area outlined by the vortex and the wall! by a
change of rotation velocity. The result is self-acceleratio
superimposed on the general deceleration of the vesse
the case of a cylinderdv/dt}(tan2t)21/2 ~Ref. 4!, in accor-
dance with Packard’s idea that the annihilation of vortic
may be the cause of pulsar self-accelerations~starquakes!.6

But a pulsar is a sphere, and in this case it is possible
represent the annihilating vortex as something like a sm
compressing ring. Then the self-acceleration also would h
pen, but the derivativedv/dt would be finite. However, this
statement requires more-detailed consideration.

CONCLUSIONS

More-detailed observations of pulsar self-acceleratio
modeling experiments~like Ref. 7!, and more-detailed theo
retical studies are desirable to compare the data, to dis
the similarities and differences between the cylindrical a
spherical models and pulsars, and to distinguish between
processes taking place in the pulsar solid crust and the
tron liquid pierced by vortices.
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Features of the angular dependence of the critical current in thin epitaxial films
of HTSC YBa 2Cu3O7Àd in a magnetic field
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The dependence of the critical current densityj c on the magnitude and direction of the magnetic
field H is investigated in thin epitaxial films of YBa2Cu3O72d having a high value ofj c in
the absence of field (;106 A/cm2 at 77 K! and a thicknessd less than twice the magnetic field
penetration depthl. It is found that thej c(H) curves have a low-field plateau both for
fields perpendicular and parallel to the film. In a magnetic field perpendicular to the film, the
‘‘effective pinning’’ plateau extends to a field corresponding to a density of Abrikosov
vortices threading the film at which it is no longer favorable for them all to be pinned at edge
dislocations in the interblock walls, and a fraction of them become unpinned. In contrast,
in a field parallel to the film the end of the plateau is unrelated to depinning of threading vortices
parallel to the film; instead,j c(H) decreases after the plateau region because the magnetic
field parallel to the film weakens the pinning of vortices perpendicular to the film. The low-field
plateau onj c(H) for an in-plane is wider than that for the case of normal magnetization.
Therefore, the dependence ofj c on the angle betweenH and the normal to the film has a single
maximum at which the field is lying in the film plane. In films obtained by laser or electron-
beam evaporation of YBa2Cu3O72d or its constituents, the measurements ofj c on which were
made by an inductive method, the decrease ofj c with increasing field in the film plane
begins at fields lower than the first critical field for penetration of the vortices into the film plane.
For the magnetron-deposited film, wherej c was measured by a transport method, this
decrease ofj c begins in a field much higher than that critical field. The possible relationships
between the parameters of thej c(H) curves and the first critical field for penetration of
the vortices into the film plane are discussed, including some which lead to different angular
dependences of the critical current. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596791#
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to the experimental data~see, e.g., the
reviews1,2!, the critical current densityj c in thin c-oriented1

epitaxial films of high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs! of the
YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! type reaches values 1–2 orders
magnitude greater than in the best single crystals, as hig
(1 – 3)3106 A/cm2 at 77 K in zero field, and it depends no
only on the strength of the applied magnetic fieldH but also
on its direction in relationship to the film plane and to t
direction of the supercurrent passing through the film.

The j c(H,u,w) curves in different films and under dif
ferent conditions of measurement are not the same~u is the
angle betweenH and the normal to the film plane, andw is
the angle between the projection ofH onto this plane and the
current direction!. For example, in Refs. 3–5 a single max
mum of j c(H,u) was observed, atu590°, at whichj c was
several times higher than atu50. The authors of those
papers3–5 attributed it to intrinsic pinning of the vortices du
6301063-777X/2003/29(8)/12/$24.00
as

to the layered crystal structure of the HTSCs. However
was subsequently established6 that the pinning of the vortices
on the atomic layers is extremely weak and can account f
value of j c in YBCO of not more than 103 A/cm2. In Ref. 7
a j c(u) curve with two maxima was observed: atu590°
(Hiab) and atu50 (Hic). The authors of Ref. 7 ascribe
the peak atHic to vortex pinning on twins of the crysta
structure. However, the pinning at coherent twin bounda
is also weak, since the region of elastic deformation of
crystal lattice of YBCO near twins~and, hence, the width o
the potential well for vortex pinning! is limited to 1–2 inter-
atomic distances.

In Ref. 8 theu dependence was investigated both f
fields perpendicular to the current (w590°) and for fields
lying in the plane defined by the normal to the film and t
current direction (w50). In both cases thej c(u) curve had a
single maximum, atu590°, and in every case that max
mum was somewhat higher forw590° than forw50.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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In Refs. 9–12 the angular dependence ofj c(H,u)
mainly had two maxima, corresponding to the transve
(u50) and longitudinal (u590°) orientations of the field
relative to the film plane~i.e., theab plane!. In some mea-
surements only one maximum ofj c(H,u) was observed, a
u590°, and in one of the films,12 deposited by off-axis dc
magnetron sputtering on the R cut of sapphire with a Ce2

buffer layer, a single maximum ofj c(H,u) was observed bu
at u50. It was also shown that the character of thej c(u)
curves at fixed values of the field varies as a function
temperatureT and applied magnetic field strengthH and is
different for different films.

The features of the angular dependence ofj c(u) were
explained in Refs. 1, 2, 11, and 12 as being due to the p
ence of corresponding systems of extended linear defec
the different films: edge dislocations~EDs! and screw dislo-
cations~SDs!, causing anisotropy of the pinning of Abriko
sov vortices for different directions of the magnetic flu
trapped by them. In particular, enhancement of the pinn
would occur when the magnetic field direction coincid
with the predominant direction of the extended defects. T
effectiveness of the pinning on EDs in YBCO is due to t
fact that the radiusr c of the nonsuperconducting cores of th
EDs are comparable in size to the radius of the normal c
of an Abrikosov vortex. This also pertains to SDs, the co
of which have a radius which, though larger than that of
EDs, is nevertheless comparable to the radius of a vo
core. However, while the density of EDs can rea
1011 cm22, the average density of SDs is generally not mo
than 108– 109 lines/cm2, and so their contribution to the tota
pinning of the vortices is small.

For c-oriented epitaxial films of YBCO there are tw
characteristic systems of EDs. The first is due to the fact
in the ab plane, parallel to the substrate, these films are
ideally monocrystalline but have a mosaic structure
‘‘weakly’’ ~if the a andb axes are not distinguished! misori-
ented single-crystal regions~blocks!.

The formation of a mosaic with alternatinga andb axes
in adjacent single-crystal blocks~they are sometimes calle
domains in the literature! leads to matching ‘‘on average’’ o
the orthorhombic crystalline structure of the film with th
tetragonal structure in the heteroplane of the substrate.
cording to the data of high-resolution electron microscop13

the misorientation anglesub of the a and/orb axes of adja-
cent regions in high-quality films amounts to a few degre
or even a fraction of a degree. Of course, if thea andb axes
of adjacent blocks are distinguished, then the actual mis
entation angles are equal to 90°6ub . The transverse dimen
sions of the blocks are 20–500 nm. Their boundaries
dislocation walls consisting of linear chains of EDs with d
location lines directed along thec axis. The density of these
‘‘threading’’ dislocations~on average over the area of th
film! is usually very large, up to 1011 lines/cm2.

It was shown in Refs. 14–16 that the dislocation wa
are rather transparent to supercurrent up to a current de
of 106– 107 A/cm2. Under certain conditions it is their trans
parency that determinesj c in the film. Here the cores of the
EDs of the dislocation walls are extremely efficient pinni
centers for vortices trapping magnetic flux normal to the fi
plane.16,17 In particular, the characteristic magnetic-field d
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pendence ofj c(H,u50) found in Refs. 16 and 18–20 i
explained in Ref. 16 on the basis of a statistical model for
pinning of an ensemble of mutually interacting vortices
threading EDs at ‘‘low-angle’’ interblock boundaries.

In addition, epitaxial films characteristically have mis
dislocations which relieve the stresses caused by a slight
ference in the lattice parameters of the film and substr
The lines of misfit dislocations form a network in the pla
of the film near its interface with the substrate. The dens
of these dislocations varies depending on the difference
the lattice parameters of the substrate and film in the h
eroplane and on the thickness of the film and its deposi
technology. These in-plane dislocations can be efficient p
ning centers for vortices trapping magnetic flux in the fi
plane, provided that it is favorable for in-plane vortices
enter the film.

These arguments permitted the authors of Refs. 1, 2,
and 12 to interpret the situation with two maxima or o
maximum of j c(H,u) as resulting from the different deve
opment of the systems of threading and in-plane EDs in
films, depending on their growth technology. In Ref. 17
model of single-particle core pinning of vortices on the co
of EDs in a magnetic field directed at an arbitrary angle
the dislocation line was considered. This analysis qual
tively confirmed the soundness of the ideas developed
Refs. 1, 2, 11, and 12 as to the possible nature of the an
ropy of j c(H,u). However, both the argumentation in Ref
1, 2, 11, and 12 and the analysis in Ref. 17 pertain to con
tions corresponding to film thicknessesd@l(T) and do not
take into account the specifics of the entry of in-plane vo
ces into thin films. Here and belowl(T)5l0(1
2T/Tc)

21/2 is the temperature-dependent penetration de
of the magnetic field into the superconductor, andTc is the
critical temperature of the superconducting transition.

For a consistent treatment of the angular dependenc
j c(H,u) in thin HTSC films withd<2l it is necessary to
take into account the difference of the conditions of pene
tion of Abrikosov vortices into films for the transvers
(u50) and longitudinal (u590°) directions of the fieldH
~henceforth referred to as ‘‘transverse’’ and ‘‘longitudina
fields!. In this paper we shall show that it is just this circum
stance, together with the specifics of the field depende
j c(H,u50) in YBCO epitaxial films,16,18–20 that makes it
possible to understand the nature of the various anomalie
the angular dependence ofj c(H,u).

It should also be noted that the discussion of thej c(H
5const,u) curves at different magnetic field strengths in t
reviews1,2 was based on measurements ofj c starting at com-
paratively high fields. In turn, the magnetic-field curv
j c(H,u5const) in YBCO epitaxial films with high values o
j c(H50) have been studied only foru50,16,18–20revealing
peculiar low-field behavior. There have been practically
published reports on thej c(H,u5const,w5const) curves for
different u andw starting at extremely low fields.

2. EXPERIMENT

In the present study we have investigated the field
pendence and angular dependence ofj c in thin c-oriented
epitaxial films of HTSC YBa2Cu3O72d that we obtained by
three different methods: pulsed laser deposition~PLD!, joint
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electron-beam evaporation of Y, BaF2 , and Cu followed by
annealing in an O2 atmosphere~JEBE!, and off-axis magne-
tron sputtering~OAMS!. The films obtained by PLD and
JEBE were studied by measuring the complex magnetic
ceptibility by a contact-free inductive method, and t
OAMS films were studied by a four-probe transport meth
The nominal thicknesses of the films~determined by the
growth technologies according to the growth time and c
ditions! and by measurements on a MII-4 interferomet!
were around 300 nm for the PLD and OAMS films and
nm for the JEBE film.

2.1. Film samples and their growth

The measurements were made on two laser-depos
films ~PP8 with Tc587.9 K and P532 withTc589.6 K)
with nominal thicknessesd'300 and 360 nm, respectively
grown in several different deposition regimes on sing
crystal substrates of LaAlO3 oriented along the~100! plane
and mechanically polished to optical quality, and one fi
~TN2, with d'90 nm andTc589.2 K) grown by the joint
electron-beam deposition of copper, yttrium, and BaF2 on a
single-crystal~100! substrate of LaAlO3 with a subsequen
annealing in an oxygen atmosphere. The dimensions of th
films in the plane were 0.530.5 cm. In addition, we studied
a film ~K6300, withTc near 90 K,d'300 nm, and in-plane
dimensions of 10310 mm) grown by the dc OAMS metho
on a single-crystal sapphire substrate~R-cut! coated with a
buffer layer of CeO2 ~see Ref. 11 for a description of th
technique!.

Film PP8 was deposited by evaporation
YBa2Cu3O72d from two rotating stoichiometric targets by
double-beam solid-state Nd-YAG laser with a specia
shaped profile of the laser beam~see Ref. 21 for details!. The
substrate temperature was 740– 750 °C, and the oxy
pressure in the chamber was around 0.2 mbar. Under t
conditions the average transverse size of the single-cry
blocks, according to an electron microscopic analysis,13 is
40–150 nm and increases with the substrate tempera
The misorientation of adjacent blocks did not exceed 1 –
Films grown under these conditions have a narrow transi
in temperature to the superconducting state and a high c
cal current density~up to 33106 A/cm2 at 77 K!. The film
P532 was obtained on the same apparatus but under c
tions corresponding to a wider transition to the superc
ducting state and a lower value ofj c .

The substrate temperature during the OAMS was va
from 720 to 750 °C. At temperatures below 720 °C, an x-
analysis revealed a 5–10% content of thea-oriented phase
The pressure of the 3:1 argon:oxygen mixture in the cham
was 1021 torr.

The deposition of the film by the OAMS method occu
at a rate of 0.02–0.03 nm/s and is close to a tw
dimensional, monolayer-by-monolayer growth, while for t
PLD the rate of deposition is 0.1–0.2 nm/s and occurs by
island ~three-dimensional! growth mechanism. For this rea
son OAMS films usually contain substantially fewer stacki
faults and the accompanying dislocation loops~a rough esti-
mate based on the HREM data gives 109 lines/cm2) than for
the PLD film. The block domains in the OAMS films ar
usually larger in size—up to 250 nm, the interblock boun
s-
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aries are more ordered and equidistant, and the azimu
misorientation angles are less than a degree.22 The average
density of threading EDs in the OAMS films is somewh
lower than in the PLD films, around 1010 lines/cm2. One
should expect similar characteristics for the K6300 fil
even thoughj c(H50,T577 K) for this particular film is
only 13106 A/cm2, which is smaller than that for the
OAMS films by a factor of 2.5–3.

2.2. Methods of measurement of the critical current

The measurements ofj c(T,H,u) for all the films were
made at temperaturesT>77 K. Low static magnetic fields
were used in the measurements: 0.5 T or less for the ind
tive measurements, and 1 T or less for the transport meas
ments.

Measurements ofj c in the PP8, P532, and TN2 film
were made by the contact-free low-frequency magnetic s
ceptibility method at a frequency of 937 Hz. This method
based on analysis of the dependence of the imaginary pax9
of the magnetic susceptibility of a thin film on the amplitud
of an alternating magnetic fieldhac perpendicular to the film
plane. It has been shown23 thatx9(hac) has a maximum at a
certain valuehac5hm . For a film in the form a disk the
relation betweenj c and hm is described by the expressio
j c51.030hm /d, where d is the film thickness. This sam
expression also gives a good description of the results
experiments on films of other isometric shapes, includ
square films.24 The amplitudehac was varied over the rang
0.001–5 mT. The detection system included an SR-8
lock-in amplifier connected to a computer. The maximum
x9(hac) was determined by approximatingx9(hac) near the
maximum by a second-order polynomial. A static magne
field H ~up to 0.5 T! oriented in the horizontal plane wa
produced either by a system of Helmholtz coils with a ve
cal axis of rotation~field of 0.0001–0.05 T! or by a resistive
electromagnet with an iron yoke~field of 0.002–0.5 T!. In
the first case the axes of the launching and receiving coil
the detection system and the orientation of the film sam
were fixed, and in the second case the launching and rec
ing coils were rotated together with the sample mounted
them. Thus in both versions only the angle between the st
magnetic field and the normal to the film plane were m
sured ~to an accuracy of63°). The alternating magnetic
field inducing the supercurrent, on the other hand, alw
coincided with the normal to the film. Consequently, the
duced currents were circular and always remained in the
plane. They had components both perpendicular and par
to the plane in which the applied magnetic field was rotat
Thus, unlike the transport measurements ofj c(H,u,w), in
these measurements the anglew is undetermined. However
since according to the data of Ref. 8 thej c(H,u) curves for
w50 and 90° are qualitatively similar and only slightly di
ferent quantitatively, one would expect that thej c(H,u)
curves obtained by the contact-free inductive method w
reflect the features of theu dependence ofj c(H,u,w) and, in
particular, those which are due to the specifics of the p
etration of in-plane vortices into a thin film. Meanwhile,
would be helpful to do a more detailed theoretical analysis
the inductive method of measuringj c in a static magnetic
field inclined to the plane. That will not be done in this pap
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The value of j c(H,u) in the OAMS film K6300 was
determined by measuring the current–voltage characteri
during passage of a transport current~four-probe configura-
tion!. For making the transport measurements, narrow~250
mm wide! bridges with eight contact pads were prepar
from the film by a photolithographic technique. The curre
passed only perpendicular to the plane in which the app
magnetic field rotated upon variation of the angleu ~i.e., w
590°). A serious shortcoming of the apparatus used for
transport measurements ofj c(u,H) was the impossibility of
working with fields below 0.03–0.04 T.

2.3. Results of the measurements

The magnetic-field dependence ofj c for the film PP8 at
a temperature of 77 K is shown in Fig. 1 for parallel a
perpendicular field directions. The analogous curves for
films P532 and TN2, only in a wider interval of static ma
netic fields and for the field orientationsu50, 45, 70, 80,
and 90°, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. It is s
that the j c(H,u5const) curves are superficially similar t
each other for all of these films and all orientations of t
field and are also similar to that which was observed in R
16 and 18–20 atu50. There is also a relatively wide ‘‘pla

FIG. 1. Magnetic-field dependence of the critical current density aT
577 K in the film PP8 for magnetic field directions perpendicular (u50)
~h! and parallel (u590°) ~d! to the film plane.

FIG. 2. Magnetic-field dependence of the critical current density at 77 K
the film P532 for magnetic field directions at anglesu50, 45, 70, 80, and
90° to the normal to the film. The scatter of the curves for differentu at low
fields reflects the error of measurement.
cs

d
t
d

e

e
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teau’’ at 0<H<Hm wherej c is independent ofH. After that
there is a certain transition region, followed by a rather ste
drop of j c(H). For u50 the fall of j c(H) on the ‘‘steep’’
part is close to linear in a semilogarithmic plot~linear in j c

and logarithmic inH).
As was mentioned in Ref. 16, there are two types

c-oriented YBCO epitaxial films. In the higher-current typ
~with j c(H50,T577 K)'(1.5– 3)3106 A/cm2) the transi-
tion from the plateau to the logarithmic part is of the natu
of a sharp kink. This kink has been attributed16 to a change
of the mechanism limitingj c from one imposed by the trans
parency to supercurrent of the interblock boundaries to
imposed by the depinning of the ensemble of mutually int
acting vortices pinned on threading edge dislocations at l
angle interblock boundaries. For films with a somewh
lower ~although still extremely high! critical current density
this transition is smoother and is described in terms of o
the second of thej c-limiting mechanisms mentioned abov
For films of this latter kind it is convenient to characteri
the width of the low-field plateauHm by the value of the
field at the point of intersection of the asymptote to the p
teau with the extension of the linearly falling~in the semilog
plot! part of j c(H,u).

As is seen in Figs. 1–3, the films PP8, P532, and TN2
u50 have moderately large values ofj c(H50, T577 K)
51.353106, 8.63105, and 2.283106 A/cm2, respectively,
and the transition to the logarithmic part of the curve is qu
smooth. The curves for the different field directions 0,u
,90° differ in that the plateau becomes progressively wi
with increasingu, and in the case when the field lies in th
film plane (u590°63°) the plateau is 2.5–3 times wide
than foru50. With increasingu the j c(H,u) curves for all
the films are shifted almost parallel to one another on a se
log plot, to higher fields relative toj c(H,u50). A more
careful examination reveals that the slope of the curves
creases somewhat~see, e.g., Fig. 2!. This behavior of the
curves means that they can be obtained from each other
approximately by a scaling of the magnetic field, i.e.,

n

FIG. 3. Magnetic-field dependence of the critical current density aT
577 K in the film TN2 for different anglesu between the magnetic field
direction and the normal to the film. The key to the symbols foru50, 45,
70, 80, and 90° is given in the figure. Foru590°63° the results of two
different measurements using two different apparatus for measuring
angles are shown by the circlets and crosses. The curves foru50 and 90°
are drawn through the experimental points, while those foru545, 70, and
80° are constructed according to formula~5! with the use of interpolated
experimental curves forj c(H,u50) and j c(H,u590°).
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multiplying the fields at which they attain the same value
j c by a certain factor which increases with increasingu. For
all the curves withuÞ0 this factor varies, albeit weakly, as
function of j c / j c(H50). The deviation of the curves from
‘‘parallel shift’’ on a semilog plot is especially noticeable fo
u590° at j c / j c(H50)<0.9. For example, in the film PP
~Fig. 1! the curve foru590° can be obtained to a fair ap
proximation from the curves foru50 by multiplying the
fields at which they attain some value ofj c by a factor of
2.7560.15. It can be obtained more precisely by multiplyi
by a factor that varies from 2.9 forj c / j c(H50)→1 to 2.6
for j c / j c(H50)50.93. For the film P532 the ‘‘scaling fac
tors’’ for the field are 2.75, 2.63, 2.24, and 1.51 f
j c / j c(H50)50.95, 0.9, 0.75, and 0.5, respectively. Thu
strictly speaking, there is no logarithmic segment on the f
ing part of the j c(H,u590°) curve, and its absence is in
creasingly obvious the larger the level of fall one is anal
ing.

Let us discuss the differences between thej c(H,u)
curves obtained for films of substantially different thickne
The results for the film TN2~Fig. 3! are essentially similar in
type on a qualitative level to those shown for film PP8 in F
1 or film P532 in Fig. 2. Granted, the value ofj c(H50,
T577 K) is noticeably higher for TN2 than for PP8 or P53
and the transition from the plateau to the logarithmic part
j c(H) for u50 is somewhat sharper for TN2 than for th
other two films. But the intersection of the linear asympto
to the logarithmic part of the curve with the continuation
the plateau~the line j c5 j c(H50)) gives practically the
same value ofHm for all three films: Hm(T577 K)
'0.01 T. And here the width of the plateau in a ‘‘paralle
field (u590°) is substantially wider for the film TN2 tha
for PP8 and P532. Deviations fromj c(H50) start to appear
only for 0.08 T, and the analog of the intersection of t
asymptotes takes place at 0.15–0.20 T, while for PP8
P532 the corresponding values are 0.017–0.02 and 0.0
0.03 T, respectively.

It is of interest to discuss in more detail the behavior
j c(H,u590°) on the falling part. This part of the curve wa
specially taken twice on two different apparatus for meas
ing the angles between the field direction and the norma
the film plane. Both sets of points are shown in Fig. 3. It
seen that one of them is somewhat closer to parallel trans
~with a slightly increasing steepness! of the curve foru50 in
semilogarithmic coordinates. At the same time, the sec
set, which should differ from the first only in a possib
difference of the orientation of the magnetic field within t
error limits of its adjustment is actually noticeably differe
from it and has a sharp rise in steepness. A detailed dis
sion of the nature ofj c(H,u590°) will not be given in this
paper. We note only that the correct investigation of the
tails of its behavior~specifically for the given field orienta
tion! apparently requires more precise control of the alig
ment of the field orientation in the film plane than w
realized in taking the data of Figs. 1–3.

Figure 4a shows the angular dependence ofj c for the
films P532 and PP8 at 77 K in a field of 0.047 T. The ana
gous curves obtained at a temperature of 83 K are show
Fig. 4b. We see that thej c(u) curves of both films at the two
temperatures at which the measurements were made
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have a maximum atu590°, with a value ofj c at the maxi-
mum which is somewhat less thanj c(H50). This character
of the j c(H5const,u) curves in a field exceeding the widt
of the plateau of the magnetic-field dependence both fou
50 and foru590° would be expected on the basis of t
j c(H,u5const) curves for different values ofu. For com-
parison of the character of thej c(u) curves obtained at dif-
ferent temperatures it is convenient to plot these curves
malized to their maximum value at each of the temperatu
The j c(u) curves at temperatures of 77 and 83 K are p
sented in such a form in Fig. 5a~film PP8! and Fig. 5b~film
P532!. It is seen that the normalized curves for these fil
behave differently with changing temperature. For the fi
PP8 the total variation of the normal angular dependenc
j c in a field of 0.047 T is noticeably stronger at 83 K than
77 K, while for film P532 their relationship is just the oppo
site. This situation most likely reflects the fact that the widt
of the plateaus and of the transition regions from the plate
to the logarithmic magnetic-field dependence ofj c(H,u
50) in the given samples have different ratios to the fie
0.047 T at which the measurements of the angular dep
dence were made. Furthermore, these films apparently
have different coefficients in the temperature dependenc
the of the plateau widths in terms of the reduced temperat
According to the data of Ref. 16, and in accordance with
model developed in that paper, the change of the plat
width is proportional to the change in temperature,t5(1
2T/Tc). We shall not analyze the temperature depende
of the total variation ofj c(H,u) in more detail but shall
discuss only the main aspects of the results.

Figure 6 gives thej c(H5const,u) curves for the film
TN2 at a temperature of 77 K for several different values

FIG. 4. Angular dependence ofj c(H50.047 T,u) in the films PP8~j! and
P532~h! for T577 K ~a! and 83 K~b!.
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H. As for the other films investigated in the present stu
these curves have a single maximum atu590°. It is seen
that the peak atu590° becomes sharper as the field at wh
the curves are measured is increased. These character
are in complete agreement with thej c(H,u5const) curves
shown in Fig. 3.

The curves of the field dependence and angular dep
dence ofj c(H,u) for the OAMS film K6300, with the same
nominal thickness as for PP8 and P532, were obtained f
the data of transport measurements; they are of a provisi
nature and were taken in order to show their qualitative
ference from the curves obtained by the inductive method
the films PP8, P532, and TN2. The curves ofj c(H,u

FIG. 5. Angular dependence ofj c normalized to the maximum value atu
590° in a magnetic fieldH50.047 T at temperatures of 77 K~s! and 83 K
~d! for films PP8~a! and P532~b!.

FIG. 6. Angular dependence ofj c(H,u) in the film TN2 at 77 K for a series
of fixed values ofH @T#: 0.05~d!, 0.1 ~n!, 0.2 ~j!, 0.4 ~,!. The curves are
drawn through the points.
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5const) for u50, 60, and 90° are shown in Fig. 7. The
were obtained forH.0.03 T, and therefore do not allow on
to trace the presence and width of the low-field plateau
u50 and 60°. The measurements made by the induc
method on the other OAMS films show that the low-fie
plateau of j c(H,u50) in them is usually narrower than i
the laser deposited films, apparently because of the la
sizes of the single-crystal blocks. The dotted line in Fig
shows the hypothetical continuation of thej c(H,u50) curve
to low fields under the assumption thatHm50.005– 0.01 T.
From this we can conclude that in the region wherej c(H,u
590°) varies slowly with field~against the background o
the measurement error!, i.e., 0.04 T,H,0.4 T, the values
of j c are practically equal or at most 5–10% less than
value of j c(H50). Consequently, this region of consta
~within the error limits! values ofj c(H,u590°) is a plateau
for this field orientation. The deviations from it become a
preciable only in fields above 0.3–0.4 T, and one can sp
of an ‘‘intersection of the asymptotes’’ in a field of 0.7–0.8
Thus the plateau on thej c(H,u590°) curve for the film
K6300 is anomalously wide, an order of magnitude wid
than for the laser-deposited films of the same thickne
Curves of the angle dependencej c(u) obtained on this film
at 77 K in fields of 0.19 and 0.3 T are shown in Fig. 8. It
seen that the tops of the peaks ofj c(u) at u590° are not
sharp: the change inj c from u590° to the nearest adjacen
experimental points (80° and 100°) is too small for the pe
at u590° to be assumed to be narrow and sharp like
peak observed25 for Nb–Ti films. Consequently, the anoma
lously wide low-field plateau on thej c(H,u590°) curve for
the film K6300 is not due to an ‘‘accidental’’ coincidenc
with a narrow peak ofj c(H5const,u) at an exact orientation
u590° during the measurements ofj c(H,u590°).

At the present time we cannot say conclusively whet
or not the observed anomaly ofj c(H,u590°) is due to gen-
eral properties of OAMS films or to features of our particu
sample. It cannot be ruled out that it is a manifestation
differences in the inductive and transport methods of m
suring the critical current in a static field lying in the film
plane. Measurements of the angle dependence of the cri

FIG. 7. Magnetic-field dependence of the critical current density of
magnetron-deposited film K6300 foru50 ~d!, 60° ~,!, and 90°~j!, ob-
tained by transport measurements at 77 K. The dotted line shows a h
thetical continuation of the curve foru50 into the regionH<0.03 T. Lines
have been drawn through to the points corresponding tou50 and 90° as a
guide to the eye. For comparison with the curve obtained atu560° the
points calculated according to Eq.~4! have been plotted~.! and a line
drawn through them.
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current in OAMS films, including K6300, will be continued
and an experimental comparison of the two methods of m
surement will be done on the same film. The results of th
additional studies and their theoretical analysis will be p
lished separately.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THEIR
QUALITATIVE INTERPRETATION

As we know, the first critical fieldHc1
bulk of a type-II

superconductor corresponds to the start of penetration
Abrikosov vortices into a spindle-shaped sample magnet
along the axis or into a disk-shaped sample magnetize
the plane. Here the smaller of the dimensions of the sam
should be much greater thanl. For anisotropic supercon
ductors of the HTSC type,Hc1

bulk will furthermore take on the
valueHc1,'

bulk or the valueHc1,i
bulk in cases when the magnetizin

field is directed perpendicular to or parallel to the axis
anisotropy of the superconducting properties of the substa
~thec axis in the case of YBCO!. For a transverse orientatio
of the external magnetic fieldH with respect to the plane o
a thin c-oriented HTSC film of thicknessd!D ~whereD is
the longitudinal dimension of the film!, the external field
necessary for the start of vortex penetration is much less
Hc1,i

bulk because of the demagnetizing effect~the demagnetiz-
ing factor is close to unity! and is approximately equal to

Hc1
film'Ad

D
Hc1,i

bulk . ~1!

HereHc1,i
bulk is the anisotropic analog for HTSCs of the qua

tity Hc1
bulk5f0 ln k/4pl2, where k5l/j5l0 /j0 is the

Ginzburg–Landau parameter (k@1 in cuprate HTSCs!, j
5j0t21/2 is the coherence length, andf05hc/2e is the
magnetic flux quantum. For YBCO the parameterl0

'150 nm and the parameterj0'1.5 nm, so thatk'100.
AT a temperatureT577 K for Tc592 K, whent'0.16, l
'380 nm, andj'3.8 nm, the first critical field of a bulk
sampleHc1

bulk(T577 K)'5 mT. According to Eq.~1!, for the
investigated films, with thicknessesd'100– 300 nm and a
longitudinal dimensionD'10 mm, we obtain the estimat

FIG. 8. Angular dependence ofj c(u) obtained by a transport method on th
film K6300 at 77 K in magnetic fields of 0.19 T~s! and 0.30 T~m!. The
points are experimental. The lines have been drawn according to the e
tion j c(H,u)5 j c(H cosu),u50) with the use of thej c(H,u50) dependence
found experimentally.
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Hc1
film(T577 K)'(0.5– 1.0)31024 T, which is comparable

to the Earth’s magnetic field and one to two orders of m
nitude smaller than the width of the low-field plateauHm on
the j c(H,u50) curve. It is important to note that, starting
low fields of 2–3 timesHc1

film ~i.e., fields slightly larger than
the Earth’s magnetic field at 77 K or fields of 1–2 mT at 4
K!, the magnetic inductionB in a transversely magnetize
film with d!D is equal in magnitude to the applied extern
field. This corresponds to an appreciable density of Abrik
sov vortices in the film, equal toH/f0 , starting at extremely
low fields. In addition, it must be taken into account that f
d<2l(T) the magnetic field penetrates almost complet
into the film, so thatB'H for any field direction, even when
there are no vortices penetrating the film.

In the case of a longitudinal orientation ofH the corre-
sponding coefficient of the magnetization tensor is equa
zero, and the magnetic field flows around the film, penet
ing into it from both sides to a depth ofl. The formation of
vortices in the film becomes unfavorable. As was shown
Refs. 26 and 27, the external field necessary for the
chain of vortices to penetrate into a film of thickne
d,2l will be much greater thanHc1,'

bulk , and for an isotropic
superconductor it is given by the expression

Hc1
~1!~d!'

2f0

pd2 lnS d

j D[8S l0

d D 2

Hc1
bulk~T→0!

3S 11
ln~d/l0!1 ln~t!/2

ln k D . ~2!

We see thatHc1
(1)(d)@Hc1

bulk . However, for cuprate
HTSCs it is also necessary to take into account the str
anisotropy of the superconducting properties due to the
ered structure of these compounds. As a consequence o
anisotropy, the magnetic field penetration depth along thc
axis, lc , is much larger and the coherence lengthjc much
smaller than the corresponding parameterslab andjab in the
layer planeab. As a result, the critical field for penetratio
of Abrikosov vortices into a HTSC film withd,lab in the
case of a longitudinal field orientation will be

H̃c1~d!'
2f0

pd2G
lnS d

jc
D , ~3!

where G5lc /lab is the anisotropy parameter, andjc(T)
5j0 /(GAt). For YBCO, according to published data,G

'5 – 7. The value ofH̃c1(d) depends weakly on temperatu
in the temperature interval corresponding tot.0.1. As an
estimate we getH̃c1(d)'0.013– 0.017 T for films of thick-
ness d'300 nm and H̃c1(d)'0.12– 0.15 for films with
d'100 nm.

At low longitudinal fieldsH,H̃c1(d) the magnetic field
lines envelop the superconducting film, penetrating into
from both sides to a depthl, but the tangential component o
the field does not enter the film in the form of vortices. In
field H inclined to the film plane the magnetic flux can pa
all the way through the film~in the form of Abrikosov vor-
tices perpendicular to the film and with a lengthl'd) on
account of the transverse component of the magnetic fi
H'5H cosu. Vortex penetration will be energetically favo
able at places where there are linear edge dislocations thr

ua-
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ing completely through the film and having nonsuperco
ducting cores parallel to thec axis. Core pinning of vortices
will take place at the cores of these edge dislocations
accordance with the mechanism considered in Refs. 16
17 for pinning in a transverse magnetic field. The role of
transverse field in the present case will be played by the fi
component perpendicular to the film,H' . The tangential
component of the field near the surface of the film must,
course, vary continuously. Satisfaction of this requirem
causes bending of the field lines of the magnetic flux trap
by a vortex near the surface of the film, and the length of t
part of the the vortex along which its core coincides with t
core of the edge dislocation is shortened somewhat in c
parison withd. Because of this, the vortex pinning force o
threading EDs should be weakened slightly with increas
u.

If one ignores this weakening of the pinning force, th
for H,H̃c1(d) the angular dependence ofj c(H,uÞ0) will
be determined by the field dependence ofj c(H,u50) stud-
ied in Refs. 16, 18, and 19, but now as a function ofH'

instead ofH, i.e.,

j c~H,u!5 j c~H' ,u50!. ~4!

The estimates ofH̃c1(d,T577 K) made above show
that a large part of the field interval in which the data of Fig
1–3 were obtained corresponds to the conditionH

,H̃c1(d). This allows one to check whether relation~4!
holds. Such a check for the film TN2 is shown in Fig.
which shows plots of theu dependence of the values of th
magnetic fields at whichj c(H,u) takes on certain values
As these values we have chosen 1.53106 A/cm2 and
23106 A/cm2, which correspond to 0.66 and 0.8
respectively, times the value ofj c(H50, T577 K)52.27
3106 A/cm2. Curves2 and4 in this figure correspond to th
functions 23106/cosu and 1.53106/cosu, which reflect re-
lation ~4!. We see that forj c(H,u)50.88j c(H50) relation
~4! holds well in the angular interval 0,u,70°, while for
j c(H,u)50.66j c(H50) it holds in a somewhat narrower in
terval 0,u,50°. The fields at which the deviations from
relation~4! appear correspond to values which are lower th
the above estimate ofH̃c1(d590 nm) by a factor of 1.5–2

FIG. 9. Values of the fields at whichj c(H,u) amounts to 66%~h! and 88%
~n! of j c(H50) for different u. Curves1 and 3 were drawn through the
experimental points as a guide to the eye. Curves2 and 4 correspond to
fields for which the values ofj c(H,u50) amount to 66% and 88% of thei
zero-field value divided by cosu; d, s are the values of the angles at whic
the data in Fig. 3 were obtained.
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The probable reason for this is the decrease of the pinn
force on a vortex perpendicular to the film because of
bending of the magnetic field lines of the flux trapped by t
vortex and, accordingly, the bending of the core of the vor
in the subsurface region of the film.

In addition, one notices the circumstance that both
the films PP8 and P532~see Figs. 1 and 2! and for TN2~Fig.
3! the decrease ofj c(H,u59063°) with increasing field
begins at considerably lower values of the field~by a factor
of about 1.5–3! than the values ofH̃c1(d) corresponding to
these films, where in-plane vortices begin to enter the fi
Of course, the penetration of the film by in-plane vortic
need not automatically lead to a decrease inj c(H,u590°).
They may be strongly pinned, and the plateau atj c(H,u
590°) may extend to even higher fields. But the falloff
j c(H,u590°) in fields less thanH̃c1 requires explanation
The possible error in the above estimate ofH̃c1 may lessen
the disagreement a little but cannot eliminate it.

The decrease inj c in a magnetic field parallel to the film
plane under conditions when the vortices due to that fi
cannot yet enter the film is probably due to the influence
the in-plane field on the pinning conditions for vortices pe
pendicular to the film which have been created by the m
netic field of the measuring current flowing through it. Th
will also be pinned by threading edge dislocations. Here, t
one should take into consideration the same near-sur
bending of the magnetic field lines of the total~external and
current-induced! flux trapped by a vortex normal to the film
This bending decreases the length along which the cor
the ED is coincident with the core of the vortex. As a resu
the pinning of these vortices will be weakened, leading t
decrease ofj c . In this paper we will not go into the details o
the above-described mechanism for the weakening of
pinning of vortices threading the film by a longitudinal fiel
However, if such a mechanism is indeed realized, then
magnetic-field dependence of the critical current density
an arbitrary direction of the fieldu should be described no
by relation~4! but by a modification of it:

j c~H,u!5 j c~H' ,u50!
j c~H i ,u590°!

j c~H50!
, ~5!

whereH i5H sinu.
A check of relation~5! for the film TN2 is shown in Fig.

3. The functionsj c(H,u50) andj c(H,u590°) are found by
interpolation from the lines drawn through the experimen
points foru50 and 90°. These were then used to constr
curves corresponding to Eq.~5! for u545°, 70°, and 80°. It
is seen that within the error limits of the measurements
experimental points in Fig. 3 lie on the curves construc
for the corresponding angles. A slight disagreement can
observed in the highest-field part of the curve foru545°. It
is lessened considerably if the function forj c(H,u590°) is
constructed by interpolation of the points corresponding
the second angle-measuring apparatus, which are show
the crosses in Fig. 3.

Thus the above comparison shows that the widening
the plateau onj c(H,u5const) when the field is inclined is
due to the decrease ofH' with increasingu. Nevertheless,
the widening of the plateau forH→90° is limited. Here,
unlike the case of a magnetic field perpendicular to the fi
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when the ‘‘effective pinning’’ plateau extends to fields
which a certain density of Abrikosov vortices threading t
film is reached, the end of the low-field plateau in a fie
parallel to the film occurs under conditions such that the fi
is not penetrated by vortices parallel to it, or at least the
of the plateau is not caused by such vortices. It is brou
about by the weakening of the pinning of vortices normal
the film, most likely created by the field of the measuri
current, in an in-plane magnetic field.

A check of the applicability of expression~5! was done
for the data of Fig. 2 and for the data of Fig. 3 and ga
excellent results.

Let us now consider the possible consequences of r
tions ~3!–~5! for the angular dependence ofj c(H5const,u)
obtained in various fixed fields, as is most often done
measurements of this kind. As we have said, thej c(H,u
50) curves in thin epitaxial films of YBCO are characte
ized by the presence of a rather wide plateau in low fie
H,Hm(T). Over the extent of this plateau one hasj c(H)
5 j c(H50)5 j c

(0)5const. According to Ref. 16, the value o
Hm(T), which characterizes the width of the plateau, d
pends linearly on the reduced temperaturet, at least within
the domain of applicability of the Ginzburg–Landau mod
We note that forH,Hm(T) the density of vortices is not ye
very high, and all the vortices are pinned on edge dislo
tions at the interblock boundaries. A single-particle mec
nism of core pinning of the vortices on the cores of ED
which was examined in Ref. 17, is realized. In higher fie
H.Hm(T) a falloff of j c(H,u50) occurs, which is approxi-
mated over a rather wide interval of fields by the relati
j c(H,u50)'a ln(H* /H), where H* 5Hme1/a, a'const
~for different samplesa has a value of 0.2260.02). Since
Hm(T) is always much greater thanHc1

film , the main part of
the plateau and, especially, the region of the falloff ofj c(H)
correspond to a finite density of Abrikosov vortices perpe
dicular to the film plane. In the regionH.Hm(T) the inter-
action between vortices become important. The position
the vortices relative to one another is correlated, and eve
ally a vortex lattice forms. The relative number of vortic
pinned on EDs begins to decrease.

According to the model developed in Ref. 16, in whi
Abrikosov vortices are accidentally trapped by pinning ce
ters ~the cores of EDs! in c-oriented epitaxial films with a
random distribution of sizes of the single-crystal blocks,Hm

depends on their average linear dimension^L&. The value of
Hm increases with decreasing^L& as ^L&22, so that the re-
lationship betweenHm andH̃c1(d) can be different in differ-
ent films. Here the form of relation~4! or ~5! will depend
substantially on the relationship between the values ofHm

andH̃c1(d) and also on the relationship between the Lore
forceFL5(f0 /c) j and the local forceFp of core pinning of
a vortex on an ED.

Let us first consider the caseHm(T),H̃c1(d), which is
realized in the films studied here. It should generally be
case for thin epitaxial films of YBCO with relatively larg
single-crystal domains,̂L&>20– 25 nm in size, and at tem
peratures relatively close toTc (T>77 K), so as to satisfy
the conditiond<2l(T). Under these conditions one shou
observe no angular dependence at low fieldsH,Hm , i.e.,
j c(u)5 j c

(0)5const, in accordance with the single-partic
d
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mechanism of vortex pinning on EDs in the plateau regi
Angular dependence should arise at higher fields, lying in
interval Hm(T),H,H̃c1(d). In this interval the longitudi-
nal component of the field,H i5H sinu, penetrates into the
film, sinced<2l(T), but it does not create vortices parall
to the film. However, for values of the transverse compon
of the field H'.Hm , which holds in an angular interval 0
<u<um , whereum is determined by the relation

cosum5Hm~T!/H, ~6!

the field dependencej c(H' ,u50) now corresponds to the
falling part of the curve. With increasingu ~for u<90°) the
transverse componentH'5Hcosu decreases andj c(u) in-
creases to a maximum foru.um , whereH' again becomes
less thanHm and j c(u)→ j c

(0) . Consequently, in this field
interval one should observe a minimum ofj c(u) at u50 and
a maximum atu590°. The value ofj c(u.um) at the maxi-
mum of the angular dependence will be equal to or less t
j c
(0) on account of the weakening of the flux pinning perpe

dicular to the film as a result of the bending of the vortices
the subsurface region of the film due to the presence of
tangential field component. As the field at which the me
surements ofj c(u) are made is increased, the maximum ne
u590° should become progressively narrower but lower.
low fields ~or small anglesu!, i.e., in the region where the
flux pinning is not yet weakened substantially by the bend
of the threading vortices due to the longitudinal compon
of the field and that effect can be neglected, thej c(u) curve
can be obtained fromj c(H,u50) with the use of relation
~4!. At higher fields~at larger angles! one should use relation
~5!. These conclusions accord with the experimental data
Figs. 4–6 and agree qualitatively with the data in Fig. 8.

At the same time, the data presented in Fig. 8, unlike
data of Figs. 4–6, do not show any lowering ofj c(u590°)
as the field is increased from 0.19 to 0.3 T and, judging fr
Fig. 7, j c(u590°)' j c

(0) in these fields, even though field
from 0.19 to 0.3 T correspond to the conditionH>H̃c1(d)
and one would expect an additional contribution to the lo
ering of j c(H,u590°) as a result of the possible depinnin
of in-plane vortices which have penetrated the film. If tho
vortices are strongly pinned and do not give an additio
contribution, the effect of the vortex bending should
preserved. However, no manifestations of it are seen in F
7 and 8. The reason for this should be clarified in furth
studies.

At higher fieldsH.H̃c1(d).Hm(T) in the angular re-
gion 0<u<um the minimum of j c(u) should be observed
as before, nearu50, and an increase ofj c(u) should occur
in the regionu→um . With further increase ofu up to 90° the
trend of the curves will be determined by the relationsh
betweenH i and H̃c1(d) and the concrete form ofj c(H,u
590°), i.e., by the degree of weakening of the flux pinni
force at threading EDs in an inclined field. The maximum
j c(u) near u590° can become quite broad and be alm
smeared out. It can be acquire an additional~most likely
shallow! dip at its center in the angular region whereH i

.H̃c1(d). This may occur because of depinning of the i
plane vortices that arise in this case and also because a
u>um correspond toH',Hm(T). Here j c(H' ,u50) is in-
dependent of field, and the flux pinning force at thread
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EDs, because of the bending of the vortices, tends towa
minimum value close to the pinning for a vortex perpendic
lar to the core of an ED.17 The reason for the possible in
crease ofj c(u'90°) against the background of the lowerin
discussed above may be additional pinning of the cur
parts of the vortices. It can occur on extended misfit E
localized along the interface between the film and subst
and also on other extended stacking faults lying in the fi
plane.

We note that the pinning of in-plane vortices arising

H i.H̃c1(d) can be extremely strong, since these vortic
should be trapped in the potential well between two Bea
Livingston barriers at the boundaries of the thin film. T
depth of the potential well will depend ond/l and, as was
shown in Ref. 25, will be large ford,l. As a result, elec-
tromagnetic pinning of longitudinal vortices arises in t
film, similar to that studied in Ref. 25 in thin films of
superconducting niobium–titanium alloy. The value ofH'

will become comparable toHc1
film , given by Eq.~1!, in an

extremely narrow interval of anglesu near 90°, and the
transverse component of the field will no longer cre
threading vortices. In transport measurements with a nar
bridge the number of vortices threading the film which a
excited by the transport current can become so small
their depinning will not controlj c(u590°). In that case the
field dependencej c(H,u590°) begins to be controlled b
the electromagnetic pinning of of in-plane vortices and o
should observe a narrow~fraction of a degree!, high peak on
the curve ofj c(u) at u590°. In the inductive measuremen
of j c it would seem that such a peak should be found at fie
H i for which the angular amplitude of the ‘‘rocking’’ of the
total field, static plus induced, becomes less than the ang
half-width of the u590° peak ~discussed above! on the
j c(u) curve registered in transport measurements with a
row bridge. This should correspond to fieldsH i which are a
hundred or more times higher than the amplitude of
current-inducing alternating field perpendicular to the fil
Although this condition holds for the data obtained on t
film TN2 ~see Fig. 3! at the highest static field used, grow
of j c(H,u590°) was not registered in that field region. O
might try to explain the anomalous width of the plateau
u590° in the transport-method data for the film K6300~Fig.
7! by the electromagnetic pinning of in-plane vortices. Ho
ever, the character of the angular curves for this film in F
8 rule out the possibility of a narrow~from a fraction of a
degree to a few degrees!, sharp peak atu590°, since at
angles differing from 90° by610° the values ofj c(u) in
Fig. 8 are close toj c(90°). Thus, if the difference in the
techniques of the transport measurements of the critical
rent did play a role in the radical difference of the curve
j c(H,u590°) for the films PP8, P532, and TN2 from th
film K6300, they do not reduce to a matter of taking in
account the ‘‘rocking’’ of the total field due to the alternatin
induced field, nor can the anomalous width of the plateau
j c(H,u590°) for the film K6300 be explained as a manife
tation of electromagnetic pinning of in-plane vortices.

In addition, we note the following circumstance. It
known26 that the surface barrier to the entry of in-plane vo
tices in fields much greater thanH̃c1(d) may be practically
absent while at the same time the barrier to their exit is hi
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The vortices will be held in the film by electromagnet
forces and will not leave it until the field has decreased
low a certain limit. In the experiment we paid attention to t
possibility of hysteresis due to this circumstance, but it w
not manifested outside the error limits.

Thus the plateau on thej c(H,u590°) curve has a com
pletely different nature than the plateau onj c(H,u50),
which is due to the pinning of numerous vortices by a n
work of edge dislocations in low-angle boundaries betwe
single-crystal blocks~domains!. They are due to the absenc
of depinning of in-plane vortices because in-plane vortic

do not enter the film forH,H̃c1(d) and such vortices are
strongly pinned at higher fields and to the absence~or neg-
ligibility ! of a decrease in the pinning force of vortices pe
pendicular to the film under the influence of an in-plane fie
less than a certain value. If the pinning of vortices norma
the film were not weakened because of bending of the m
netic field lines and, accordingly, of the vortex cores, th
this plateau could extend to the depinning fields for in-pla

vortices, which exceed the fieldH̃c1(d). Consequently, as a
minimum, we can say that in the films PP8, P532, and T
the pinning of in-plane vortices does not determine
mechanism that limits the critical current flowing in the fil
plane.

The situation with the film K6300 is not yet complete
clear. The above discussion shows that the decreas
j c(H,u590°) in this case also does not correspond to w
would be expected if it were due to depinning of in-pla
vortices. However, manifestations of a weakening of the p
ning of vortices normal to the film by a field parallel to th
film are absent in K6300 up to fields of 0.3–0.4 T, substa

tially exceedingH̃c1(d) and an order of magnitude great
than the fields at which these manifestations become no
able in the films PP8 and P532, which have the same th
ness as K6300. This apparently occurs for reasons relate
the film growth and/or preparation for the critical curre
measurements and will require additional studies for clar
cation.

The experimental data presented in Figs. 4–6 and 8

tain to fields in the intervalH>H̃c1(d).H̃m(T). However,
for all the films represented in these figures the fall
j c(H,u590°) at the fields used in the measurements is sm
compared toj c

(0) , and the maxima of thej c(u) curves near
u590° are quite broad. Apparently this maximum is n
two-humped. At the same time, the marked broadening
this peak to its utter disappearance can be demonstrated
j c(u) curves are plotted using the data for the film P532
fields near 0.5 T~see Fig. 2!.

Let us now consider the hypothetical case when the

posite relationship holds,Hm(T).H̃c1(d). It can be realized
in thicker epitaxial films at temperatures for whichT!Tc

and 2l(T)<d, and the average size of the domains is sm
e.g.,^L&<10 nm, andHm(T) is relatively large. Then in the

low-field regionH,H̃c1(d) one should observe a maximum
of j c(H5const,u) at u50. It will arise because of a decreas
of the pinning force for vortices normal to the film under th
influence of a field component parallel to the filmH i

5H sinu that increases with increasingu. In the lowest
fields it will be so broad that there is no angular depende
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j c(u). It can remain so wide as to be unobservable in
whole field intervalH,H̃c1(d). In the field interval

H̃c1~d!<H<Hm~T!, ~7!

starting with anglesu>u1 , whereu1 is determined from the
condition

sinu15H̃c1~d!/H, ~8!

one hasH i.Hc1
(1)(d), and in-plane vortices can penetra

into the film. The flat maximum ofj c(u) near u50 will
persist foru,u1 , and part of thej c(u) curve foru>u1 will
depend on the pinning conditions for these vortices. In
case of their weak pinning the fall ofj c(u) in this region is
enhanced, and the maximum atu50 becomes more pro
nounced. In the case of strong pinning the entry of in-pla
vortices into the film has no effect onj c(u), which will be
governed by the depinning of vortices perpendicular to
film. In an extremely narrow angular region aroundu590°
there can be a sharp peak ofj c(u) due to electromagnetic
pinning of in-plane vortices. It can be manifested under c
ditions such that the vortices normal to the film~including
those created by the measuring current! will be absent or for
some other reasons their pinning will not governj c .

At still higher fields and foru>u1 the division into vor-
tices perpendicular to the film that are bent near the sur
and vortices lying in the plane of the film loses meaning. T
bending stiffness of the vortices is enhanced, and the crit
current will be governed by the depinning of inclined vor
ces having projections normal to and parallel to the fil
Because of the presence of in-plane linear defects in epita
films ~in particular, misfit dislocations near the interface!, the
mechanism of single-particle core pinning of inclined vor
ces on these dislocations can be turned on as the ang
inclination of the field approachesu590°. Of course, it will
be efficient if the lines of these dislocations lie in the inter
of the film in the region where the vortices under discuss
are situated, i.e., at distances from the interface that ar
least a little less thanl and/ord. In this case at a sufficien
density of in-plane dislocations an additional~no longer ex-
tremely narrow! maximum of j c(u) can arise atu590°. In
fields less thanHm the value of j c(u50) will be equal to
j c
(0) , which gives a maximum atu50. In larger fieldsj c(u

50) will decrease, and this maximum will be lowered
disappearance, while foru590° a maximum will appear
Thus in the field regionH̃c1(d)<H<Hm(T) for films with
the corresponding parameters one can observe two ma
of j c(u), at u50 and 90°, or even a single maximum
u50. It is not ruled out that this corresponds to the con
tions of observation of thej c(u) curves in Refs. 7 and 9–12

Thus all of the experimentally observed angular curv
of j c(u) find qualitative explanation in the framework o
simple models of flux pinning in thin HTSC films.

4. CONCLUSION

We have obtained the magnetic-field curvesj c(H,u
5const) in thin (d,2l) c-oriented epitaxial films of YBCO
prepared by different technologies for magnetic fields
rected at different angles to the film. We have also found
angular dependencej c(H5const,u). We have shown that
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although the magnetic-field curves are outwardly simil
having a low-field plateau in both cases, the nature of
plateau is different. When the field is perpendicular to t
film the plateau arises under conditions such that a ra
large number of Abrikosov vortices are present, which
pinned on a network of threading edge dislocations at lo
angle boundaries between single-crystal blocks in the fi
The ‘‘effective pinning’’ plateau extends to a field corre
sponding to the attainment of a density of vortices thread
the film such that it becomes energetically unfavorable
the ensemble of mutually interacting vortices to be pinned
EDs at interblock boundaries. In a field parallel to the fi
the low-field plateau can be realized under conditions s
that the in-plane vortices do not penetrate into the film
fields below the first critical field for a film magnetized pa
allel to the plane and less than 2l thick or if such vortices
have no influence on the critical current at higher fields. T
end of the low-field plateau does not correspond to depinn
of in-plane vortices that have penetrated into the film. T
decrease ofj c(H) at the end of the plateau is due to th
weakening of the pinning of vortices normal to the film in
magnetic field parallel to the film. This weakening is due
bending of the normal vortices in the subsurface region
the film in the presence of an in-plane field. Because of t
the part of the vortex that is spatially coincident with the co
of an edge dislocation threading the film is shortened, we
ening the pinning. The low-field plateau on thej c(H) curve
for an in-plane field is wider than the ‘‘effective pinning
plateau in the case of normal magnetization. Under th
conditions the dependence ofj c on the angle betweenH and
the normal to the film at a fixed field strength has a sin
maximum that occurs when the field lies in the plane.

In the films deposited by laser evaporation
YBa2Cu3O72d or electron-beam evaporation of the comp
nents of this compound, on whichj c was measured by the
inductive method, the fall ofj c with increasing in-plane field
begins before the first critical field for penetration of vortic
into the film is reached. For the film deposited by magnet
sputtering, on whichj c was measured by a transport metho
this falloff begins in fields much higher than that critic
field. The reasons for this difference most likely lie in th
particulars of the deposition of a given film or of the litho
graphic fabrication of the narrow bridge for the transp
measurements and will require additional study in order
reach a definitive conclusion. Unfortunately, simultaneo
measurements by two methods, inductive and transport, w
not made on any of the films. Such a comparative study
planned for the future.

We have shown that the diversity of the shapes of
angular curvesj c(H5const,u) depends on the detailed pa
rameters of the epitaxial films of the HTSC YBa2Cu3O72d

with a nanostructural network of low-angle interblock disl
cation boundaries~the thickness, the density of threading a
in-plane EDs, the dimensions of the mosaic blocks, th
misorientation angles! and the experimental conditions~tem-
perature, field strength!. The various possible combination
of film parameters relevant to the magnetic-field depende
of the critical current and to the conditions for penetration
in-plane Abrikosov vortices into a film withd,2l(T) per-
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mit a qualitative explanation of the main behavioral featu
of j c(H,u) reported in the literature.
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1!A c-oriented YBa2Cu3O72d film is one in which the crystallographicc

axis is oriented along the normal to the film plane. This orientation
ensured by the conditions during nucleation and growth of the film o
suitable substrate.
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Critical current of asymmetric SFIFS tunnel structures
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The physics of critical current inversion~p state of the junction! and enhancement in SFIFS
tunnel junctions~S and F are superconducting and ferromagnetic metals, and I is an insulator! is
discussed on the basis of a microscopic theory of the proximity effect. The ground state and
the critical current of an asymmetric (SF)LI(FS)R junction with a strong ferromagnetic field on one
of its ‘‘banks’’ are investigated. It is shown that SFINS junctions with strong magnetism of
the F layer are found in a ground state with a6p/2 difference of the superconducting phases on
the banks~N is a normal nonmagnetic metal!. The dependence of the dc Josephson effect
on temperature and on the angle between the magnetic moments of the F layers in SFIFS junctions
is investigated. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596792#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we examine the features of the steady-s
properties of asymmetric SFIFS tunnel junctions due to
mutual influence of the magnetism and superconductivity
proximity SF structures~S is a superconducting metal, F is
ferromagnetic metal, and I is an insulator!. In the most gen-
eral case the ‘‘proximity effects’’ can include phenomena d
to the ‘‘penetration’’ of the order parameter~some state! of
one material into another material in contact with it whi
initially did not have that type of ordering. In SN structur
~N is a normal nonmagnetic metal! proximity effects of su-
perconductivity are well known and have been intensiv
studied~see, e.g., Ch. 5 of Ref. 1!. Those structure have
single type of ordering: superconductivity. In the case of
structures there are two competing types of ordering: fe
magnetism and superconductivity. On the one hand, u
adiabatically penetrating into the ferromagnet layer a Coo
pair interacts with the local exchange fieldhF , in which case
the electrons with spin ‘‘up’’ acquire an energyHexc

5mBhF (mB is the Bohr magneton! and electrons with spin
‘‘down’’ lose an energyHexc5mBhF ; this effect determines
the features of the proximity superconductivity of the
layer. On the other hand, in tunneling from the F metal in
S an electron loses an excess energydE;Hexc over a time
t;\/Hexc and a distancelF;\vF /Hexc from the SF bound-
ary ~\ is Planck’s constant, andvF is the velocity of elec-
trons on the Fermi surface!. For vF;105– 106 m/s and
Hexc;102 K;10214 erg, the parameterlF reaches values
lF;1028– 1027 m. It is this quantity (lF;102 Å for
‘‘dirty’’ metals ! that characterizes the scale of the magne
correlations in the S layer. As a result of this ‘‘magnetic’’ pa
of the proximity effect the superconducting metal will e
hibit spin splitting of the quasiparticle states, spin-polariz
localized states will form inside the energy gap, and a n
uniform magnetic ordering will be induced.2 On the whole,
an SF structure must be treated as a highly correlated sy
having magnetic and superconducting properties.

A review of current papers on the thermodynamics of
systems and, in particular, phase diagrams of SF junct
and superlattices can be found in Ref. 3. As to the trans
6421063-777X/2003/29(8)/8/$24.00
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properties, studies of the Josephson effect for SFS junct
with a rather thick F layer have made it possible to obse
directly the so-calledp-phase superconductivity. This supe
conducting state is characterized by a spontaneous shift bp
of the macroscopic phase difference of the wave function
the condensate on the ‘‘banks’’ of the junction and by t
opposite sign of the critical currentI c . This was predicted
theoretically back in Refs. 4 and 5 but was only recen
observed experimentally.6–9 The more complex SFIFS junc
tions, which are made up of bilayers of thin magnetic a
bulk superconducting metals separated by an insula
layer, were first investigated by the present authors in R
10 and 11. In subsequent studies12–14 the Josephson effec
was studied in systems of this kind in relation to the mut
orientation of the magnetic moments of the F layers. T
theory predicted that at certain values of the exchange fi
and parameters of the SF interface an SFIFS junction wi
parallel orientation of the magnetizations of the F layers c
undergo a transition to thep state, while in the case of a
antiparallel orientation the Josephson critical current c
even increase with increasing exchange field, and the tu
junction itself remains in the 0 state. These results conflic
with the conventional ideas about the suppression of the
perconducting properties of a system by the exchange fi
and, naturally, stimulated further research on SFIFS tun
junctions. For example, the dependence of the critical cur
on the thickness of the F layer and the transparency of the
and FI boundaries was investigated on the basis of a s
consistent numerical solution of the system of Usadel eq
tions in Ref. 14, and the influence of spin–orbit scattering
the inversion and enhancement of the tunneling supercur
was studied in Ref. 15.

In the studies mentioned, the discussion of the transp
characteristics, as a rule, was limited to consideration
symmetric SFIFS junctions, i.e., junctions with identical p
rameters of the bilayers. The assumption that the ‘‘banks’
SFIFS junctions are absolutely identical may be someth
of an idealization of the real experimental situation. For d
signing experiments and interpreting the results it is adv
able to discuss the ‘‘stability’’ of the transport properties
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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SFIFS tunnel junctions against deviations from identical
rameters of the bilayers.

The goal of the present study is to investigate the pr
erties of asymmetric (SF)LI(FS)R junctions. In Sec. 2 we
formulate a junction model and present the main results
microscopic theory of the proximity effect for a bilayer co
sisting of a thin layer of a magnetic metal and a bulk sup
conducting metal. The physics of the phenomena of inv
sion of the sign and enhancement of the amplitude of
critical current in SFIFS tunnel junctions is discussed in S
3. The cases of some extremely asymmetric junctions
considered in Sec. 4, and their properties are studied by
lytical and numerical methods. Contacts with an arbitra
orientation of the exchange fields of the ferromagnets on
banks are discussed in Sec. 5, and the case of arbitrary
peraturesT,Tc in Sec. 6. The main results are summariz
in the Conclusion.

2. JUNCTION MODEL AND THE PROXIMITY EFFECT
IN AN SF BILAYER

We consider an (SF)LI(FS)R tunnel junction with SF
bilayers as the two ‘‘banks’’ and an insulating layer I havi
such low transparency that the influence of the currents
the state of the electrodes can be neglected. Let all quan
depend only on the coordinatex along the normal to the
interfacial surface, i.e., the transverse dimensions of the ju
tion are much less than the Josephson penetration depthlJ .
We consider the case when the ‘‘dirty’’ limit holds for bot
the S and F metals, i.e.,l S,F,jS,F , and the thickness of the
metals satisfies the conditions

dS@jS , dF!min~jF ,j!. ~1!

Here l S,F are the mean free paths of electrons in the S an
layers, jS;(DS/2pTc)

1/2, jF;(DF/2Hexc)
1/2, j

;(DF/2pTc)
1/2 are the effective coherence lengths of t

metals~for the F metal the choice of coherence length d
pends on the relationship of the parametersTc ~the critical
temperature of the S metal! andHexc ~exchange field of the F
metal!, andDS,F are the diffusion coefficients of the S and
metals. The conditiondS@jS allows us to neglect the de
crease of the critical temperature of the SF bilayer in co
parison with the critical temperature of the bulk S metal;
critical temperature of the superconducting transition for
F metal is assumed equal to zero. It is also assumed ev
where below that the F metal is found in a single-dom
state, and the magnetization is parallel to the SF bound
i.e., there is no spontaneous magnetic flux penetrating
the S layer. Under these conditions the mutual influence
the magnetism and superconductivity is due to just the pr
imity effects.~In Eq. ~1! and below we use a system of uni
in which \5mB5kB51.)

As we know, the problem of the tunneling properties
junctions whose banks are proximity bilayers is solved
two steps: one must first determine the superconducting c
acteristics of the bilayers and then find the electronic par
eters of the junction. The proximity superconducting effe
for layered SF systems with a bulk S layer and thin F la
and an arbitrary transparency of the SF boundary has b
discussed in detail in our previous papers.11,16 In the case
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when the spin–orbit scattering can be neglected, i.e., the
bands of electrons with spins ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ do not mix
with each other, the SF bilayer is described by the followi
system of Usadel equations for one spin subband~e.g., elec-
trons with spin ‘‘up’’!:

For the S metal

FS5DS1jS
2 pTc

vGS
@GS

2FS8#8,

GS5
v

~v21FSF̃S!1/2
, ~2!

DS ln~T/Tc!12pT (
v.0

@~DS2FSGS!/v#50; ~3!

for the F metal

FF5j2
pTc

ṽGF

@GF
2FF8 #8, GF5

ṽ

~ṽ21FFF̃F!1/2
. ~4!

Here DS is the superconducting order parameter of the
metal, ṽ5v1 i (6Hexc), where the sign of the exchang
field depends on the relative orientation of the exchan
fields of the ferromagnets on the banks of the contactv
5pT(2n11), n50,61,62, . . . are theMatsubara fre-
quencies; the summation over frequencies in Eq.~3! is cut
off at the Debye frequencyvD ; F̃(v,Hexc)5F* (v,
2Hexc); a prime denotes differentiation with respect to t
coordinatex. In Eq.~4! we have used the effective coheren
length j of the normal nonmagnetic metal with a diffusio
coefficientDF ; it is convenient to introduce this in place o
jF in order to consider both the limitHexc→0 ~an SN bilayer
with dN!j) and the limit Hexc@pTc . We note that for
HexcÞ0 the functionsFS,F(v) lose symmetry with respec
to a change of sign of the energy variablev. This is one of
the differences between SF and SN bilayers. We have ta
into account the normalization of the usual Usadel functio
FS,F and GS,F for the S and F layers explicitly and hav
introduced modified Usadel functionsFS,F in analogy with
Ref. 17; these are defined by the relationsFS5GSFS /v and
FF5GFFF /ṽ.

Equations~2!–~4! must be supplemented by bounda
conditions for the functionsFS and FF . In the interior of
the S layer we haveFS(`)5DS(`)5D0(T), whereD0(T)
is the order parameter of the spatially uniform superc
ductor at a temperatureT in the BCS theory; at the oute
boundary of the ferromagnet we haveFF8 (2dF)50 ~we as-
sume that the S metal occupies the regionx.0 and the F
metal the regionx,0). The boundary conditions at the S
boundary have the form16

1

ṽ
gjGF

2FF8U
x50

5
1

v
jSGS

2FS8U
x50

, ~5!

jgBFGFFFux505ṽGSS FS

v
2

FF

ṽ D U
x50

. ~6!
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Hereg5rSjS /rFj is the proximity effect parameter, whic
characterizes the intensity of the superconducting corr
tions induced in the F layer on account of the proximity
the S layer,gBF5RB /rFj is a parameter taking into accou
the effects of finite transparency of the boundary,rS,F is the
resistance of the S and F metals in the normal state, andRB

is the product of the resistance of the SF boundary times
area. We note that an additional physical condition for
validity of relations~5! and ~6!, which we are assuming i
met here, is that the difference in the boundary parameteg
andgBF for electrons with opposite spin orientations is ne
ligible.

The conditiondF!min(jF ,j) allows us to neglect the
spatial dependence of the variables in the F layer. As a re
the problem of the proximity effect for a bilayer can be r
duced to a boundary-value problem for the S layer and
additional expression describing the superconductivity in
F layer. The degree of interaction of the S and F layers
pends on three parameters:gM5gdF /j, gB5gBFdF /j, and
the value of the exchange interactionHexc of the ferromag-
netic metal. The parametergM contains processes that d
stroy Cooper pairs at the SF boundary and is determined
the degree of difference of the densities of states for e
trons in the S and F metals. Large values ofgM correspond
to larger densities of quasiparticle states on the F side
compared to the S side in the SF bilayer. In that case
diffusion of quasiparticles into the S layer will lead to su
pression of the superconducting state in it at a distance o
order of jS from the boundary. In the opposite limit (gM

!1) the penetration of quasiparticles from the F layer
small, and the superconducting properties of the S layer n
the boundary are little changed. The parametergB directly
describes the electrical quality of the SF boundary. As can
seen from its definition, good electrical contact of the S a
F metals corresponds to small values ofgB (gB!1); if gB

@1, then there is an appreciable potential barrier between
S and F metals.

For arbitrary values of the parameters the system
equations~2!–~6! requires a self-consistent numerical so
tion ~Ref. 14 can serve as an example of such an approa!.
However, for a weak (gM!1) or strong (gM@1) proximity
effect one can obtain general analytical solutions for a
trary values of the transparency of the SF boundary and
bitrary values of the exchange field.16 We shall examine
these cases below.

For a weak proximity effect we have the following e
pression for the functionFS(v)[FS(v,0):

FS~v!5D0H 12
gMbṽ

gMbṽ1vAJ , ~7!

where

b5F ~v21D0
2!1/2

pTc
G1/2

,

A[A~v!5F11
gBṽ

~pTc!
2 S 2v

b2 1gBṽ D G1/2

.
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Using the boundary conditions, we obtain the following e
pression for the modified Usadel function of the F metal
the leading approximation ingM ~see Ref. 16 for details!:

FF~0!'
GSFS

@v~gB /pTc1GS /ṽ !#ux50
. ~8!

For the case of a strong proximity effect we obtain t
expression

FS~v!5B~T!
pTc1gBṽ

gMṽ
. ~9!

At all temperaturesT,Tc the functionB(T) can be ap-
proximated to an accuracy of;1% ~Ref. 18! by the expres-
sionB(T)52Tc@12(T/Tc)

2#@7z(3)#21/2, wherez(3) is the
Riemann zeta function. In the limiting casegM@1 we obtain
for the functionFF(v) describing the superconductivity i
the F layer an approximate expression that is independen
the transparency of the boundary:

FF~v!5
BM~T!

v
, where BM~T!5B~T!

pTc

gM
. ~10!

It follows from Eqs.~7! and~9! that because of its prox
imity to the F metal, ferromagnetic correlations will be in
duced in the S metal, and the Green’s functions of the S la
will now depend onHexc. Thus one can speak of a
exchange-induced magnetic interaction in the S layer
characterize the SF bilayer as a single system with str
superconducting and magnetic correlations. It is becaus
this ‘‘magnetic proximity effect’’ that an SFIFS junction ca
undergo a transition to thep state even in the case when th
thickness of the ferromagnetic layer is much less than
correlation length. This mechanism differs from the mech
nisms for the transition of a junction to thep state due to the
presence of magnetic impurities19,20or to the direct access to
a microscopic current-carrying electronic state inside a w
link.22–24The case considered here also differs from the s
ation in SF structures with a bulk F layer, where because
the difference in the Fermi momenta of electrons with opp
site spink↑ (k↓) the superconducting wave function in the
layer oscillates with a characteristic spatial scale;1/(k↑
2k↓);vF /Hexc. It is the spatial variation of the phase of th
superconducting order parameter in the ferromagnetic la
that causes the oscillatory dependence of the critical cur
on the exchange field in SFS tunnel junctions.4,5,25

3. PHYSICS OF THE PHENOMENON OF INVERSION
OF THE SIGN AND ENHANCEMENT OF THE AMPLITUDE
OF THE CRITICAL CURRENT

Let us illustrate what we have said about the unity of t
superconducting and magnetic properties of an SF bilayer
the example of a symmetric SFIFS junction.

Parallel orientation of the magnetizations

Suppose that the proximity effect is so weak (gM→0)
that the change of the superconducting properties of th
layer can be neglected. ForgM50 we have FS(v,x)
5FS(`)5D0 , and for the amplitude of the critical curren
we can obtain the expression~see relation~17! below in the
caseṽL5ṽR)
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j c
p5

eRN

2pTc
I c'

T

Tc
D0

2 (
v.0

11gBTv2~2b221gBT!2gBT
2 Hexc

2

b2@~11gBTv2~2b221gBT!2gBT
2 Hexc

2 !214gBT
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wheregBT5gB /pTc , andRN is the resistance of the junc
tion in the normal state. ForHexc→0 expression~11! repro-
duces the result obtained for SNINS junctions.26 We see that
when the value of the exchange field becomes large eno
i.e., (gBTHexc)

2.@11gBTv2(2b221gBT)#, the critical cur-
rent changes sign. This means that the phase difference
tween the order parameters in the banks of the con
changes byp. We stress that forgM50 a change of state o
the S layer does not occur, but here the wave function of
condensate in the F layer acquires a phase of;p/2 practi-
cally in a jump~because of the conditiondF!jF). Indeed, as
follows from the boundary conditions~8!, for gBHexc@pTc

we haveFF(0);2 i (D0 /gBHexc)sgn(Hexc).
In the opposite case of a strong proximity effect (gM

@1) and an arbitrary transparency, the amplitude of the c
cal current can be written as

j c
p'

T

Tc
BM

2 (
v.0

v22Hexc
2

v2~v21Hexc
2 !2 . ~12!

As in the case of a weak proximity effect, forHexc→0 Eq.
~12! goes over to the expression for the critical current of
SNINS junction. At a sufficiently strong exchange fie
(Hexc.pTc) the critical current again changes sign, i.e., t
junction goes into thep state. Let us illustrate the phase sh
in the limit gB50. It follows from Eq. ~9! that FS(v) is
given by the expression

FS~v!'B~T!
pTc

gM

v2 iH exc

v21Hexc
2 , ~13!

and the anomalous Green’s functionFF(v,Hexc) obeys the
relation FF(v,Hexc)5FS /(v21Fs

2)1/2. Since a typical
value isv;pTc , it follows from Eq. ~13! and the expres-
sion forFF(v,Hexc) that if Hexc@pTc , then the phase of the
anomalous Green’s function changes byp/2 in comparison
with the limit Hexc→0.

Thus for SFIFS systems with sufficiently strong magn
tism the phase shift of the order parameter on both banks
be equal top/2, and so thep state of the junction will be
preferred.

Antiparallel orientation of the magnetizations

For the sake of definiteness, let us assume thatṽL5v
1 iH exc andṽR5v2 iH exc. For an extremely weak proxim
ity effect (gM50) and arbitrary transparency we have

j c
a5

T

Tc
D0

2 (
v.0

b22$@11gBTv2~2b221gBT!

2gBT
2 Hexc

2 #214gBT
2 v2Hexc

2 ~b221gBT!%21/2. ~14!

The main contribution to the sum is given byv!pTc . For
small v the summand is proportional to 1/@1
2(gBTHexc)

2#, i.e., j c
a(Hexc). j c

a(0), if 0,Hexc,gBT
21 .

Thus for an antiparallel orientation of the magnetizations
h,

be-
ct

e

i-

n

-
ill

f

the banks there exists an interval of values of the excha
field in which the critical current of the junction increases

In the case of a strong proximity effect (gM@1) and
arbitrary transparency we obtain

j c
a5

eRN

2pTc
I c5

T

Tc
BM

2 (
v.0

v22@~v21Hexc
2 !2

12~v22BM
2 2Hexc

2 !#21/2. ~15!

The summand increases for 0,Hexc,(BM
2 /v22v2)1/2, and

in this interval of exchange fieldsj c
a(Hexc). j c

a(0). Thus in
the case of a strong proximity effect there also exists
interval of values ofHexc in which the amplitude of the criti-
cal current increases with increasing value of the excha
field.

In this case the physics of the phenomenon is somew
different from the previous case. It does not have to do w
the total phase shift across the junction~the phase shifts on
the banks of the junction compensate each other! but is due
to the influence of the exchange field on the spin of
electron. It is convenient to pass to the limitT→0 and to
continue the functionFF↑↓(v,Hexc) onto the complex plane
by means of the substitutionv→2 i«. For the density of
states in the F layer for one spin band we obtain the exp
sion ~the casegM50)14

NF↑~«,Hexc!5Re
D0

$@«1g̃B~«2Hexc!#
22D0

2%1/2, ~16!

where g̃B5
gBb2

pTc
.

It follows from ~16! that on the Fermi surface («50)

NF↑~0,Hexc!5Re
HexcgB

pTc@~gBHexc/pTc!
221#1/2,

i.e., for Hexc/pTc51/gB , the feature of the density of state
of the Cooper pairs in the F layer coincides with the Fer
level. The overlap of the features;«1/2 in the density of
states of the banks~for opposite spin bands! leads to en-
hancement of the amplitude of the critical current of t
junction.

4. ASYMMETRIC „SF…LI„FS…R JUNCTIONS

The behavior of the critical current of asymmetr
(SF)LI(FS)R junctions with strong ferromagnetism on one
the banks has some interesting features that have not
discussed before. We now turn to a discussion of these.
ing expressions~7!–~10!, we investigate the dependence
the steady-state properties of an asymmetric (SF)LI(FS)R
tunnel junction on the parameters of the bilayer~the proxim-
ity effect, the degree of transparency of the SF boundary,
value of the exchange field of the ferromagnetic metal! and
the relative orientation of the magnetization of the banks
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the general case the expression for the critical currentI c of
an (SF)LI(FS)R junction can be written in the form11

~eRN/2pTc!I c5 j c5~T/Tc!Re (
v.0

GFL~v!FFL~v!

3GFR~v!FFR~v!/ṽLṽR

5Re (
v.0

GSL~v!FSL~v!GSR~v!FSR~v!/

v2@112ṽLGSL~v!~gBpTc!

1ṽL
2~gBpTc!

2#21/2@112ṽRGSR~v!

3~gBpTc!1ṽR
2~gBpTc!

2#21/2. ~17!

Let us first give some analytical results for a junction w
HexcL@pTc in the case of a strong proximity effect (gM

@1) and complete transparency (gB50) of both SF bound-
aries.

Parallel orientation of the exchange fields

As we have said, owing to the unified magnetic a
superconducting properties of the S and F layers, the su
conducting wave functions on the banks of the junction ha
on top of the phase of the wave function of a spatially u
form superconductor, an additional phase which depend
the value of the exchange field. Using Eq.~9!, we obtain for
the anomalous Green’s function~since FS;1/gM and is
small, we assume thatGS'1)

FSL~v,HexcL!'BM

exp~ ip/2!

vHexcL
, ~18!

i.e., as we have mentioned, the wave function of a bila
with a strong exchange field acquires a phasewL5p/2. If
the exchange field on both banks is large enough,HexcL(R)

@pTc , then FSLFSR5Bm
2 exp(ip)/(v2HexcLHexcR), and the

amplitude of the critical current is small:

j c
p;2

BM
2

HexcLHexcR
(
v.0

v22. ~19!

At a finite value of the field on the right bank,HexcR.0, the
total phase changewL1wR due to the proximity effect is
equal to tan21(HexcR /v)1p/2, and the expression for th
amplitude of the critical current becomes finite:

j c
p;2

BM
2 HexcR

HexcL
(
v.0

v22~v21HexcR
2 !21. ~20!

Antiparallel orientation of the exchange fields

Let us consider the change of the phases of the su
conducting wave functions for an antiparallel orientation
the magnetizations on the banks of the junction. For the s
of definiteness letṽL,R5v7 iH excL,R ~the minus sign corre-
sponds to the left bank and the plus sign to the right!. The
anomalous Green’s functions are

FSL,R~v,HexcL,R!5BM

exp@6 i tan21~HexcL,R /v!#

v~v21HexcL,R
2 !1/2 .

~21!
er-
e,
-
on

r

r-
f
ke

If the exchange field on both banks is strong,HexcL@pTc

and HexcR@pTc , then the change in phase of the pair a
plitude owing to the proximity to the ferromagnet is equal
p/2 on the right bank and2p/2 on the left; the total phase
change is equal to zero. The asymptotic value of the am
tude of the critical current of such a junction differs fro
~19! only in the sign.

In the general case whenHexcL@pTc andHexcR.0, the
total phase changewL1wR due to the proximity effect is
equal top/22tan21(HexcR /v), and the transition of the junc
tion to thep state with increasingHexcR will not occur. The
asymptotic value of the critical current amplitude of this co
tact differs from expression~20! only in the sign. At a fixed
strong exchange field on the left bank of the junction there
an interval of values of the exchange field on the right ba
within which an increase in the critical current amplitude
observed with increasingHexcR .

SFINS pÕ2 junctions

SFINS junctions with strong ferromagnetism of the
layer have some curious properties. Repeating the argum
made above, we find that ifHexcL@pTc and HexcR→0, the
total phase change due to the proximity effect is equal top/2
~a p/2 junction!. The amplitude of the critical current her
tends toward the value

j c
p;

BM
2

HexcR
Re(

1

v3 exp~ ip/2!50.

Thus SFINS junctions with strong ferromagnetism of t
F layer are found in a ground state with a phase differenc
6p/2 on their banks. We stress that this mechanism of re
izing thep/2 state of a tunnel junction is essentially differe
from the mechanism previously discussed for SFS juncti
with a thick F layer,27 where the possibility of a transition to
the p/2 state is due to fluctuations of the critical current
the plane of the SFS junction.

Numerical analysis

Let us flesh out the analytical results obtained for lim
ing values of the parameters with the more general numer
treatment. Using Eq.~17! and the analytical solutions of th
Usadel equations~7! and ~9!, we can calculate the critica
current amplitude for (SF)LI(FS)R junctions in which the
parameters of the SF bilayers are different. Previously11 we
have considered asymmetric (SF)LI(FS)R junctions in which
the parameters of the S and F metals are the same but th
boundaries differ in transparency and resistance, i.e.,
right and left electrodes have different values ofgM andgB .
Let us discuss the opposite situation, when the parame
gM andgB of the banks are the same but the values of
exchange fieldsHexcR andHexcL are different.

Figure 1a shows the results of a numerical calculation
the amplitude of the critical current of an asymmet
(SF)LI(FS)R junction for the case of a weak proximity effec
and a finite transparency of the SF boundary (gM50.1, gB

50). It is seen that for a fixed value ofHexcL and an anti-
parallel orientation of the magnetizations~dashed curves in
the figure! of the bands of the junction there is a certa
interval HexcR.0 within which enhancement of the curre
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occurs with increasingHexcR . For a parallel orientation o
the magnetizations~solid curves! there is a certain interval o
values ofHexcR within which a transition of the junction to a
state withp-phase superconductivity occurs. For the case
a strong proximity effect by the behavior of the critical cu
rent amplitudes in (SF)LI(FS)R junctions are analogous. Th
difference consists in the fact that for the same value
HexcL for a parallel orientation of the magnetizations t
transition of the junction to thep state occurs at a lowe
value ofHexcR , while in the case of an antiparallel orient
tion the interval ofHexcR within which enhancement of th
critical current occurs is narrower than for the case of a w
proximity effect.

For a geometry with an antiparallel orientation of t
magnetizations on the banks of the junction one notices n
monotonic behavior of the critical current amplitude at t

FIG. 1. Dependence of the critical current amplitude of an asymme
(SF)LI(FS)R junction on the energy of the exchange field of the right ba
for T!Tc , gBL5gBR50 and specified values of the exchange interact
on the left bank,HexcL /pTc : a—gML5gMR50.1; b—gML5gMR510.
Here and in Figs. 2 and 3 the solid curves are for the mutually parallel
the dashed curves for the mutually antiparallel orientations of the mag
zations of the banks of the junction.
f

f

k

n-

maximum as the values of the exchange field are varied.
example, forHexcL52pTc ~see Fig. 1a! the maximum of the
critical current amplitude is observed atHexcR'0.65pTc ,
and its value in reduced units is equal toj c50.4. For
HexcL58pTc the maximum current amplitude is observed
HexcR57.5pTc and is is considerably higher than in th
former case: j c50.5. Analysis of the numerical result
showed that the largest values of the maximum amplitude
the critical current are reached in symmetric SFIFS ju
tions.

The behavior of the critical current amplitude in jun
tions with a strong exchange field on one of the ban
(HexcL@pTc ,HexcR) is illustrated in Fig. 1b, which present
the results for the casegM510 andgB50 and fixed~large!
values ofHexcL . It is seen that for contacts of this kind on
has j c(HexcL ,HexcR50)→0 ~p/2 junctions!. For an antipar-
allel orientation of the magnetizations of the banks of t
junctions ~the dashed curves in Fig. 1b! a substantial en-
hancement of the critical current takes place in the field
terval 0,HexcR,0.3pTc . With increasingHexcL the value
of the critical current amplitude at the maximum decreas
while the interval ofHexcR values within which current en
hancement occurs become narrower. In the geometry wi
parallel orientation of the magnetizations of the banks~solid
curves! an inversion of the sign of the current occurs alrea
at low values ofHexcR . It is impossible not to notice the
mirror symmetry as a function of the supercurrent amplitu
j c(HexcL@pTc ,HexcR) of the junction on the geometry o
the experiment. Consequently, by changing the magnet
tion direction on one of the banks of the junction, one c
change the sign of the tunneling current while leaving
absolute value practically unchanged. Such junctions are
doubtedly of interest from the standpoint of experimen
detection and study of the phenomena under discussio
well as for practical applications. Strictly speaking, th
property of the junctions is achieved back by the choice
the parametersgM andgB of the boundaries. Apparently thi
requires additional experimental efforts. In the general c
the curves ofj c(HexcL@pTc ,HexcR) are asymmetric with re-
spect to the abscissa.

5. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE CRITICAL
CURRENT

The temperature dependence of the critical current w
be discussed for the example of symmetric SFIFS junctio
Figure 2 shows the results of a numerical calculation of
dependence of the critical current amplitude on the value
the exchange field at different temperatures. It is seen tha
an antiparallel orientation of the magnetizations~the dashed
curves! one observes enhancement of the critical current w
increasing exchange field, with a pronounced feature aT
→0, which is smoothed out with increasing temperatu
That is, one should expect a substantial enhancement o
critical current at sufficiently low temperatures.14 The inter-
val of values of the exchange fields within which this e
hancement exists becomes narrower with increasing t
perature. ForT.0.5Tc the enhancement of the critica
current vanishes.

The transition to a state with a spontaneousp shift in the
phases of the superconducting wave functions on the ba
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of the junction is more stable against a change in temp
ture. Thep state can occur in practically the entire tempe
ture range in which the superconducting state exists.

In the case of a strong proximity effect (gM@1) the
enhancement vanishes at still lower temperatu
T.0.15Tc , and the point of transition of the junction to th
p state is less sensitive to temperature than in the case
weak proximity effect.

6. ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF THE CRITICAL CURRENT

Let us consider the dependence of the critical curr
amplitude of an SFIFS junction on the angle between
directions of the magnetizations of its banks.~The magnetic
moments in the layers are directed parallel to the plane of
junction but are misoriented with respect to each other by
angleu.! With the use of the well-known relations of qua
tum mechanics~see, e.g., Ref. 28!, the critical current ampli-
tude of a junction in which the magnetizations of the ban
are oriented at an angleu can be written in the form

j c~u!5 j c
p cos2~u/2!1 j c

a sin2~u/2!, ~22!

where j c
p and j c

a are the critical current amplitudes for th
parallel and antiparallel geometries, respectively.

Figure 3 illustrates the results of a numerical calculat
of j c(u) according to formula~22! in the case of a weak
proximity effect (gM50.1) and a finite transparency of th
boundaries (gB50.1). The current amplitudesj c

p and j c
a

were calculated with the use of relation~17!. It is seen that
the phenomena of enhancement and inversion of the cu
current are rather sensitive to noncollinearity of the magn
moments of the F layers. Analogous results were obtai
for contacts with a strong proximity effect.

Thus by varying the relative orientation of the magne
zations of the magnetic-field layers of an (SF)LI(FS)R junc-
tion, one can switch from enhancement of the Joseph
current to inversion of the current andp-phase superconduc
tivity of the junction.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the critical current of a symmetric SFIFS junc
with gML5gMR50.1 andgBL5gBR50.1 on the exchange energy for var
ous values of the temperatureT/Tc .
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CONCLUSION

In the framework of a microscopic theory of the pro
imity effect for magnetic and superconducting metals
have studied the ground state and the critical current
asymmetric (SF)LI(FS)R junctions. Attention was paid
mainly to SFIFS systems with strong ferromagnetism of o
of the banks and to the physics of the phenomena of inv
sion and enhancement of the critical current. It was sho
that SFINS junctions with strong magnetism of the F lay
are found in a state with ap/2 phase difference across i
banks. We investigated the dependence of the dc Josep
effect in a SFIFS junction on the angle between the magn
moments of its banks and on the temperature. We sho
that by varying the magnetization direction on one of t
banks of an asymmetric (SF)LI(FS)R junction, one can
change the sign of the tunneling current while leaving
absolute value practically unchanged.

The authors thank M. A. Belogolovski� for a helpful dis-
cussion of this study.
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The nonlinear electrical conductance of superconductor–constriction–normal-metal contacts
containing magnetic impurities is investigated. The influence of the transparency of the potential
barrier arising at the boundary of metals in contact on the behavior of the conductance and
on the value of the excess current is analyzed. It is shown that in the case of a low transparency
the differential conductance of such a contact is proportional to the electron density of
states. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596793#
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By studying the features of the nonlinear conductan
s(V)5dI/dV and the temperature dependence of the exc
current I exc of superconductor–constriction–normal-me
~S–c–N! point contacts one can determine the value a
temperature dependence of the energy gapD0(T).1,2 Thus
for a clean contact (l i@a, l i is the elastic mean free path o
the electrons, anda is the diameter of the contact!

I exc5
4

3

1

R
D0~T!, ~1!

whereR is the contact resistance in the normal state.
As was shown in Ref. 3, the presence of magnetic

purities in the superconductor affects the current–volt
characteristic and excess current of anS–c–N contact. As
the concentration of magnetic impurities increases, the
ture on the nonlinear conductance of the contact due to
energy gap begins to smear out and shift to lower energ
and the excess current is no longer determined by the v
of the energy gap but depends on the value of the o
parameter D(T), which is related to D0(T) by the
expression4

D0~T!5D~T!~12g2/3!3/2 ~2!

(g51/(D(T)ts), wherets is the mean free time for spin-flip
scattering on the impurities!.

For g.1 the gap in the spectrum of the superconduc
is equal to zero, while the order parameter remains nonz
in a certain region of magnetic impurity concentrations~gap-
less region!. In this region3

I exc5
p

8

1

R
D~T!2ts tanhS eV

2TD ~3!

there occurs a change in the temperature dependence o
excess current, which nearTc is proportional to (12T/Tc),
while for a superconductor without magnetic impurities E
~1! gives I exc;(12T/Tc)

1/2.
In Ref. 3 the problem ofS–c–N contacts containing

magnetic impurities was considered for the case of a bou
6501063-777X/2003/29(8)/2/$24.00
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ary transparencyd51. In an experiment, because of the d
ference of the parameters of the metals in contact, one a
ally hasd,1. It is therefore of interest to study the influenc
of arbitrary transparency of the potential barrier arising at
boundary on the nonlinear conductance and excess curre
S–c–N contacts containing magnetic impurities. Using t
standard method of solving a system of equations for
Green’s functions in an S–c–N contact5 with the boundary
conditions obtained in Ref. 2 for the interface between m
als, we obtain for the current–voltage characteristic of
contact

I ~V!5
1

R E
2`

1`

d«F tanhS «1eV

2T D1tanhS «1eV

2T D G
3u~2d2121!1G«u22$u11G«u21uF«u2

14~d2121!Re~G«!%, ~4!

G«5u/~u221!1/2; F«51/~u221!1/2,

where u5«/D« is determined from the equation (D« is a
complex energy-dependent order parameter of
superconductor4!

«

D~T!
5u@12g~12u2!21/2#. ~5!

In the absence of magnetic impuritiests goes to infinity,
and formula~4! agrees with the expression for the curre
obtained in Ref. 2.

To explain the experimental results on the curren
voltage characteristics ofS–c–N contacts containing mag
netic impurities6,7 a modified Blonder–Tinkham–Klapwijk
~BTK! theory8 that takes into account the smearing of t
density of quasiparticle states due to the finite damping t
of the electrons is often used. Formally the results of
BTK theory in the framework of the model considered he
are obtained in the strong depairing regime (uuu@1). In this
case we obtain from Eq.~5! the following expression foru:
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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u5
«

D~T!
1 ig ~ i 5~21!1/2!. ~6!

For eV@max(D(T),1/ts), by writing Eq.~4! in the form
I 5V/R1I exc we obtain for the excess currentI exc

I exc5
p

8

1

Rn
D~T!2dts tanhS eV

2TD , ~7!

whereRn is the renormalized resistance of the contact in
normal state,Rn5R(d51)/d. From a comparison of formu
las ~3! and~7! it follows that decreasing the transparency
the barrier will lead to a decrease of the excess current.

By differentiating expression~4! we get for the conduc-
tances(V) at T50

s~V!5
1

R
u~2d2121!1G«u22$u12G«u21uF«u2

14~d2121!Re~G«!%«5eV . ~8!

Thes(V) curves are shown in Fig. 1 for different value
of d. In contrast to the results of Ref. 3, here the conducta
has a minimum at zero voltageV ~the ‘‘zero’’ anomaly that is
often observed experimentally6!.

FIG. 1. Normalized conductanceRndI/dV for g51/(Dts)50.1 (D0 /D
50.694) versus eV/D for different d: 0.99 ~1!, 0.9 ~2!, 0.56 ~3!.

FIG. 2. Normalized conductanceRndI/dV for g51/(Dts)50.1 (D0 /D
50.694) versus eV/D for d50.1 ~1!, and the electron density of state
N ~2!.
e

f

e

With decreasing transparency of the barrier the chara
of the dependence of the conductance goes over from
regime of direct conduction of the contact to tunneling
gimes for whichs(V) is proportional to to the electron den
sity of states. The normalized differential conductance~for
d50.1, g50.1) and the density of states~for which we will
not give the details of the calculation! are shown in Fig. 2. It
is seen that the curves practically coincide.

The s(V) curve ford50.56 is shown in Fig. 3 for dif-
ferent values ofg. As in the cased51, the maximum on the
s(V) curve is shifted to lower energies with increasingg,
and the relative value of this maximum decreases.

The results of this study show that in the case when
transparency of the barrier in an S–c–N contact contain
magnetic impurities is less than unity, a minimum of t
conductance appears at zero voltage. Decreasing the t
parency causes a decrease of the excess current. In the
of low transparency the differential conductance of the c
tact is proportional to the electron density of states.

In closing the author thanks A. N. Omel’yanchuk and
K. Yanson for a helpful discussion.
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Magnetoelastic surface waves in a semi-infinite ferromagnet in an external
magnetic field
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The magnetoelastic wave spectra are found for a semi-infinite Heisenberg ferromagnet in an
external magnetic field. Near the surface of the ferromagnet the interaction of Rayleigh waves with
surface spin waves gives rise to an additional activation energy in the spin-wave spectrum
and leads to a decrease in the sound velocity. The magnetoelastic coupling increases the difference
between the velocity of surface acoustic waves and that of bulk sound waves. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596794#
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INTRODUCTION

The great progress achieved in nanotechnology in re
years has made it possible to create ultrathin magn
films.1,2 In this connection the nature of the surface mag
tism in such systems becomes a topical question. Altho
this problem has been the subject of a large number
papers,3–15 interest in it continues unabated.

The theoretical model usually chosen to describe the
face properties of the system~the magnetic crystal or film! is
that of a semi-infinite Heisenberg ferromagnet, i.e., a fer
magnet occupying a half space with one free surface.3 For
example, the thermodynamic properties of the semi-infin
Ising and Heisenberg models were studied in Ref. 5. T
temperature dependence of the surface magnetization
investigated in Ref. 6. The contribution of surface sp
waves to the thermodynamics of the system was the sub
of Refs. 7 and 8. The influence of the anisotropy field on
thermodynamics of a magnet near the surface of the sam
was studied in Refs. 9–13. In such systems a rotation of
magnetization vector with depth can occur as a result of
presence of a magnetic field or a dipole interaction.14 The
spectra of surface spin waves of isotropic~and anisotropic
with respect to exchange! Heisenberg ferromagnets with di
ferent types of crystal lattices were studied in Ref. 15.

However, a model taking into account only the exchan
and single-ion interactions is not completely adequate, s
in addition to the magnetic there are also elastic degree
freedom, which have a substantial influence on the beha
of the system.16 This now is an active research topic. F
example, in Ref. 17 the existence of a new type of surf
excitations was predicted, due to the presence of a piezom
netic effect in the system studied. The velocity of propa
tion of surface acoustic excitations in ferro- and antifer
magnets and the possibility of controlling this velocity we
studied in Ref. 18.

As we have said, surface spin waves that decay into
interior of the sample can exist near the surface. It has b
determined3 that the frequency of these surface spin wav
differs insignificantly from the frequency of bulk waves: th
6521063-777X/2003/29(8)/5/$24.00
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difference of their energies is a quantity of orderki
4 , wherek

is the wave vector. It was shown, in particular, that in th
respect they are different from Rayleigh acoustic waves,
frequency of which differs from that of bulk phonons in th
first order ofki .

Since the properties of any real magnetic material
pend in part on the coupling of its atomic magnetic mome
with the elastic subsystem, it is of interest to take the c
pling of the spins with the elastic strain field of the crys
lattice into account in the model we are considering. We w
be interested primarily in the coupling of surface spin wav
with Rayleigh acoustic waves.

As the method of study we have chosen the time Gree
function technique, the details of which for systems of
similar type have been set forth in Ref. 10.

CALCULATION OF THE GREEN’S FUNCTIONS

We choose as our model a semi-infinite Heisenberg
romagnet with the magnetoelastic coupling taken into
count. TheOY axis of the Cartesian coordinate system
directed perpendicular to the surface in such a way that
unoccupied half plane corresponds to positive values oy.
The OX and OZ axes are parallel to the surface. In such
geometry the position of an atom is determined by the vec
l5 li1yl , wherel 50 corresponds to the outer layer.

We assume that the exchange integral in the surf
layer,JS , is different from the exchange integral in the laye
with l .0, which we denote byJ, and that the exchang
coupling between layers isJ' . The ferromagnet is found in
an external magnetic field directed along theOZ axis. We
shall assume that the magnetoelastic coupling and the el
energy are isotropic. Then the Hamiltonian of the system
be written in the form
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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H52
1

2 (
li

(
di

JS~d i!S~ li0!•S~ li1di,0!

2
1

2 (
li

(
di

(
l 51

`

J~di!S~ lil !•S~ li1d i ,l !

2(
li

(
D i

(
l 51

`

J~D i!S~ lil !•S~ li1Di ,l 11!

2H0(
li

(
l 51

`

Sz~ lil !1Hme1He . ~1!

HereS( lil ) is the spin at sitel, di is a vector between near
est neighbors in the layer,Di is a vector between neare
neighbors in adjacent layers,H0 is the external magnetic
field, andHme andHe are the Hamiltonians of the magnet
elastic and elastic interactions.

The Hamiltonian of the magnetoelastic interaction in~1!
can be written in the form

Hme5l(
li

(
l 50

`

(
i , j 5x,y,z

ui j ~ l !Si~ lil !Sj~ lil !, ~2!

whereui j are components of the strain tensor, which we sh
assume are dependent onl , and l is the magnetoelastic
coupling constant. The elastic energy of the system has
form

He5 (
l 50

` E dxdz
E

2~12s2!
~uxx

2 1uyy
2 1uzz

2 !

1 (
l 50

` E dxdz
E

2~12s2!
$2s~uxxuyy1uxxuzz

1uyyuzz!12~12s!~uxy
2 1uxz

2 1uyz
2 !%, ~3!

whereE is Young’s modulus,s is Poisson’s ratio, and fo
brevity of notation we have stopped indicating that the co
ponents of the strain tensor are functions ofl . In writing
Hamiltonian~3! it is necessary to take into account the cry
tal structure of the system. For example, for a system w
cubic symmetry the elastic energy will be determined
three elastic constants:C11, C12, and C44. These elastic
constantsCi j are related to the coefficientsE and s ~Ref.
19!. The approximation we have made will lead to a quan
tative difference but will not alter the results qualitatively.

We use the Holstein–Primakoff transformation20 for the
spin operators:

S1~ lil !5A2Sa~ lil !, Sz~ lil !5S2a1~ lil !a~ lil !,

wherea1( lil ) anda( lil ) are magnon creation and annih
lation operators, andS is the spin of the magnetic ion. Th
Fourier transform of the operatora( lil ) has the form

a~ lil !5
1

N (
ki

a~kil !exp~ iki• li!,

and an analogous transformation can be done fora1( lil ).
We write the strain vectoru~l ! in the form

u~kil !5u~0!~ l !1u~1!~kil !,
ll

he

-

-
h
y

-

whereu(0)(l ) are the spontaneous strains andu(1)(kil ) is
the dynamic part of the strain vector. Quantizingu(1)(kil ) in
the standard way,21 we obtain

u~1!~kil !5A 1

2N (
ki

e

Amv0~ki!
@b1~kil !exp~ ik"r !

1b~kil !exp~2 ik"r !#

~wheree is the unit vector of the phonon polarization,m is
the mass of the magnetic ion,v0(ki) is the phonon fre-
quency without allowance for the magnetoelastic coupli
and b1 (b) is the phonon creation~annihilation! operator!
and, using the Holstein–Primakoff transformation, we c
write the Hamiltonian~1! in the form

HSW5(
l

(
ki

v0~ki!b1~kil !b~kil !

1(
ki

di
S~ki!a1~ki0!a~ki0!

1(
l

(
ki

di~ki!a1~kil !a~kil !

2(
l

(
ki

d'~ki!a1~kil !a~kil 11!

2(
l

(
ki

d'~ki!a1~kil 11!a~kil !

1
1

2 (
l

(
ki

N~ l !@a1~kil !a1~kil !

1a~kil !a~kil !#1(
l

(
ki

F~kil !

3@a~kil !b~kil !2a1~kil !b~kil !#

1(
l

(
ki

F* ~kil !@a1~kil !b1~kil !

2a~kil !b1~kil !#. ~4!

In Eq. ~4! we have introduced the following notation:

di
S~ki!5H01I S~0!2I S~ki!1I'~0!1HS ,

d'~ki!5I'~ki!,

di~ki!5H01I ~0!2I ~ki!12I'~0!1HB ,

I S~ki!5S(
d i

JS~di!exp~ iki•di!,

I ~ki!5S(
di

J~di!exp~ iki•di!,

I'~ki!5S(
D i

J'~Di!exp~ iki•Di!,

N~ l !5lS@uxx
~0!~ l !2uyy

~0!~ l !#,

HB5lS@uxx
~0!~ l !1uyy

~0!~ l !22uzz
~0!~ l !#,

HS5lS@uxx
~0!~0!1uyy

~0!~0!22uzz
~0!~0!#,
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F~kil !5
lS

2
A S

mv0
@eykz1ezky1 i ~exkz1ezkx!#.

In the functionF(kil ) the dependence onl is determined
by the components of the polarization vectorei .

We introduce the Green’s functions

G21~kit;l l 8!5 iQ~ t !^@a~kil ;t !a1~kil 8;0!#&,

G11~kit;l l 8!5 iQ~ t !^@a1~kil ;t !a1~kil 8;0!#&,

D21~kit;l l 8!5 iQ~ t !^@b~kil ;t !a1~kil 8;0!#&,

D11~kit;l l 8!5 iQ~ t !^@b1~kil ;t !a1~kil 8;0!#&. ~5!

Fourier transformation of the Green’s functio
G21(kit;l l 8) with respect to time gives

G21~kit;l l 8!E
2`

` dV

2p
exp~ iVt !G21~kiV1 ih;l l 8!.

The Fourier transforms for the remaining Green’s functio
have an analogous form. We write an equation of motion
the Green’s functionG21(kit;l l 8):

i
]

]t
G21~kit;l l 8!52d~ t !d l l 81 iQ~ t !

3^$@a~kil ;t !,HSW#,a1~kil 8;0!%&.

~6!

Doing the Fourier transformation with respect to time in~6!,
we obtain

VG21~kiV;l l 8!52d l l 81d l 0di
S~ki!G21~kiV;l l 8!

1~12d l 0!di~ki!G21~kiV;l l 8!

2d'~ki!G21~kiV;l 11,l 8!

2~12d l 0!d'~ki!G21~kiV;l

21,l 8!1N~ l !G11~kiV;l l 8!

2F~kil !D21~kiV;l l 8!
e

e-
s
r

1F* ~kil !D11~kiV;l l 8!.

This equation can be transformed to

G21~kiz;l l 8!5G0~z;l l 8!2N~ l !G0~z;l l 8!

3G11~kiz;l l 8!

1F~kil !G0~z;l l 8!

3D21~kiV;l l 8!2F* ~kil !

3G0~z;l l 8!D11~kiz;l l 8!.

Here we have gone over to the complex plane,V→z, and
have introduced the resolvent

G0~z;l l 8!5@zd l l 82K̂ ~ l l 8!#21, K̂ ~ l l 8!

5d l l 8@d l 0di
S1~12d l 0!di

S#2d l 8l 11d'

2d l 8l 21~12d l 0!d' .

An analogous equation for the Green’s function for a se
infinite Heisenberg ferromagnet was obtained in Ref. 10.
sides the equation forG21(kiz;l l 8), we will need three
more equations:

G11~kiz;l l 8!52N~ l !G0~2z;l l 8!G21~kiz;l l 8!

2F~kil !G0~2z;l l 8!

3D21~kiV;l l 8!1F* ~kil !

3G0~2z;l l 8!D11~kiz;l l 8!,

zD21~kiz;l l 8!52F* ~kil !G21~kiV;l l 8!

1F* ~kil !G11~kiz;l l 8!

1v0~ki!D21~kiz;l l 8!,

zD11~kiz;l l 8!52F~kil !G21~kiV;l l 8!

1F~kil !G11~kiz;l l 8!

2v0~ki!D11~kiz;l l 8!.

The solution of this system has the form
G21~kiz;l l 8!5
G0~z;l l 8!@12LG0~2z;l l 8!#

12L@G0~2z;l l 8!1G0~z;l l 8!#2G0~z;l l 8!G0~2z;l l 8!~2NL1N2!
, ~7!
where for brevity of notation we have not indicated the d
pendence ofL and N onki and l . The quantity

L~kil !52
2v0

z22v0
2 uF~kil !u2

is proportional to the phonon Green’s function.22 The poles
of the Green’s function~7! determine the spectra of magn
toacoustic waves.

The zeroth magnon Green’s functionG0(z;l l 8), which
was obtained in Ref. 10, can be written as
-
G0~z;l l 8!5g`~z!Fexp~ ik'ul 2l 8u!

2exp@ ik'~ l 1l 8!#
gs~z,k'!

gs~z,2k'!G , ~8!

where

g`~z!5
i

2d'~ki!sin@k'~z!#
~9!

is the Green’s function of the bulk sample,

gs~z!5
1

di
S~ki!2di~ki!1d'~ki!exp@2 ik'~z!#

~10!
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is the Green’s function of the surface in the absence of m
netoelastic coupling,

cos@k'~z!#5
di2z

2d'

, ~11!

wherek'(z) is chosen so that one always has Im(k').0. For
fixed ki the frequencies of the surface spin waves are fo
in regions aboveVm(ki) and belowVM(ki),

10 where

Vm~ki!5di~ki!22d'~ki!,

VM~ki!5di~ki!12d'~ki!.

We shall further assume that the crystal has a sim
cubic lattice and that the distance between layers and
tween nearest neighbors within a layer is equal toa0 . The
exchange coupling between layers and in the plane will
assumed equal:J5J'5JS /«. Then in the long-wavelength
limit

di~ki!5H012Hx1HS1
1

8
Hxa0

2ki
22...,

di
S~ki!5H01Hx1HB1

1

8
«Hxa0

2ki
22...,

d'~ki!5Hx2
1

4
Hxa0

2ki
22..., Hx54SJ. ~12!

ANALYSIS OF THE SOLUTIONS

Waves for l \`

In this casek' is real and

G0~z,l l 8!5
i

2d'~ki!sin@k'~z!#
5

i

A4d'
2 2~di2VS!2

.

HereVS is the spin-wave frequency andVA is the frequency
of acoustic vibrations.

As is easily shown, in the interior of the sample t
spontaneous strains have the form

uxx
~0!5uyy

~0!5
lS2

E

s~s11!

112s
,

uzz
~0!52

lS2

E

~s11!2

112s
. ~13!

It follows that N(l )50. Then the spin-wave dispersion r
lation is determined from the condition

1

G0~z;l l 8!
50.

It follows from this last equation that

A4d'
2 2~di2VS!250,

from which we obtain the lower boundary of the continuo
spectrum of spin-wave frequencies:

VSm5H01HB1
5

8
Hxa0

2ki
2, HB52l2S2

113s

E
. ~14!

The spectrum of acoustic waves is determined from the c
dition
g-

d

le
e-

e

n-

12L~kil !@G0~2z;l l 8!1G0~2z;l l 8!#50,

the solution of which gives the spectrum of acoustic exc
tions:

VA,i5siki . ~15!

The indexi takes values oft or l and denotes the differen
polarizations of the acoustic wave;si is the sound velocity
for the i th polarization:

st5st0A12
S3l3 cos2 wk

m0st0
2 A

,

sl 5sl 0A12
S3l2 sin2 wk

m0sl 0
2 A

, ~16!

wherewk is the angle between the wave vector and theOZ
axis, andsi0 is the velocity ofi -polarized sound in the crysta
in neglect of the magnetoelastic coupling. The parameteA
is introduced for brevity of notation and is defined as

A5A~H01HB!~H014Hx1HB!.

Waves on the surface l Ä0

In the case of surface wavesk' is purely imaginary, and

G0~z;00!5@di
S2di1d'~ki!exp~2 ik'~z!!#21

'@~di2VS!224d'
2 #21/2.

The spin-wave dispersion relation on the surface
been found previously;10 in the case considered here the g
in the spectrum increases on account of the magnetoel
coupling:

VS5H01HS1
5

8
Hxa0

2ki
22... . ~17!

In Eq. ~17! we have dropped the term proportional toki
4 .

Assuming thatVA!di , which always holds, we have

VA5ski ,

s5s0S 12
2S3l2ge

m0s0
2A~H01HS!~H014Hx1HS!

D 1/2

, ~18!

ge5ey
2 cos2 wk1~ex coswk1ez sinwk!

2.

As expected, the frequency of surface phonons lies
low the continuous spectrum of frequencies of bulk acou
waves.

It is seen from Eq.~18! that the sound velocity renorma
ized by the magnetoelastic coupling is twice as large near
surface as in the volume of the crystal.

Furthermore, the equilibrium condition should hold o
the surface:

s iknk50, ~19!

wheres ik is the stress tensor andnk is a unit vector normal
to the surface. Boundary conditions~19! are valid in the case
of sufficiently long wavelengths, when the influence of t
inhomogeneous exchange can be neglected~as we are as-
suming!. Equation~19! for l 50 leads to the following con-
dition:
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uyy
~0!1suxx

~0!1suzz
~0!50.

We assume that the magnetization vector on the surfac
parallel toOZ ~which holds even in the absence of magne
field!. Minimization of the free energy jointly with the las
condition gives

uxx
~0!5uyy

~0!5
lS2

E

s~s11!

112s
,

uzz
~0!52

lS2

E

~s11!2

112s
.

i.e., the spontaneous strains on the surface coincide with
strains in the bulk~see Eq.~13!!. Then the energy of the
magnetoelastic field on the surface of the crystal is equa

HS52l2S2
113s

E
. ~20!

The dependence of the direction of the polarization vec
on the coordinatey is known.22 It is obvious thatge will
depend on the penetration depth of the Rayleigh wave
the crystal.

CONCLUSION

We have investigated the model of a semi-infin
Heisenberg ferromagnet with the magnetoelastic coup
taken into account and have determined the spectra
coupled magnetoelastic waves near the surface of the fe
magnet.

Magnetoelastic waves propagating in the bulk of a f
romagnet have an additional activation energyHB given by
expression~14!. Comparing their spectrum with the dispe
sion relation of magnetoelastics surface waves, one can
these expressions agree to an accuracy up to the wave v
ity, i.e., the coefficient in front ofki

2 . It follows from ~14!
and~20! thatHS5HB . This result was obtained in neglect o
the magnetoelastic coupling in Ref. 10, where it was sho
that the frequency of surface spin waves lies below
boundaryVm of the frequency band of bulk oscillations o
the spin subsystem. The relationVS,Vm continues to hold
when the magnetoelastic coupling is taken into account.

It should be noted that when the single-ion anisotro
perpendicular to theXOZ plane is taken into account in th
surface layer, the magnetic moment of the surface layer
be directed at some angle to theOZ axis. Accordingly, the
boundary conditions change. Simple calculations show
in this caseHS,HB . Thus the gap between the spectrum
surface and bulk waves will be of zeroth order inki not only
on account of anisotropy10 but also on account of magneto
elastic coupling.

The sound velocity changes near the surface in the s
way as does the velocity of ‘‘quasi-spin’’ waves in a ferr
magnet. From Eqs.~16! and ~18! we get
is

he

to

r

to

g
of
ro-

-

ee
oc-

n
e
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ill

at
f

e

sb
25s0b

2 ~12D!, ss
25s0s

2 ~122D!,

where s0b and s0s are the velocities of bulk and surfac
waves of some polarization in neglect of the magnetoela
coupling, and the explicit form ofD is obvious@see Eqs.~16!
and ~18!#. We note that if the wave vector is directed alon
the OZ axis, then it follows from~18! that only the normal
~‘‘transverse’’! component of the Rayleigh wave interac
with the ‘‘quasi-spin’’ waves.

Localization of the oscillations is determined by the g
separating the surface wave frequency from the bulk w
frequency.23 It is easy to see that decreasing the velocity
the Rayleigh waves will lead to a decrease of their pene
tion depth into the crystal. At the same time, the coupling
the magnetic moments with the elastic system does not a
the characteristic depth to which surface spin waves exist
can be seen from Eq.~8!, k' does not depend on the mag
netoelastic coupling parameter.
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Dynamics of domain walls with lines in rare-earth orthoferrites in magnetic and electric
fields with exchange relaxation processes taken into account

E. G. Ekomasov*
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The influence of exchange relaxation on the dynamics of domain walls with a ‘‘fine structure’’ in
rare-earth orthoferrites in the presence of external magnetic and electric fields is investigated.
A system of differential equations is obtained which describe the dynamics of a domain wall with
a solitary line. The dependence of the steady-state velocity of the domain wall and line on
the values of the relaxation parameters and on the components of the magnetic and electric fields
is found. The results are compared with the known experimental results. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596795#
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INTRODUCTION

Rare-earth orthoferrites~REOs! with the chemical for-
mula RFeO3 ~R is an ion of the rare-earth elements! and
crystal symmetry groupD2h

16 are noncollinear antiferromag
nets with weak ferromagnetism~WFM!.1 The study of this
class of weak ferromagnets is of great interest because
particular, the domain-wall~DW! velocities in them are high
having record values among the magnets that have b
studied to date.2,3 Three types of magnetic ordering are po
sible in REOs:GxFz , GzFx , and Gy . The first two have
weak ferromagnetism, e.g., forGxFz the ferromagnetic vec
tor m is directed along the crystallographicc axis, while the
antiferromagnetic vectorl is along a.1,2 The third type of
structure is purely antiferromagnetic. The structure of
DWs can be of two types: with and without a rotation of t
vectorm.1,3 The first of these corresponds to a structure w
a simultaneous rotation of the vectorsm and l, while the
second corresponds to a rotation of the vectorl with only a
change in modulus of the vectorm. The realization of some
particular type of DW and plane of rotation of the vectorsm
andl in it is determined by the signs and relationships amo
the anisotropy constants of the orthoferrite.3 Under certain
conditions a transition can occur from one type of DW
another, as is observed, e.g., in dysprosium orthofer
DyFeO3 at T5150 K.4

By now the dynamics of uniform DWs in REOs ha
been studied in detail experimentally and in the main
been explained theoretically.5–9 However, usually only the
relaxation terms that are of relativistic origin are taken in
account in the equations of motion. Meanwhile, the terms
the equations of motion which describe relaxation proces
due to the exchange interaction have been obtained in R
10 and 11, for example. As was shown in Refs. 10–12, th
terms can play a substantial role in the study of hig
frequency and acoustic properties of REOs, the dampin
spin waves, and the braking of DWs and solitons.

It has been predicted theoretically3 that two types of
‘‘fine structure’’ of the DWs can exist in REOs: ‘‘A’’—wide
segments with rotation of the ferromagnetic vectorm, sepa-
rated by lines without rotation ofm ~ZRLs! ~the fine struc-
6571063-777X/2003/29(8)/6/$24.00
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ture is illustrated in Fig. 1 and is mainly considered in S
2!; ‘‘B’’—wide segments of a DW with no rotation ofm,
separated by lines with rotation ofm ~this situation is briefly
considered in Sec. 3!; it is pointed out its formation is more
probable near the phase transition in the DW itself or n
the surface of the sample, where the relationship between
anisotropy constants can change. The lines separating
of the DW with the same structure but with different orie
tations of the vectorsm and l will simply be called ‘‘lines’’
here. To avoid misunderstandings, we emphasize that
are not the usual Bloch lines in DWs. The dynamic char
teristics of these DWs13,14 should differ substantially from
the characteristics of DWs with lines in ferromagnets. F
example, the gyrotropic term of the dynamic force acting
a line in a REO appears in an external field perpendicula
the plane of rotation ofl, and in absolute value it can b
comparable to the inertial and viscous terms. We have a
shown that the mobility of the lines in a DW at rest in a RE
is influenced substantially not only by the ordinary relaxati
and external magnetic field but also by exchange relaxa
and the external electric field.15,16Recently published experi
mental studies17–19 have reported results that can be inte
preted as the observation of dynamic lines on an isola
Néel DW moving at supersonic velocity in an REO. How
ever, the conditions of those experiments were different fr
those that had previously been considered theoretically.
therefore of interest to study the dynamics of an isola
Néel DW with a solitary line moving along it simultaneous

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the fine structure of a Ne´el domain wall with
rotation of the ferromagnetic vector in the magnetic phaseGxFz .
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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under the influence of external magnetic and electric fie
with the damping of an exchange nature taken into acco
~because of the high velocities of the DW and line!. In the
present study we use a previously proposed variant of
collective variables method for the velocity of the center o
solitary line in an isolated Ne´el DW (dx0 /dt,dy0 /dt) to
obtain effective nonlinear algebraic equations in the prese
of magnetic and electric fields of arbitrary orientation a
additional exchange relaxation. In some particular and lim
ing cases one can find solutions of these systems of e
tions which describe the dependence of the velocity of
line on the value of the fields and the exchange relaxatio

1. MODEL AND BASIC EQUATIONS

For simplicity we shall consider the REO in a two
sublattice model. Its state is conveniently described by n
malized vectorsm and l:

m5
1

2M0
~M11M2!, l5

1

2M0
~M12M2!, ~1!

whereM1 and M2 are the sublattice magnetization vecto
and M0 is the equilibrium magnetic moment of the subla
tice. The energy density of the REO can be written as
sum of the energies of the magnetic and magnetoelectric
systems:

w5wm1we . ~2!

We shall proceed from the standard form of the ene
density for the magnetic subsystem:1,2

wm5
1

2
am21

1

2
A~¹• l!21d•@m3 l#1wa~ l!22M0m•H.

~3!

where a and A are the homogeneous and inhomogene
exchange constants,wa( l) is the energy density of the mag
netic anisotropy, andH is an external magnetic field. Th
axes of a Cartesian coordinate systemx, y, z are assumed to
be directed along the crystallographic axesa, b, c of the
crystal ~see Fig. 1!, and then d5dey , where d is the
exchange–relativistic Dzyaloshinski� coupling constant. We
note that a more general expression forwm should contain
two constants describing the Dzyaloshinski� interaction, but
the difference between them,Dd, is of a purely relativistic
nature, and therefore it is much less than these const
themselves (uDdu;1022d).6 Neglecting the fourth-order an
isotropy, we write the energy density of the magnetic anis
ropy in the form

wa5
a1

2
l x
21

a3

2
l z
2, ~4!

wherea1 anda3 are the second-order anisotropy constan
The energy density of the magnetoelectric subsystem

written in the form15

we52~E•P!5Ex~gx
yJxy

y 1gx
zJxz

z !1Ey~gy
xJyx

x 1gy
zJyz

z !

1Ez~gz
xJzx

x 1gz
yJzy

y !, ~5!

whereJi j
k 5 l i(] l j /]xk)2 l j (] l i /]xk), E is the external elec-

tric field, andg i
k are the magnetoelectric constants.
s
nt

e
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The equations of motion for the vectorsm and l in the
exchange approximation have the form10

ṁ5
g

2M0
$@m3Hm#1@ l3H l #%1a$@ l3 l̇#

1@m3ṁ#%2
l2g

2M0
2 DHm ,

~6!

l̇5
g

2M0
$@ l3Hm#1@m3H l%#1a$@m3 l̇#

1@ l3ṁ#%1
l1g

2M0
2 H l ,

whereHm5dw/dm, H l5dw/d l, g is the gyromagnetic ra-
tio, anda, l1 , andl2 are the relativistic and exchange r
laxation constants. For the casem! l , which is analogous to
the case of pure antiferromagnets10 @when the condition
l1H/(2M0HE)!1 holds, whereHE5a/(4M0)], the vector
m is related to the vectorl by the expression

m5
x'

2gM0
H @ l̇3 l#1

l1x'

2gM0
2 @ l̇3 l#J

1
1

a
$@ l3d#22M0@ l~ l•H!2H#%. ~7!

wherex'5M0 /HE is the transverse component of the ma
netic susceptibility~transverse in respect to the equilibriu
direction of l!. By substituting~7! into the first of Eqs.~6!
under the conditions l1Hd/2M0HE , 2l2H/A !1, Hd

5d/2M0 , it is easy to obtain

@ l̈3 l#2c2@D l3 l#1
g

4M0
2 @d3 l#~d• l!1

g2a

4M0
2 F]wa

] l
3 lG

52
c2

A
@H l

e3 l#2
2gM0

x'
S a2

l2

M0
D D @ l̇3 l#

2
l1x'

2gM0
2 $@ l&3 l#1@ l̈3 l̇#%1g$2@@H3 l̇#3 l#

1@@Ḣ3 l#3 l#%2
g2

2M0
@@H3d#3 l#, ~8!

H l
e52Eig i

kS ] l k

]xk
ei2

] l i

]xk
ekD

iÞk

, i ,k5x,y,z,

c25
g2Aa

4M0
2 .

For l15l25E5H50 Eq.~8! agrees with the equation forl
in Ref. 2. Equations ~8! in the angle variablesl
5 l (cosu,sinu sinw,sinu cosw) usually used in the solution
of dynamical problems have an awkward form and are p
sented in the Appendix.

2. APPROXIMATE DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMICS
OF A DW WITH FINE STRUCTURE ‘‘A.’’ LINES WITHOUT
ROTATION OF m

In view of the complexity and awkwardness of the equ
tions obtained, their analytical solution is a complicat
mathematical problem even in the simplest case of an
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lated DW with one line. In what follows we shall therefo
use a simplified description in the framework of the colle
tive variables method. We first consider the magnetic ph
GxFz ~where within a domainmiOZ and liOX) and a Ne´el
DW with rotation ofm ~the plane of rotation is parallel to th
YZ axis! and containing a vertical line with zero rotation
m ~Fig. 1! in the presence of a magnetic fieldH(Hx ,Hy ,Hx)
and electric fieldE(0,0,Ez) and with allowance for exchang
relaxation (l1 ,l2Þ0). When the right-hand side is zero an
Kab@Kcb.0 ~where Kab5(d2/a)2a1 and Kcb5(d2/a)
2a3 are the effective anisotropy constants in theab andcb
planes! Eqs. ~8! written in angle variables~see Appendix!
have the stationary solutionu(x2vdwt) and w(y2vLt),14

wherex is the coordinate perpendicular to the plane of
DW, vdw and vL are the velocities of the DW and ZRLs
respectively. The boundary conditions in this case have
following form: u(1`)50, u(2`)5p, ux8(6`)50,
w(1`)50, w(2`)5p, andwy8(6`)50. Taking this solu-
tion into account and employing the method used in Refs
and 20, one can obtain a system of equations of motion
the velocities of the center of the solitary linex0 ,y0 :

mx

t
ẋ02

pM0Hy

gHE
ẏ02mclHz50, ~9!

my

t
ẏ01

pM0Hy

gHE
ẋ01pdHxmc1pEzgz

x50, ~10!

where

mx5Fmdw1mLxS 12
ẏ0

2

c2D 1/2G S 12
ẋ0

2

c2D 1/2

,

my5mLS 11«2

d0
2

L2 1«1S ẏ0

c D 2 d0
2

L2D
3F S 12

ẋ0
2

c2D Y S 12
ẏ0

2

c2D G1/2

,

mdw5m0F11«2

d0
2

d2 1«1S ẋ0

c D 2 d0
2

d2 G , ~11!

mLx5mLF11«2

d0
2

d2 1«2

d0
2

L2 Q13«1S ẋ0

c D 2 d0
2

d2

1«1S ẏ0

c D 2 d0L0

Ld G ,
«15

1

3

l1* c2

ad0
2 , «25

1

3

l2

aM0d0
2 , mc52M0

d

a
.

m05
M0l

g2d0HE
, mL5

2M0d0

g2L0HE
, Q5

Kab2Kcb

Kcb
@1,

d5d0S 12
ẋ0

2

c2D 1/2

, t2152agHE ,

d05S A

Kab2Kcb
D 1/2

,

L5L0S 12
ẏ0

2

c2D 1/2

, L05S A

Kcb
D 1/2

, l1* 5
l1x'

2

2g2M0
3 ,
-
se

e

e

4
orandl is the period of the fine structure of the DW. We no
that the term proportional toẏ0

3/(12 ẏ0
2/c2)3/2, which is con-

nected to havingl1Þ0 in Eq. ~10!, was obtained in Ref. 21
for the case when a term due to the DW bending induced
the moving line is included in the force of friction. Usin
Eqs.~9! and~10!, one can find the dependence of the stea
DW velocity on the external magnetic and electric field
Since an analytical solution of this system of equations c
not be found in the general case, let us consider a few
ticular cases.

2.1. HxÄHyÄEzÄ0 „only the component Hz is nonzero …

In this case the line is at rest (ẏ050), and the depen-
dence of the DW velocityẋ05 ẋ0(Hz ,l1 ,l2) has the form

ẋ05cS j2
b2

3b1
D 1/2

, ~12!

where

j5A3 2q1AD1A3 2q2AD, D5q21p2,

q5
1

54b1
3 ~2b2

329b1b2b3127b1
2b4!, p5

3b1b32b2
2

9b1
2 ,

~13!

b1511S f 2

hz
D 2

, b252 f 1f 2S 1

hz
D 2

23,

b35S f 1

hz
D 2

13, b4521, ~14!

f 1511Q1
211«2~116Q1

21!, mdw
0 5

gd0d

aa
,

hz5
mdw

0 Hz

c
, ~15!

f 25«1~113Q1
21!212Q1

21~11«2!, Q1
215

2d0
2

L0l
.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the DW velocityẋ0 on the value of the externa
magnetic fieldhz for Q15100, Hy5Hx5Ez50: «15«250 ~1!; «150,
«250.5 ~2!; «15«250.5 ~3!; «150, «251 ~4!; «15«251 ~5!.
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A plot of ẋ0(hz) for different values of the damping param
eters is shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that takingl1 andl2 into
account has a substantial effect on the form of this functi
although the presence ofl1Þ0 begins to have a substanti
effect only at large values of the DW velocity.

In the limiting caseẋ0→c we obtain the following ex-
pression for the DW velocity:

ẋ05cH 12F ~«11«2!Q~113mL /m0!

hz
G2/3J . ~16!

We see from~16! that (c2 ẋ0);hz
22/3 ~as in Ref. 16, where it

was assumed thatl150), unlike the case when only th
relativistic relaxation is taken into account, whereDvdw

;Hz
22 . The main contribution to the braking of the DW i

this case comes from relaxation processes of exchange
gin, which are determined in equal measure by both c
stantsl2 andl1 .

We note that in the case of low DW velocities as w
~unlike Refs. 15 and 16, wherel150), Eq. ~9! still reduces
to a cubic algebraic equation with the solutionẋ05jc, but
now the coefficients will be equal to

p5
f 1

«1~113Q1
21!

, q52
hz

«1~113Q1
21!

. ~17!

2.2. Hx ,Hy ,Hz ,EzÅ0

In this case the line moves together with the DW alo
the x axis and transversely to the DW along they axis and
the dependenceẋ0(Hx ,Hy ,Ez ,l1 ,l2) cannot be obtained in
explicit form. However, using Eq.~10!, we calculate the de
pendence of the line velocityẏ0 on the parametersHx , Hy ,
Ez , l1 , and l2 and the DW velocityẋ0 ~what is usually
measured in experiments on the dynamics of DWs cont
ing lines19!, which will be determined by a law of the form
~12!–~14!, where now

hz→ l , f 1→ f 1* 511«2Q21, f 2→ f 2* 5«1Q2121,
~18!

l 5F2
a0ẋ0

c S 12
ẋ0

2

c2D 1/2

2
mL

0Hx

c
2

mL
EEz

c S 12
ẋ0

2

c2D 1/2G ,
mL

05
p

2
Q1/2mdw

0 , mL
E5

pgL0gz
x

4M0d0a
.

Interestingly, the contribution ofEz to the dynamics of the
line, unlike that ofHx , increases with increasingvdw . A plot
of ẏ0( ẋ0) with allowance for the different values ofhx , ez ,
and the damping parameters is shown in Fig. 3. We see
exchange relaxation has a substantial influence on the ve
ity of the line. By varying the value and direction ofHx and
Ez , one can increase or decrease the velocity of the line
the limiting caseẏ0→c ~for ẋ05ez50) Eqs.~10! and ~18!
imply

ẏ05cF12S «11«2

hx
D 2/3G . ~19!

As in the case of the DW velocity, the saturation of the li
velocity is determined in equal measure by both of the c
stants of exchange origin. For the case of low velocities
,

ri-
-

l

n-

at
c-

In

-
n

contrast to Refs. 15 and 16, Eq.~10! reduces to a cubic
equation with a solution of the formẏ05jc, but

p5
11«2* Q21

«1* Q21 , q52
lQ

«1
. ~20!

2.3. Limit of low DW and line velocities for l1Ä0 and
arbitrary orientation of the fields

In this limit we can find the dependence of the D
velocity ẋ0(Hx ,Hy ,Hz ,Ez ,l2) and line velocity
ẏ0(Hx ,Hy ,Hz ,Ez ,l2 ,ẋ) on l2 and the fields for a more
general orientation of the latter:

ẋ052mdw* FHz1
pd0

l
a0S Hx2

gz
xHE

d0M0Hd
EzD G , ~21!

ẏ052a0* ẋ02mL*
EEz2mL* Hx , ~22!

where

mdw* 5
mdw

0

11Q1
21~11a0

2!1«2S 11
12d0

2

L0l D , ~23!

a05pM0Hy /(gHEmLt21), a0* , mL* , andmL*
E can be ob-

tained from the expressions fora0 , mL , andmL
E by making

the substitutiona→a f 1* in them. We see from formulas~21!

FIG. 3. Dependence of the line velocityẏ0 on the DW velocityẋ0 for a0

510, Q510. a—hx5ez50: «150, «250.1 ~1!; «152, «250.1 ~2!; «1

5«252 ~3!; b—«15«250.1: hx5ez51 ~1!; hx51, «z50 ~2!; hx5ez50
~3!.
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and ~23! that, althougha0 ~the ratio of the gyroscopic an
viscous parts of the force acting on the line! can be greater
than unity,20 by virtue of the smallness ofL0 /l and d0 /l
the presence of a solitary line leads to a weak change in
velocity and mobility of the DW itself. ForHy5Ez50 for-
mulas~21! and ~22! agree with the results of Ref. 16 up t
the numerical coefficients of the terms containingl2 ~be-
cause different expressions were used for the exchang
laxation terms in the equations of motion!, and forHy5Hx

5Hz50 they agree to the same accuracy with the result
Ref. 15.

3. DYNAMICS OF A DW WITH FINE STRUCTURE ‘‘B.’’ LINES
WITH ROTATION OF m

It is known3 that if Kcb,0 there can be DWs with wide
segments with no rotation ofm separated by lines with rota
tion of m. Here, in analogy with the previous case, we c
obtain equations of motion for the velocities of the line ce
ter, which play the role of equations~9!–~11!. They now
have the form

mx

t
ẋ01

pM0Hz

gHE
ẏ02mclHz50, ~24!

my

t
ẏ02

pM0Hz

gHE
ẋ01pExgx

y50, ~25!

where

d05S A

Kab
D 1/2

, L05S A

uKcbu
D 1/2

.

Equations~24! and ~25! are analogous to Eqs.~9! and
~10!, and one can therefore use the solutions of the la
after making the substitutionsHy→Hz , Ez→Ex , and Hx

50 in them. Since the parametera0 now depends on the
external magnetic field componentHz , which leads to mo-
tion of the DW itself, by using Eqs.~21! and~22! for the case
of low velocities one can obtain

ẏ0* 5b ẋ0
21mL

EEx , ~26!

whereb5 (p/2)(Q1/2/d0gHd) .
We note that a solution of this type was first found

Ref. 22 for the case of the magnetic phaseGzFx , l15l2

5E50, Him within a domain. In Ref. 19 the experimental
obtained dependence of the line velocity on the DW veloc
in the initial part of the curve was interpreted as quadra
which correlates with formula~26!. However, since there
were not enough points on that curve at low velocities
linear law with the origin shifted from zero is not ruled ou
One notices the high selectivity of the influence of the d
ferent components of the electric and magnetic fields on
structure of the line; this, in the opinion of the author, can
used in designing new experiments.

All of the results obtained above can be carried over
the magnetic phaseGzFx if the anglew is measured from the
a axis, u is measured from thec axis, the substitutions
KcbKab and Hx→Hz are made, and the components of t
electric field are chosen from the tables of nonzero value
the force of electric pressure given in Ref. 15.
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APPENDIX

The equations of motion~8! in the angle variables of the
vector l5 l (cosu,sinusinw,sinucosw) can be written in the
form

F1~u,w!5f11~u,w!1f12~u,w!,

F2~u,w!5f21~u,w!1f22~u,w!, ~27!

where the functions

F15sin2 u@A~Dw2c22ẅ !2Kcb sinw cosw#,

F25A~Du2c22ü !2@Kab2Kcb cos2 w1~¹w!2

2c22ẅ#sinu cosu, ~28!

f 115gAc22@Hx sin 2u12 sin2 u~Hy sinw

1Hz cosw!#u̇1mcHx sinu sinw

12M0g21ẇ sin2 u2A sin 2u~¹w¹u2c22ẇu̇ !,

f 2152gAc22@Hx sin 2u12 sin2 u~Hy sinw

1Hz cosw!#ẇ2mc~Hy cosu cosw1Hz sinu!

12M0g21u̇ ~29!

are the same as in Ref. 14, and

f 12~u,w!52
l1x'

2

2~gM0!2 $sin2 uŵ12 cos~2u!u̇2ẇ

1sin~2u!~ üẇ12u̇ẅ !%2
2l2

g
D~sin2 uẇ!

12Ex~gx
y sin2 u coswuy82gx

2 sin2 u sinwuz8!

12EyS 2gy
x sin2 u coswux8

1
1

2
gy

z sin~2u!uz8D12Ez~gz
x sin2 u sinwux8

2gz
y sinu cosuuy8!,

f 22~u,w!52
l1x'

2

2~gM0!2 F2 û1~3 cos2 u2sin2 u!u̇ẇ2

1
3

2
sin~2u!ẇẅG2

2l2

g H sinwDFsinwu̇

1
1

2
sin~2u!coswẇG2coswDF2coswu̇

1
1

2
sin~2u!sinwẇG J

12Ex~gx
y sin2 u coswwy82gx

z sin2 u sinwwz8!

12Ey~2gy
x sin2 u sinwwx8
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1gy
z sinu cosuwz8!12Ez~gz

x sin2 u sinwwx8

2gz
y sinu coswwy8!.
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The effects of lattice strain on the magnetic and the transport properties of La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films
grown on an~001! LaAlO3 substrate and on a La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 layer were studied. It was
observed that the metal-insulator and the ferromagnetic transitions occur at higher temperatures
for the film deposited on La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 layer than on LaAlO3 . The dependence of
Curie temperature on the bulk and the Jahn—Teller strains were also determined. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596796#
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Doped colossal-magnetoresistance~CMR! manganite
perovskites exhibit a strong correlation between their lat
structure and magneto-transport properties.1 This phenom-
enon becomes apparent in thin films. The lattice strain~and
stress! accumulated during epitaxial growth of a film play
an important role in the formation of the spin- and t
charge-ordered states, the metal-insulator transition temp
ture, and the value of magnetoresistance.2–4

The effect of the kind of single-crystal substrate on t
magnetic and the electronic properties of manganite fi
has been investigated well.5,6 On the other hand, to develo
hybrid devices based on multilayered CMR films detai
information on the mutual influence between constituent l
ers is required. It is expected that the magnetic and the tr
port properties of a multilayer structure can substantially d
fer from those of the individual films of the constitue
layers. In this work we report experimental results f
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 ~LSM! and La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 ~LCM! films and
for a La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 /La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 bilayer ~BL!.

All films were prepared by rf magnetron sputtering usi
a so-called ‘‘soft’’ ~or powder! target.7 The total pressure in
the chamber was 531022 Torr with a 3:1 Ar–O2 gas mix-
ture. The substrate was a LaAlO3 ~001! single crystal~LAO!
with an out-of-plane lattice parameterc.0.379 nm for
pseudocubic symmetry. The substrate temperature du
deposition was 750 °C. Both LSM and LCM films were d
posited with a thicknessd.60 nm, and the BL was depos
ited with the same thickness for each layer and with LSM
top. The u–2u x-ray diffraction ~XRD! patterns were ob-
tained using a Rigaku diffractometer and CuKa radiation.
The lattice parameters evaluated directly from the XRD d
were plotted against cos2 u/sinu. A more precise determina
tion of the lattice parameter was obtained extrapolatin
straight line to cos2 u/sinu50. The resistance measuremen
were carried out using the four-probe method in the temp
ture range of 4.2–300 K and a magnetic fields up to 5 T. T
magnetization in a field up to 100 Oe and the susceptibility
500 Hz were obtained with a Quantum Design SQUID m
6631063-777X/2003/29(8)/3/$24.00
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netometer in the temperature range of 4.2–300 K.
Figure 1a presents theu–2u XRD scans for LSM~curve

1!, LCM ~curve2! and BL ~curve3! films. The high inten-
sities of the (00l ) peaks show that the deposition results
highly c-oriented films. Figure 1b shows that the location
the ~002! Bragg peak for the BL is almost coincident wit
that for the LCM film. In contrast, the peak for the LSM film
is distinctly shifted to a smaller angle. Therefore the analy
of XRD data reveals that the out-of-plane lattice parame
for the LSM film is strongly dependent on the substratec
.0.398 nm on the LAO substrate andc.0.391 nm on the
La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 film with lattice parameterc.0.3905 nm.

FIG. 1. u–2u XRD patterns of LSM~1!, LCM ~2! and BL~3! films ~a!. The
~002! XRD peaks~b!.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Figure 2a displays the temperature dependence of
resistanceR for LSM ~curve 1!, LCM ~curve 2! and BL
~curve3! films without~filled circles! and with~open circles!
an applied magnetic field of 5 T. The magnetic field w
directed at right angle to both the film surface and the tra
port current. The experimental curves show that the me
insulator ~MI ! transition temperatures for both LSM an
LCM films are very close, about 230 K. The BL film unde
goes a MI transition at 280 K, which is higher than for t
individual films. The MI transition temperatures for a
samples are indicated by arrows. The inset in Fig. 2a sh
that theR(T) behavior of the BL film differs from that pre
dicted by the simple two parallel-resistor model~solid line!,
where the first resistor corresponds to the LSM film~curve1!
and the second one to the LCM film~curve 2!. Since the
lattice parameterc changes significantly only for the LSM
film deposited on the LCM layer, it is reasonable to inter th
the increase in the MI transition temperature for BL is due
the improved magnetic and electronic properties of the L
film only.

Figure 2b presents the temperature-dependent ma
toresistance, MR(%)5@R(0)2R(H)#100/R(H), obtained
for LSM ~curve1!, LCM ~curve2! and BL ~curve3! film in
an applied magnetic field of 5 T. Here,R(0) andR(H) are
the resistances without and with a magnetic field. It is s
that a slight enhancement in the MR for BL, with respect
the individual LSM and LCM films, is observed only at hig
temperatures. In the low-temperature range the MR of

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistance for LSM~1!, LCM ~2!
and BL ~3! films without ~filled circles! and with ~open circles! an applied
magnetic field of 5 T. The lines are visual aids. Inset: The experime
~circles! and computed~solid line! dependencesR(T) for the BL film. The
arrows show the MI transition temperatures for different samples~a! Tem-
perature dependence of the magnetoresistance for LSM~1!, LCM ~2! and
BL ~3! films. The lines are visual aids~b!.
he
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remains smaller than that of the LSM film and mimics t
MR(T) behavior for the LCM film.

Figure 3a shows both field-cooled~FC! and zero-field-
cooled ~ZFC! temperature-dependent magnetization cur
for LSM ~curve1!, LCM ~curve2! and BL ~curve3! films.
The arrows show the corresponding Curie temperatures.
LCM film manifests a sharp transition to the ferromagne
state atTC5230 K, in agreement with the published resu
for as-grown films.3 In contrast, the LSM film displays a
broad and smooth magnetic transition nearTC.260 K.
Moreover, the absolute value of the saturated FC magne
tion is half of that for the LCM film of similar thickness. Th
same behavior ofM (T) and a lower value ofTC with respect
to the bulk value have been observed previously for
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 film deposited on a LAO substrate.8,9 It
was explained by the 3-dimensional strain states in the fi
governed by the epitaxial mode of film growth. Th
temperature-dependent magnetization for BL is significan
different from that predicted by simply adding theM (T)
values for both individual LSM and LCM films. The dashe
line in Fig. 3a shows the predicted curve:MBL(T)

al

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the FC and the ZFC magnetizatio
LSM ~1!, LCM ~2! and BL ~3! films. The lines are visual aids. The arrow
indicate the magnetic transition temperatures for different samples.
dashed line was obtained by simple addition of the FCM (T) curves~1! and
~2! ~a! Temperature dependence of the susceptibility for LSM~1!, LCM ~2!
and BL ~3! films. The lines are visual aids~b!.
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5MLCM(T)1MLSM(T), whereMLCM(T) andMLSM(T) are
the magnetizations for the LCM and the LSM films, respe
tively. Since the thicknesses of the individual films are sim
lar to those of the corresponding layers in BL, the add
curve fits the experimental data fourty well at low tempe
tures ~in the saturation magnetization range!. However, the
ferromagnetic transition of the BL film occurs at a high
temperature (TC.280 K) than predicted. This result con
firms that a significant change occurs in the magnetic pr
erties of the LSM film deposited on LCM with respect to th
on LAO.

This conclusion is supported by the temperature dep
dences of susceptibility for LSM~curve 1!, LCM ~curve 2!
and BL~curve3! films in Fig. 3b. Since the low-temperatur
susceptibility peak for BL~curve3! mimics that of the indi-
vidual LCM film, it can be concluded that the second pe
belongs to the LSM layer in the BL. It is evident that th
magnetic transition of the LSM film deposited on LCM b
comes sharper and the saturated magnetization is achiev
a higher temperature than for a bare LSM film~see curve1!.

Let us consider the possible mechanisms of enhan
magnetic and transport properties of the LSM film on LC
with respect to that on LAO. The aforementioned analysis
x-ray data showed that the out-of-plane lattice parameterc is
larger for LSM/LAO. It is well known that LSM thin films
grown on LAO substrates exhibit an out-of-plane uniax
tensile strain and, correspondingly, an in-plane biax
compression.9,10 Assuming that the film is strained from th
ideal bulk structure and that the structure is a single per
skite, the in-plane lattice parameter of film can be estima
from the unit cell volume in the bulk. The bul
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 compound has a rhombohedral pseudocu
symmetry (R3̄c) with hexagonal lattice parameters ofah

.0.5517 nm andch.1.3359 nm~Ref. 11!. They are equiva-
lent to cubic lattice parameters ofa.b.c.0.3871 nm and
to unit cell volumeV.0.058 nm3. Therefore, the in-plane
lattice parameter for our LSM/LAO is AV/c.a
.0.3828 nm, which is almost identical to the value obtain
for an epitaxial La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 thin film.1 For our LSM/
LCM the in-plane lattice parameter is larger and equala
.0.3852 nm. This difference between film and bulk latti
parameters leads to the formation of the above-mentio
in-plane biaxial compressive strain, «1005(afilm

2abulk)/abulk , and the out-of-plane uniaxial tensile strai
«0015(cfilm2cbulk)/cbulk . The calculations performed sho
that «100.21.37% and«001.2.8% for the LSM/LAO and
20.49% and 1%, respectively, for the LSM/LCM. Fo
weaker strains and cubic symmetry the Curie point can
expressed as, according to Millis model,12

TC~«!5TC~«50!S 12a«B2
1

2
D«JT

2 D ,
-
-
d
-

-
t

n-

k

at

ed

f

l
l

v-
d

c

d

d

e

where«B5(2«1001«001) is the bulk strain,«JT5A2/3(«001

2«100) is the Jahn—Teller strain,a5(1/TC)(dTC /d«B),
andD5(1/TC)(d2TC /d«JT

2 ). For the last two quantities we
are took the values from Ref. 12, i.e.,a510 andD51000.
Using this equation and the values obtained for«100 and
«001 in our LSM film and layer we calculated the change
Curie temperatureTCLSM/LCM

calc /TCLSM/LAO

calc .1.07, which is

an excellent agreement with our experimental res
TCLSM/LCM

/TCLSM/LAO
.1.077. This confirms the strong corre

lation between crystal lattice distortion and the electro
and magnetic states in CMR materials.

In summary, the magnetic and the transport propertie
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films grown on an~001! LaAlO3 substrate
and on a La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 layer were studied. It was show
that the metal-insulator and the ferromagnetic transitions
cur at higher temperatures for the film deposited
La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 layer than on LaAlO3 . The enhanced mag
netoresistance and ferromagnetic ordering in
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 /La0.8Ca0.2MnO3 bilayer can be explained by
lattice strain relaxation in the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film.
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Spectroscopy of bosonic excitations in manganite-based heterostructures
M. A. Belogolovski , Yu. F. Revenko, A. Yu. Gerasimenko, Yu. V. Medvedev,
O. I. Chernyak, and V. M. Svistunov
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The tunneling current transport is investigated in layered structures based on lanthanum
manganite. The spectral function of the electron–boson interaction is reconstructed over a wide
energy range. High-energy excitations localized in the barrier and near-barrier regions are
revealed. The inelastic scattering of charge carriers on these states can lead to suppression of the
magnetoresistance of tunnel junctions with increasing applied voltage. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596797#
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The observation of giant magnetoresistance in ferrom
netic heterostructures has stimulated detailed research o
physics of the phenomenon of spin-dependent tunneling
electrons in such systems.1 One of the most interesting ef
fects from both the fundamental and applied standpoint
the dependence of the magnetoresistance on the voltag
plied to the junction. It has been found that the magneto
sistive effect decreases monotonically with increasing v
age, and its value depends substantially on the structur
the barrier layer~see the data of Refs. 2 and 3!. Attempts to
explain this phenomenon by distortion of the barrier pot
tial in the region of the tunnel junction lead to values of t
magnetoresistance which are much lower than the observ4

An alternative explanation may be found in the fact that
scattering of the tunneling electrons on magnetic states in
barrier flip the electron spin and thereby suppress the m
netoresistance effect.4,5 In this connection we call attention t
the spectra of the inelastic scattering of tunneling electron
Co/Al2O3 /Ni80Fe20 contacts.6 They clearly exhibit a sharp
feature at 6100 mV, the intensity of which increase
sharply as the temperature is lowered from room tempera
to 1 K. However, observation of this anomaly is still n
proof that a part of the electron’s energy in inelastic tunn
ing processes is transferred to excitation specifically in
barrier layer. The hypothesis that the voltage dependenc
the magnetoresistance is related to the intensity of inela
processes in the near-barrier region and inside the ba
rests on two facts: a! the spectrum of the high
magnetoresistance heterostructures studied does indeed
tain excitations with high energies (;100 MeV and higher!;
b! these excitations are localized inside the barrier and/or
near-barrier region. We note that, according to Ref. 7,
sides processes involving a spin flip of the electron on m
netic impurities within the junction an appreciable role in t
suppression of the magnetoresistance effect with increa
voltage may also be played by scattering on phonons.
6661063-777X/2003/29(8)/3/$24.00
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In this paper we investigate tunnel contacts based
lanthanum manganite. As we have shown previously,8 the
conductance of such structures has a high sensitivity to m
netic field even when only one of the electrodes is made
doped lanthanum manganite. The observed effect was at
uted to the realization of a magnetically two-phase state
the near-contact region and to the tunneling of electr
through spin-polarized localized states in the tunnel barr
Here the magnetoresistance of the contacts studied in Re
like that of conventional structures with two ferromagne
electrodes, decreased as the bias voltage across the co
was increased. The goal of the present study was to mea
and analyze the spectra of elementary excitations of
asymmetric structure La0.7Ca0.3MnO3– Ag over a wide range
of energies considerably higher than 100 meV with the aid
our previously developed approach to the study of tunne
spectroscopy of normal contacts of the metal–insulato
metal type,9 which has been successfully employed to e
plain the results obtained for normal lead, bismuth,10 and the
magnetic metals gadolinium and chromium.11,12 In essence it
consists in the study of the fine structure of the ev
s1(V)5@dI(1V)/dV1dI(2V)/dV#/2 and odd ~in volt-
age! s2(V)5@dI(1V)/dV2dI(2V)/dV#/2 contributions
to the differential conductance of the contact. As was sho
in Ref. 9, the value ofs2(V) is proportional to the real par
of the self-energy correctionS~v! to the electron energy in
the metallic plates and can be used to reconstruct the s
of the spectral functiong(v) of the electron–boson interac
tion of the normal metal:

g~v!5
2v

Ces~0!p2 E
0

` ds2~V!/dV

V22~v/e!2 dV. ~1!

We note that the electron–phonon interaction functiong(v)
for the manganite La0.75Ca0.25MnO3, which is very close in
chemical composition, has been reconstructed13 by the
method of Yanson point-contact spectroscopy.14 However, in
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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that approach there is practically no barrier, and that te
nique therefore yields information only about the bulk pro
erties of the material. Indeed, the functiong(v) recon-
structed in Ref. 13 exhibits features whose energy positi
agree well with the data obtained in other bulk experimen
We, however, are interested in the barrier region, and for
reason we used a method based on the study of tunnel s
tures.

The La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 manganites were obtained by th
standard solid-phase synthesis from the initial oxides La2O3,
CaO, and MnO at a temperatureTs51200– 1250 °C in an air
atmosphere with repeated pulverizing, pressing, and ann
ing. The time of the synthesis and sintering was 12 ho
Strips of dimensions 831.530.4 mm for use as the invest
gated electrode of the tunnel contact were prepared by pr
ing the crushed manganite powder on an anvil betw
guides made of copper or aluminum wires and then sinte
for 12 hours at a temperature of 1200– 1250 °C. Satura
with oxygen occurred during natural cooling to room te
perature in the laboratory furnace. It is known that the s
faces of manganites prepared in this way have a natural l
with a lower oxygen content, which serves as a poten
barrier for tunneling electrons. Electrical contacts we
formed by burning in a silver past at a temperature
;450 °C. As the injector we used silver in the form of
sharpened wire which was pressed against the sample w
force that was regulated by an adjusting mechanism, o
film deposited on the ceramic to be studied. The resistanc
the resulting tunnel contacts at zero bias voltage at a t
perature of 77 K fluctuated from tens to hundreds of ohm
The reconstruction of the spectral function and its sub
quent analysis were done for contacts having a zero re
tance not over 100V, in which, in our opinion, it is more
likely for a ferromagnetic metallic state to be realized in t
manganite under study.

The derivatives of the current–voltage characteristics
the tunnel contacts were measured by a standard modul
technique in the fixed-voltage regime. The time constan
the output circuit was 100 ms, and the main filtering of t
signal was done numerically with a Gaussian weight fu
tion, which made it possible to minimize the dynamic err
The second derivatived2I (V)/dV2, which was used for ex-
traction of the spectral information, was obtained by nume
cal differentiation of the experimentally measured and
merically smoothed differential conductancedI(V)/dV.

Figure 1a shows the derivative of the odd part of t
differential conductance of a tunnel contact at a tempera
of 77 K, and Fig. 1b~solid curve! shows the electron–boso
interaction functiong;(v) reconstructed from it by the
method of Ref. 9. One notices the existence~unlike the data
of Ref. 13! of negative values of the functiong;(v) at en-
ergies above 100 meV. Of course, this function itself is
ways positive. The apparent contradiction is removed w
one considers the total contribution of the self-energy a
‘‘interference’’ corrections to the elastic tunneling channel.
the lowest order in the coupling constant of the electro
with bosonic states the self-energy contribution arises a
result of the emission and absorption of excitations wit
the electrode, while the ‘‘interference’’ correction corr
sponds to the ‘‘redressing’’ of the tunneling electron in t
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region between the electrode and the insulator. This cor
tion is of opposite sign to the self-energy contribution, a
its fine structure is determined by the spectrum of elemen
excitations in the barrier and near-barrier regions. When
many-particle effects during tunneling are taken into acco
completely in this manner, according to Ref. 15, t
electron–boson interaction function in the bulk of the co
ductor under study,gv(v), recstructed from the odd part o
the conductance, will be modulated by a factor of
2w(v). The functionw~v! is the product, averaged ove
angles of the vectors of the tunneling electrons, of the ma
elements of the classical tunneling Hamiltonian describ
elastic tunneling and a modified correction to it which tak
into account the interaction of the electrons with other ex
tations of the junction. The appearance of this factor refle
the simple fact that a tunneling electron cannot drag behin
intact the polarization cloud that forms around it when
moves in the interior of the electrode, and it is partia
‘‘undressed.’’15 since low frequencies correspond to lon
wavelengths~for the acoustic branch of vibrations!, which
are alone for the entire tunnel contact, at low frequencies
‘‘redressing’’ will not occur, and, hence, the functionw~v!
should increase continuously with increasing frequency.
the same time, the intrabarrier and near-surface excitat
described by the functiongs(v) manifest themselves in th
odd part of the conductance only through the ‘‘interferenc
correction, which is negative in sign. The net functio
g;(v) is the algebraic sum of two contributions:

g;~v!5gv~v!@12w~v!#2gs~v!w~v!. ~2!

Naturally, at energies corresponding to vibrations of t

FIG. 1. Derivative of the odd part of the differential conductance of
asymmetric tunnel contact La0.7Ca0.3MnO3– Ag ~a! and the spectral function
of the electron–boson interaction~the solid curve!; the spectral function
obtained according to expression~2! is shown by the dashed curve~b!. The
arrows indicate features in the Raman scattering spectrum of polycrysta
La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 ~Ref. 17!.
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manganite crystal lattice this function is positive, but whe
only the barrier contribution is present it is formally negati
and thereby demonstrates the presence of intrabarrier s
on which the tunneling electrons scatter. We note that,
cording to the standard theory of tunneling,16 those states
also manifest themselves in the inelastic channel, and
derivative of the even part of the conductance with respec
voltage is proportional to the density of states for all t
bosonic excitations that exist in the system, including th
localized within the barrier and in the near-barrier region

Let us consider the results presented in Fig. 1 in term
these ideas. Figure 2 shows the voltage derivative of the e
part of the conductance measured at 77 K, and the arr
indicate the positions of the spectral features that are m
fested in Raman scattering experiments in polycrystal
La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 ~Ref. 17!. It is known from this and other
experimental studies~see, e.g., Ref. 13! that the spectrum o
bosonic excitations of the manganites ends at around
meV. The higher-energy features clearly observed in Fig
must be associated with states in the barrier and in the n
barrier region. This assumption immediately accounts for
negative part in the reconstructed functiong;(v) in Fig. 1b,
since, as we have said, the interaction of the tunneling e
tron with such excitations leads to a negative contribution
the reconstructed electron–boson interaction function. Le
illustrate this circumstance again by assuming, as follo
from formula~2!, that the spectrum shown in Fig. 2 consis
of two components: the spectrumgv(v) of the correspond-
ing Bose states in the manganite itself~below 100 meV!, and
the spectrum of subsurface excitationsgs(v) ~above 100
meV!. The form of the functionw~v! in ~2! is determined by
the properties of the tunnel junction and, generally speak
varies from sample to sample. In the present study we h
used forw~v! the shape obtained for lead junctions in R

FIG. 2. Derivative with respect to voltage of the even part of the cond
tance of a La0.7Ca0.3MnO3– Ag tunnel contact. The arrows indicate featur
in the Raman scattering spectrum of polycrystalline La0.7Ca0.25MnO3 ~Ref.
17!.
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15. The corresponding curve for the totalg;(v) ~the dashed
curve in Fig. 1b! obtained according to formula~2!, which,
of course, should be regarded as a qualitative result, ag
with the behavior of the functiong;(v) reconstructed from
the odd part of the differential conductance.

We have observed experimentally the presence o
broad continuum of high-energy bosonic excitations loc
ized in the barrier and near-barrier regions of mangan
based tunnel junctions. The energies of these features ar
high for phonons and, according to an analysis, indicate
they are of a magnetic origin. The point is that the scatter
of a tunneling electron on such excitations should lead t
flip of its spin and, ultimately, to suppression of the magn
toresistance. The lower limit of the energies of the states
have observed is around 100 meV, in good agreement w
the data on the dependence of the magnetoresistanc
manganite-based tunnel junctions on the applied voltage2,3,8

The data obtained provide a substantial argument in favo
the hypothesis that this behavior is of a magnetic nature4,5
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Changes of the IR spectrum and hydrogen bond enthalpy in thin-film water
cryocondensates *
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Measurements of the IR spectra are made on thin-film water cryovacuum condensates formed on
a metal substrate in the temperature range 16–200 K. It is found that the frequency of
molecular stretching vibrations are shifted to lower frequencies with increasing temperature; this
is explained by a weakening of the hydrogen bond. A calculation of the change in H-bond
enthalpy shows that this change is larger for thinner samples. A fine structure of the librational
bands of intramolecular protonic transitions in the cryocondensate is revealed. It may be
due to the different orientations of the molecules relative to the internal field in samples formed
at different temperatures. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596798#
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INTRODUCTION

The well-known structural diversity of the solid phase
water is largely due to the specific interaction between
molecules in the condensed state—the hydrogen bon1,2

which arises as a result proton–proton exchange betw
neighboring water molecules. This allows one to consi
water in the condensed state as a system ordered with re
to the oxygen but with a disordered proton subsystem. Of
more than ten structural modifications of ice, only phase
and VIII are ordered with respect to the protons; ice in ph
IX has a partially ordered proton subsystem.3

The presence of the hydrogen bond is manifested
particular, in a decrease of the characteristic frequencie
the OuH stretching vibrations in the IR spectra. This c
cumstance makes IR spectroscopy one of the main met
used to study the hydrogen bond and its influence on
structural phase transformations in condensed media.

In the course of proton exchange, two types of defe
are created in the structure of ice: ionic and orientatio
~Bjerrum defects!. In the first case the hop of a proton occu
along the hydrogen bond from one molecule to another. A
result, a pair of ionic defects, H3O1 and OH2, are formed,
and this decreases the length of the OuH bond and de-
creases the frequency of stretching vibrations. In the sec
case the proton goes over to a neighboring bond of the s
H2O molecule. Formally such a hop can be considered to
a rotation of the water molecule by 120°. As a result,
absorption band corresponding to librational vibrations
pears in the IR spectrum.

The above considerations are the underlying basis for
research reported here on the dependence of the IR spec
thin-film cryovacuum condensates of water on the deposi
temperature and on the temperature regime in which
samples have existed. Previous studies4 had revealed sub
stantial temperature dependence of the IR spectra of ordi
and heavy water. However, those studies were done on ra
thick samples, with thicknesses of more than 3mm. The fine
6691063-777X/2003/29(8)/5/$24.00
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structure of the characteristic absorption bands correspo
ing to the main intra- and intermolecular vibrations were n
analyzed, although it is known5 that processes such as clust
formation and the interaction via the hydrogen bonds can
manifested in the form of overtones against the backgro
of the fundamental frequencies. Moreover, the presence
static field due to the formation of hydrogen bonds in t
crystal leads to a perturbation of the fundamental intram
lecular and lattice vibrations. This is expressed in a shift
their frequencies and in a change in the absorption am
tude. Thus analysis of the IR spectrum of cryovacuum c
densates formed at different thermodynamic parameters
yield information about the change in the character of
intermolecular interaction in the cryocrystal.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

The IR spectra of H2O cryocondensates were measur
for the purpose of revealing the features of the formation
Bjerrum defects under different conditions of cryodepositio
The measurements were made on the experimental setu
scribed in detail in previous papers.6,7 The experimental pro-
cedure was as follows. At a fixed substrate temperatureTc

~the condensation temperature! and fixed water vapor pres
sureP553106 torr in the volume a sample for study wa
formed on the substrate. During the condensation a dou
beam laser interferometer was used to determine the th
ness of the sample and the index of refraction, and the
reflection spectrum of the cryocrystal–substrate system
measured at the condensation temperature. As a resul
obtained absorption spectra recorded after two passes o
optical signal through the film.

Then the substrate temperature was slowly increased
rate of not more than 0.05 K/s. When a specified tempera
was reached, a temperature stabilization system was tu
on and the measurement of the IR spectrum was repeat
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. IR spectrum of water cryocondensates in the frequency interval of the stretching vibrations: a—sample thicknessd52.5 mm, Tc540 K ~1! and 120
K ~2!; b—sample thicknessd50.25mm, Tc516 K ~1!, 120 K ~2!, and 140 K~3!.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Vacuum cryocondensates of H 2O

In the temperature interval from 10 to 200 K, vacuu
cryocondensates of water can be found in three struct
states, depending on the deposition temperature: amorp
ice (Tc,80 K), cubicI c (110 K,Tc,160 K), and hexago-
nal I h (Tc.130– 140 K). The amorphous and cubic ices a
metastable and undergo a transition to iceI h ~or to amor-
phous ice viaI c) as the temperature is raised.

Figure 1 shows the IR spectra of water cryovacuum c
densates in the frequency range of the stretching vibrati
Samples of different thickness were obtained on a metal~In-
var! substrate at condensation temperatures correspondi
the existence of the amorphous, cubic, and hexagonal ph
of ice cryocrystals. We see that increasing the condensa
temperature leads to a substantial narrowing of the abs
tion band and to a certain general transformation of the sp
tra, especially in the interval 2900– 3000 cm21. This change
is more noticeable at the transition from the existence te
peratures of the amorphous phase to those of the crysta
state. At the same time, the difference between spectra2 and
3 in Fig. 1b ~presumably statesI c and I h) is insignificant. It
is also interesting that, unlike the case of amorphous ice,
spectrum of the crystalline state displays fine structure.

One notices the presence of features near 3000 cm21 in
the spectrum of the films formed atT5120 K. The appear-
ance of the small peak is apparently a manifestation o
Fermi resonance, which in this case arises when the
overtone of the deformation vibrations coincides in fr
quency with the stretching vibrations, leading to an incre
in the intensity of the former against the background of
stronger stretching vibrations~this is properly called a Ferm
resonance!.

The above-mentioned shift of the stretching vibrations
lower frequencies was attributed by Badger and Bauer3 to a
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change of the enthalpy of the hydrogen bond according
the relationDnOH52DH/0.024, whereDH is the change in
enthalpy of the OuH valence bond in the static field of th
hydrogen bond. This relation can be used to calculate
change in enthalpy of the hydrogen bond of the films a
result of an increase in temperature for samples of differ
thickness~see Table I!.

As expected, increasing the temperature of a water cr
condensate leads to a decrease in the energy of the hydr
bond. However, this change is more significant for thinn
films. This is most likely because of a size effect, as we h
pointed out previously.7,10

The IR spectra of the condensate in the frequency in
val 2000– 2600 cm21 are shown in Fig. 2a. This is the inte
val of the so-called associative vibrations. It is assumed
the appearance of this band in water cryocrystals is due t
interaction of the translational and librational modes of
brations with the deformation vibrations of the molecule.
is seen in the figure, the spectra corresponding to differ
condensation temperatures are significantly different.
creasing the condensation temperature leads to a decrea
both the width and intensity of the absorption band. It can
assumed with a high degree of certainty that these chan
are a consequence of structural phase transformations in
ice cryocrystal on going from low condensation temperatu
to higher ones. Most likely this is a transition from an amo
phous to a crystalline (I c) state of ice.

TABLE I. Change in enthalpy of the hydrogen bond in a water cryocond
sate upon a change in deposition temperature.

Sample
thickness,mm

Measurement
temperature, K Dn, cm21

DH,
J/mole

0.25 16–120 67 219.21
2.5 40–120 22 26.28
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Figure 2b shows the interval 1000– 2000 cm21. This is
the interval of deformation angular vibrations of the ice m
ecule along the HuOuH bonds, with a maximum of the
absorption at a frequencyn251650 cm21. It is seen that the
intensity of the absorption increases substantially with
creasing condensation temperature, and the fine structu
the spectrum is manifested to a greater degree. This ma
evidence that the hydrogen bonds in iceI c are bent more
than in amorphous ice.9 Here the width and position of th
band remain practically unchanged. This corresponds to
stated assumption that the deformation vibrations re
weakly to the structural transformations in proton-disorde
ices.

The IR spectrum of the condensate in the frequency
terval 500– 1000 cm21 are shown in Fig. 3. This is the fre
quency interval of the maximum of the absorption band c
responding to librational vibrations of a water molecule~Fig.
3a! at a site of the crystal lattice. It is clear that we are n
talking about physical librations of the molecules. At lo
temperatures these vibrations are frozen out and requir

FIG. 2. IR spectrum of water cryocondensates in the frequency interva
associative vibrations~a! and deformation vibrations~b!. Sample thickness
d52.5 mm. Condensation temperatureTc540 K ~1! and 120 K~2!.
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activation energy comparable to the enthalpy of fusion of
crystal. The appearance of this frequency is due to the di
dered nature of the proton subsystem in vacuum cryocond
sates of water vapor. The intramolecular transition of a p
ton to one of the unshared oxygen bonds~the formation of
L–D defects! formally leads to rotation of the molecule b
120°. There are two interesting features in the shape
position of the spectral lines: the presence of fine structu
and a shift of the absorption half-width to higher frequenc
as the temperature is raised.

The appearance of two pronounced absorption peak
due, we believe, to the following circumstances. The pr
ence of an internal field in the water cryocondensate ma
for spatial anisotropy. This means that, depending on
orientation of the molecules, the intramolecular transition
protons to one unshared oxygen bond or another has a
ferent activation energy and, hence, librational frequen
For two protons this means the presence of four comb
tions of tunneling, two of which are energetically equivale
An increase in the temperature of the cryocrystal and
corresponding structural transformation lead to a chang
the field of the lattice and the orientation of the molecule.
particular, the spectra shown in the figure for different co
densation temperatures reliably correspond to the existe
regions of the amorphous~spectrum1!, cubic ~2!, and hex-
agonal~3! structures of ice. These circumstances may be
cause of the overall shift of the absorption bands of the
brational vibrations to higher frequencies, which means
increase in the energy of formation of L–D defects.

Vacuum cryocondensates of an isotopic mixture of water

The presence of stable isotopes (D2O and HDO! in wa-
ter makes it possible to obtain more complete information
a single experiment by condensing films of isotopic m
tures. In particular, one can reveal the features of the prot
proton and proton–deuteron exchange in the cryoconden
mixture upon the formation of Bjerrum defects. In our ca
the objects of study wee cryocrystal films deposited fro
water vapor with a composition by mass of H2O(10%)

of
e

FIG. 3. IR spectrum of cryocondensates of H2O ~a! and D2O ~b! in the frequency interval of librational vibrations. Sample thicknessd52.5 mm. Sample
temperatures: a—Tc516 K ~1!, 120 K ~2!, 180 K ~3!; b—Tc530 ~1!, T5100 K ~heated fromTc530 K) ~2!, Tc5100 ~deposited at this same temperatur!
~3!.
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1HDO(50%)1D2O(40%). The results obtained for th
OuH and OuD stretching vibrations of the HDO and D2O
molecules and also the deformation vibrations of these m
ecules are in many respects similar to the data for pure w
For both the OuH and OuD valence bonds one observes
noticeable change in the absorption spectrum. The calcul
changes in the enthalpy of the hydrogen bond accompan
these structural changes are given in Table II.

It is seen from the data presented that the change
enthalpy of the hydrogen bond is substantially greater for
OuH valence bond than for the OuD bond. This may be
due to the fact that because of the larger mass of the D2O
molecule the transition temperature from the amorphou
the cubic state of the cryocondensate of heavy wate
higher than that of light water. In this case the degree
annealing of the sample would be different for the differe
components.

It should be noted that the heating temperature and
condensation temperatureT5100 K in this case are severa
degrees lower than the temperature of the transition fr
amorphous ice to the cubic modification,T'110 K ~this ob-
servation will be important for analysis of the libration
vibrations!. Therefore, in the temperature regimes indica
one observes not so significant a change in the width
position of the absorption bands in the frequency interva
the stretching vibrations as on heating toT5130 K ~see Ref.
10!; this may be due to a partial transition of amorpho
low-temperature ice to the cubic state.

In the interval 400– 1400 cm21 ~Fig. 3b! one finds the
absorption bands of the librational vibrations correspond
to the formal rotation of the molecule upon intramolecu
transitions of the protons~deuterons!. A common character-
istic of the spectra analyzed is their substantial depende
on the condensation temperature. This means that the
tramolecular vibrations under study depend on the interm
lecular interaction.

Spectra1 and2 correspond to the temperature existen
region of the amorphous phase. However, sample 2 in
course of heating was found rather close to the boundar
the existence region of the amorphous state for pure w
~110 K!. This had a noticeable effect on the shape of
spectrum. A general shift to higher frequencies occurred
the frequency interval corresponding to protonic intram
lecular transitions along the OuH bonds of the H2O and
HDO molecules (800– 1000 cm21) the amplitude of the ab
sorption spectrum increased. In addition, a fine structure
identified, the nature of which was discussed above in
analysis of the data shown in Fig. 3a.

A more substantial change in the spectrum is obser
for the sample deposited directly at the condensation t

TABLE II. Change in the enthalpy of the hydrogen bond in a cryocond
sate of an isotopic mixture of water upon a change in the deposition
perature.

Type
of bond

Measurement
temperature, K Dn, cm21

DH,
J/mole

OuH 30–100 36 210.28
OuD 30–100 5 21.43
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peratureTc5100 K ~curve3!. First, the absorption spectrum
becomes considerably wider. Its structure has three p
nounced absorption bands. The first lies in the freque
interval 800– 1000 cm21 with a maximum at n
5890 cm21. This band is probably the result of a superp
sition of the frequencies of the protonic transition along t
OuH bond of the H2O and HDO molecules. Since on
would not expect substantial structural changes when
condensation temperature is changed from 30 to 100 K~as is
confirmed by analysis of the stretching vibrations!, the ob-
served effect most likely is of an orientational nature. Duri
condensation at the higher temperature there is a greater
lihood that the orientation of the molecules will be dete
mined by the internal field of the crystal. At the same tim
the orientational disorder which is observed for condensa
on a substrate at the lower temperature cannot be sub
tially altered by a slight heating of the sample. These circu
stances are fully capable of causing the formation of a sin
absorption band and an increase of its intensity.

The second band lies in the frequency interval from 6
to 800 cm21, with a maximum of the absorption atn
'760 cm21. It is apparently due to intramolecular trans
tions of deuterons in D2O molecules. The band lying in th
frequency interval 450– 600 cm21 with a maximum atn
'550 cm21 corresponds to analogous transitions in t
HDO molecule.

CONCLUSIONS

1. We have observed a shift of the stretching vibratio
of water to lower frequencies, indicating a weakening of t
hydrogen bond, as the sample temperature is raised.
effect is larger for thinner samples.

2. The features in the spectrum of water cryocrystals
the region 3000 cm21 can be explained as being a manife
tation of a Fermi resonance between the first mode of
deformation vibrations and the stretching vibrations.

3. We have found that the deposition temperature of c
ocrystals of an isotopic mixture of water has a substatio
influence on the bands of librational vibrations correspo
ing to intramolecular transitions of protons and deutero
This is due to the difference in the orientational ordering
samples prepared at different temperatures.

*This report was presented at the Third International Workshop on L
Temperature Physics in Microgravity Environment~CWS-2002!
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Thermodynamics of a one-dimensional generalized Wigner crystal
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The thermodynamic characteristics of a one-dimensional generalized Wigner crystal are
investigated for arbitrary temperature, particle density, and character of the interparticle repulsive
pair potential. A method is proposed which permits calculating the partition function of the
system with allowance for the interaction between an arbitrary number of neighboring particles. It
is shown that increasing this number leads to the appearance of increasingly fine steps in
the low-temperature dependence of the particle density on the chemical potential. These steps are
remnants of a dependence of the ‘‘devil’s staircase’’ type that is characteristic for this sort
of system at zero temperature. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596799#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Narrow-band low-dimensional conductors with a lon
range interparticle repulsive potential have been attrac
heightened interest in recent years. This interest is large
result of progress in the technology of fabricating multilay
structures based on metal oxides~including high-temperature
superconductors! and also one- and two-dimensional arti
cial conducting systems—superlattices.

It has been shown1,2 that if the bandwidtht&U (U
;(a/R)E is the characteristic change in the energy of
long-range repulsive electron–electron potential upon
electron hop,a is the interatomic distance in the substrateR
is the average distance between electrons, andE is the Cou-
lomb energy per electron!, complete destruction of the Bloc
states occurs, and the electrons become localized w
quantum traps of atomic size. It should be noted that
virtue of of the dynamic nature of the localization, this sta
which has been given the name ‘‘frozen electron pha
~FEP!, is qualitatively different from a Wigner crystal.1,3,4

For example, heating the FEP does not lead to delocaliza
of the electrons, and so, unlike a Wigner crystal, the F
does not transform into a Fermi liquid at any temperat
~for the sake of brevity we shall understand the term FEP
mean a system found in a state of frozen electron phase!. The
behavior of a FEP at not too small a ratiot/U is extremely
complex,5 and for this reason it is necessary to do a num
of additional studies in order to construct a consistent th
modynamics and to describe the kinetics of such system

It is logical to begin with a study of the thermodynami
of the FEP, neglecting all dynamic effects arising becaus
the finite bandwidths~i.e., assumingt50). The ground state
of such systems, which Hubbard has called the ‘‘generali
Wigner crystal,’’ was first considered in Ref. 6. A thermod
namics of the one-dimensional generalized Wigner crysta
a model neglecting the dynamic effects due to the fin
bandwidths was constructed in Ref. 5. In that model the s
plifying assumption was made that the pair interaction
tential falls off so fast that one can neglect the interactio
between next-nearest-neighbor particles. Nevertheless
thermodynamics constructed in the framework of even t
6741063-777X/2003/29(8)/5/$24.00
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simplified model displays a number of extremely interest
properties. For example, it was shown that the lo
temperature dependence of the particle densityn on the pres-
sureP is a set of steps corresponding to densities of the fo
n51/q, q51,2,3... . These steps are the remnants of
‘‘devil’s staircase’’ that characterizes the dependencen(P) at
zero temperature. Each step corresponds to an elec
‘‘crystal’’ with period q. At a finite temperature, defects form
in the ‘‘crystal’’—pairs of particles with interparticle dis
tances different fromq. The density of defectsrdef5N8/N
(N8 is the number of pairs of particles with an interpartic
distance different fromq; N is the number of pairs of par
ticles with an interparticle distance equal toq) is exponen-
tially small near the center of the steps and is close to u
near the boundaries of the intervals, completely destroy
the given electron ‘‘crystal.’’

However, there remains an open question as to the in
ence of the structure of the pair potential on the thermo
namic properties of the system. The goal of that article i
generalization of the treatment of Ref. 5 to the case of
arbitrary character of the mutually repulsive pair potential
the particles.

2. MODEL

The Hamiltonian of the system has the form

H5H~ l 1 ,l 2 ,...,l N!5
1

2 (
m,n51
mÞn

N

«~ l m2 l n!, ~1!

where the discrete independent variablel m (m51,...,N) is
the coordinate of themth electron, measured in units ofa, N
is the total number of electrons, and«(x) is the long-range
repulsive interparticle pair potential. This potential is a co
vex function of the continuous argumentx and falls off faster
thanx21 but is otherwise arbitrary. To begin it is necessa
to study the features of the ground state of the Hamilton
~1!. That was first done by Hubbard,6 who proposed a rigor-
ous procedure for constructing the configuration of t
ground state of the system. As was later shown by Sinai,7 the
Hubbard algorithm can be described by the simple formu
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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l i5F i
1

n
1w G . ~2!

Here n5N/N0 is the electron density~filling factor!, N0 is
the total number of lattice sites (N0 is the lengthL of the
one-dimensional system, measured in units ofa), 1/n has the
meaning of the average interelectron distance,@...# denotes
the integer part of a number, andw is an arbitrary quantity
~the initial phase!. Below we shall study the usual thermod
namic limit ~i.e., N,N0→` in such a way that the densityn
remains finite!.

We begin by listing the most important properties of t
generalized Wigner crystal.7

— At a given chemical potentialm only rational values
‘‘survive’’: n5p/q (p andq are integers!.

— The ‘‘crystal’’ is a periodic electron structure withp
particles per cell and a length of the period equal toq.

— The latter fact leads to a rather specific dependenc
n on m—the so-called ‘‘devil’s staircase’’—a well-develope
fractal structure6–8 in which to each rational valuen5p/q
there corresponds a finite intervalDm of the chemical poten-
tial m within which n is constant.

Following the arguments given in Ref. 8, we find

Dm5qD«~q!, ~3!

where

D«~q!5 (
k51

`

k~«~qk11!22«~qk!1«~qk21!!. ~4!

The boundary conditions (md(p/q) andm i(p/q)) of the
n~m! intervals of the devil’s staircase are the changes of
ground state energy which arise whenN increases or de
creases byone particle, respectively. The ground state and
spatial structure have a universal nature for all physica
reasonable pair potentials«(x).0.

As will be seen from the discussion that follows,T and
P will be more convenient thermodynamic variables for o
analysis thanT and m. It has been shown5 that the depen-
dence ofn on P at T50 is also a devil’s staircase, whic
differs from n~m! only in the width of the ‘‘steps,’’DP. The
end points of this devil’s staircase—Pd(p/q) and
Pi(p/q)—correspond to a change in energy of the grou
state upon a decrease or increase in the lengthL of the sys-
tem byone stepat a fixedN (P is measured in energy units
andPi,Pd):

DP5pDm/q5pD«~q!. ~5!

Let us consider the change in energyE(N,L) (n5N/L
5p/q) when N and L decrease or increase by an amou
equal to the number of electrons per cellp or by the period
of the crystalq, respectively. Taking into account the defin
tion of the end points of the steps of the devil’s stairca
Pi(n) andPd(n), we have

E~N,L2q!5E~N,L !1qPd ,

E~N,L1q!5E~N,L !2qPi . ~6!

On the other hand, the energiesE(N,L6q) can be ex-
pressed in terms of the end pointsn~m! of the devil’s
staircase—m i(n) andmd(n):
of

e

y

r

d

t

,

E~N,L2q!5E~N2p,L2q!1pm i ,

E~N,L1q!5E~N1p,L1q!2pmd . ~7!

The simultaneous increase~decrease! of N by p and L
by q is equivalent to the addition~removal! of one unit cell
of the ‘‘crystal.’’ Consequently,

E~N6pL6q!5E~N,L !6u~n!, ~8!

whereu(n) is the energy per cell of the generalized Wign
crystal.

Combining Eqs.~6!, ~7!, and ~8!, one can easily show
that

~m i2md!p5~Pd2Pi !q.

This relation is the same as formula~5!, sinceDm5m i

2md andDP5Pd2Pi .
Expressions~3! and ~5! have one remarkable propert

that is worthy of special note: the intervals of the steps of
devil’s staircaseDm andDP are proportional to the quantity
D« ~4!, which is determined by the electron–electron int
action at distances*q, independently of the number of ele
trons per cell p. ThusDm and DP go to zero forq→` as
]2«(x)/]x2ux5q . Consequently, the larger the ‘‘irrational
coefficient p/q, the shorter the length of the intervals~3!,
~5!. This suggests that at finite temperaturesall the spatial
structures of the generalized Wigner crystal of periodq for
which the condition«(q)@T is satisfied are only slightly
perturbed by thermal fluctuations. If, on the contrary,q sat-
isfies the condition«(q)&T, then the corresponding struc
tures are essentially destroyed, obliterating the intervals
the devil’s staircaseDP(q) andDm(q).1!

3. THERMODYNAMIC POTENTIAL

The proposed method for construction of the thermo
namics is based on the derivation of recursion relations
the partition function of the system under study. In the de
vation we shall take into account the interaction betweenK
nearest neighbors (K51,2,3,...). K51 corresponds to the
nearest-neighbor approximation, considered in Ref. 5;
K52 the interactions between nearest and next-nea
neighbors are taken into account, and so on. We introdu
partial partition function of the one-dimensional lattice sy
tem of N particles andL sites in which the last site is occu
pied by a particle. In addition, leti 1 , i 2 , and i K21 be the
coordinates of the lastK21 particles. We denote this partia
partition function byS(N,i 1 ,i 2 ,i K21 ,L). Obviously the total
partition functionZ(N,L) of the system is given by

Z~N,L !5 (
iK5N

L

(
iK2151

iK21

¯ (
i 151

i 221

S~N,i 1 ,i 2 ,i K21 ,i K!. ~9!

Let us now consider the partition function of a system
N particles andL11 sites. Obviously, if the additional site i
not occupied by a particle, thenZ(N,L11)5Z(N,L). If one
of the particles does occupy the siteL11, then
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Z~N,L11!

5 (
iK51

L

(
iK2151

iK21

¯ (
i 151

i 221

S~N21,i 1 ,i 2 ,i K21 ,i K!

3expS 2
«~L112 i 1!

T D¯
3expS 2

«~L112 i K21!

T D
3expS 2

«~L112 i K!

T D . ~10!

Consequently,

Z~N,L11!

5Z~N,L !1 (
iK51

L

(
iK2151

iK21

¯ (
i 151

i 221

S~N21,i 1 ,i 2 ,i K21 ,i K!

3expS 2
«~L112 i 1!

T D¯
3expS 2

«~L112 i K21!

T D
3expS 2

«~L112 i K!

T D . ~11!

On the other hand,

Z~N,L11!2Z~N,L !

5 (
iK2151

L

(
iK2251

iK2121

¯ (
i 151

i 221

S~N,i 1 ,i 2 ,i K21 ,L11!.

~12!

Combining~11! with ~12!, we obtain

S~N,i 1 ,i 2 ,i K21 ,L11!

5 )
m51

K
expS 2

«~L112 i m!

T D
3 (

j 51

i 121

S~N21,j ,i 1 ,i 2 ,i K21!

3expS 2
«~L2 j !

T D . ~13!

This is the final recursion relation expressing the par
partition function of a system ofN particles in terms of tha
for a system ofN21 particles. For our calculations we nee
to supplement~13! by an ‘‘initial condition’’—an expression
for S(K11,i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i K). Obviously

S~K11,i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i K!

5expS 2
E~ i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i K!

T D (
j

i 121

)
m51

K
expS 2

«~ i m2 j !

T D .

~14!

HereE( i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i K) is the sum of the pair energies ofK
particles with coordinatesi 1 , i 2 ,...,i K .
l

Let us consider the extremely interesting casesK51 and
K52. As we have already mentioned,K51 corresponds to
taking into account the interaction only between near
neighbors, while forK52 the interactions between neare
and next-nearest neighbors are taken into account.

In the first case expressions~9! and~13! take the simple
form

Z~N,L !5 (
i 5N

L

S~N,i !, ~15!

S~N,L11!5 (
i 5N

L

S~N21,i !expS 2
«~L112 i !

T D . ~16!

Here S(N,i ) is the partition function of a system ofN
particles andi sites, in which the last (i th) site is occupied
by a particle.

We do a discrete Laplace transformation in~16!, intro-
ducing the parameterg5P/T:

F~g!5(
i 51

`

f ~ i !exp~2g i !.

Then

(
L51

`

S~N,L11!exp~2gL !5S~N,g!

5 (
L51

`

exp~2gL !(
i 5N

L

S~N21,i !

3expS 2
«~L2 i !

T D .

Using the theorem on the Laplace transformation fo
convolution,9 we obtain

S~N,g!5S~N21,g!G~g!,

whereG(g)5( i 51
` exp(2 «(i)1iP/T). Making the substitu-

tion S(N,g)5exp(Nf(g)) in the thermodynamic limit, we
obtain

exp~N f~g!!5exp~~N21! f ~g!!G~g!.

Hence

Z~N,P!5expS N lnS (
i 51

`

expS 2
«~ i !1 iP

T D D D ,

and consequently

F~N,P,T!52T ln~Z~N,P!!

52TN lnS (
i 51

`

expS 2
«~ i !1 iP

T D D . ~17!

As expected, Eq.~17! agrees with the expression for th
thermodynamic potential obtained in Ref. 5 with only th
nearest-neighbor interaction taken into account.

In the caseK52 expression~9! takes the form

Z~N,L !5 (
i 5N

L

(
j 51

i 21

S~N, j ,i !. ~18!

Here S(N, j ,i ) is the partition function of a system ofN
particles andi sites in which the last (i th) site is occupied by
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a particle and the next-to-last particle has the coordinaj
~see Fig. 1!. In this case expressions~13! and ~14! take the
form

S~N,i ,L !5expS 2
«~L2 i !

T D (
j 5N21

i 21

S~N21,j ,i !

3expS 2
«~L2 j !

T D , ~19!

S~3,j ,i !5expS 2
«~ i 2 j !

T D
3 (

m51

j 21

expS 2
«~ j 2m!

T DexpS 2
«~ i 2m!

T D .

~20!

A computer calculation of the thermodynamic potent
F(N,L,T) with the use of Eqs.~9!, ~19!, and~20! was done
for N,L*100. It was found that those values of the length
the system and the number of particles are sufficient to m
effects due to the finite size of the system negligibly sm
The function was constructed as follows. The thermo
namic potentialF(N,L,T) was calculated for different val
ues ofN andL. For each pairN,L the values ofP(N/L)2

5F(N,L,T)2F(N,L11,T) and P(N/L)15F(N,L21,T)
2F(N,L,T), which are the boundaries of the interval of th
devil’s staircase corresponding to the densityn5N/L, were
calculated. The results of the calculation ofn(P) for K51
andK52 with the use of Eqs.~17!, ~19!, and~20! are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. We see that taking the next-nearest neig
interaction into account leads to the appearance of n
weaker steps corresponding to particle densities of the
2/(2i 11), wherei 51,2,3,... . The widths of these steps a
proportional to «9(2i 11) ~Ref. 7! and are consequentl
much less than the widths of the steps corresponding to e
tron crystals with densities of nearly the same values
belonging to the classn51/i . This fact has a rather clea
physical explanation. The system under study is convenie
considered as a set of pairs of neighboring electrons foun
distancesl 51,2,3,... from each other. We shall call the
l -pairs. In the nearest-neighbor approximation the arran
ment of thel -pairs within a unit cell containing two or mor
particles is degenerate. For example, the configuration w
n52/7 in the ground state corresponds to an arrangemen
the l -pairs of the form 3–4–3–4–... . In the nearest-neigh

FIG. 1. Partial partition functionS(N, j ,i ) of a system ofN particles andi
sites in which the last (i th) site is occupied by a particle and the next-to-la
particle has the coordinatej .
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approximation this configuration is equivalent to3–3–4–
4–... . Taking the next-nearest-neighbor interaction into
count lifts the degeneracy. In fact, for the configurati
3–4–3–4–... the energy of the system per cell is equa
2(«(3)1«(4)1«(7)), whereas for the configuration3–3–
4–4–... this energy is equal to 2(«(3)1«(4))1«(6)
1«(8). By virtue of the properties of the pair potentia
which were discussed in detail above, one has 2«(7)
,«(6)1«(8). Thus the next-nearest-neighbor interacti
tends to stabilize electron ‘‘crystals’’ with two particles p
unit cell. On the other hand, the effective energy of deg
eracy,Ẽ;2«(7)2(«(6)1«(8)), is much less than the en
ergies corresponding to electron ‘‘crystals’’ containing o
particle per cell and having the nearest values of the conc
tration ~for n51/3 andn51/4 these are«~3! and «~4!, re-
spectively!. This hierarchy of energies is also reflected in t
dependence ofn(P) in the form a small segment correspon
ing to n52/7 between strong segments corresponding
n51/3 andn51/4. Obviously, taking interactions betwee
the next neighbors into account will lead to stabilization
the structure with three particles per cell, etc.

4. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a method by which one can calcu
the thermodynamic characteristics of a one-dimensional g
eralized Wigner crystal for arbitrary temperature, partic
density, and character of the repulsive interparticle pair
tential. We have shown that at a finite temperature the m
role in the formation of the thermodynamics of the syste
for P/T@1 is played by electron ‘‘crystals’’ withn51/i , i
51,2,3,... . Taking the interactions between next-nea
neighbors into account leads to a weak modification of
functionsn(P) andn~m! owing to the appearance of ‘‘finer’
details in the functionn(P), which correspond to electron
‘‘crystals’’ with filling factors of the form 2/(2i 11), where
i 51,2,3,... .

In closing the author expresses his sincere gratitude t
A. Slutskin for helpful discussions in the course of writin
this paper.

FIG. 2. The functionn(P) calculated with the use of Eqs.~19! and ~20!.
The dotted line reflects the analogous function obtained in the nea
neighbor approximation~17!.
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Features of low-temperature exciton dynamics in J-aggregates with topological disorder
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It is shown on the basis of an analysis of theJ-band shape, luminescence spectra, and
luminescence decay that self-trapping of excitons takes place inJ-aggregates with strong
topological disorder. A self-trapping barrier must be overcome for this to occur. A microscopic
model of the self-trapped state is presented. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596800#
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1. INTRODUCTION

J-aggregates of polymethine dyes are highly orde
nanosize luminescent clusters. Because of their unusu
large absorption cross sectionJ-aggregates have been us
for many years as photomaterial sensitizers.1 In recent years,
J-aggregates have been used for diagnostics of the memb
potential in living cells.2

Since it was first discovered by Jelly and Scheibe3,4

J-aggregate structure remains little studied.J-aggregates are
usually considered to be one-dimensional molecular cha
which makes it possible to describe their optical and lum
nescent properties systematically. In most casesJ-aggregates
are characterized by a narrow resonance luminescence b
indicating the absence of relaxation of the molecular c
figuration of photoexcitedJ-aggregates. However, it wa
shown in5 that in J-aggregates polaronic relaxation can ta
place below the bottom of an exciton band and causes
formation of a strongly-relaxed polaronic state.

In the present work the special features
1-methyl-18-octadecyl-2,28-cyanineiodide~S120! J-aggre-
gate exciton dynamics in a frozen dimethyl-formamid
water ~DMFA-W! matrix was studied in the temperatu
range 1.5–80 K. S120 molecules, which are an amphiph
analogue of PIC, allow topological disorder in S12
J-aggregates to be controlled.6

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The assembly of experimental equipment used in th
investigations is described in detail in Ref. 5.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the low-temperature absorption band
S120J-aggregates in frozen DMFA-W solutions with diffe
ent amounts of water. For low water content~Fig. 1a! the
low-frequency edge of theJ-band is fit well by a Lorentzian
contour, indicating substantial topological disorder in t
J-aggregate structure.6–8 In contrast, for high water conten
~Fig. 1b! theJ-aggregate structure becomes more perfect
the low-frequency edge of theJ-band is fit well by a Gauss
ian contour.6–8At low temperatures the latter case occurs
J-aggregates of PIC,8,9 TOCBC10 and TDBC.11 The absorp-
tion band of S120J-aggregates (DnFWHM5380 cm21) is
6791063-777X/2003/29(8)/3/$24.00
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much wider than that of PIC (DnFWHM534 cm21),8,9

TOCBC (DnFWHM565 cm21),10 and TDBC (DvFWHM

5160 cm21).11 This indicates greater diagonal disorder
S120J-aggregates.6–8

At low temperatures only a narrow resonance lumin
cenceJ-band is observed for perfect S120J-aggregates~Fig.

FIG. 1. The absorption band of S120J-aggregates in a frozen DMFA-W
matrix (T51.5 K) with different water content: 50%~a!; 75% ~b!.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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2, curve a!. The time-resolved spectra indicate12 that the
broad luminescence spectrum of the S120J-aggregates with
topological disorder~Fig. 2, curveb! consists of two bands
a narrow resonance band, which coincides with the lumin
cence band of perfect S120J-aggregates~Fig. 2, curvea!,
and a wide long-wavelength band. Two bands are cle
visible at 80 K~Fig. 2, curvec!. The narrow luminescenc
band is strongly quenched by exciton traps.12 Luminescence
decay in this band exhibits a single exponential time dep
dence with a temperature-dependent decay constant~1.5–80
K!.5 The luminescence characteristics of the narrow re
nance luminescence band of S120J-aggregates~Fig. 2, curve
a! are similar to those ofJ-aggregates of PIC and TDBC.8,9,11

On this basis the narrow luminescence band of the per
and imperfect S120J-aggregates can be ascribed to the em
sion of free excitons.5,13

As temperature decreases, the spectrum represente
Fig. 2, curvec reversibly transforms into the spectrum show
in Fig. 2, curveb. Within the wide band~Fig. 2, curveb! the
luminescence decay depends on the detection point and
not exhibit a simple exponential time dependence~Fig. 3!.
The luminescence decay recorded at the same spectral
within the wide band depends on the water content in
frozen DMF-W matrix.5 For more imperfectJ-aggregates the
luminescence decays faster at the specified spectral poi
the wide band.5

The wide luminescence band~Fig. 2! may be associated
with the emission of stationary exciton traps present in
J-aggregates for unknown reasons. Then the energy
~;1350 cm21! between the maxima of the two bands~Fig. 2,
curve c! is too large compared to the thermal energykT
(;56 cm21) to attribute it’s origin to the thermal depopula
tion of traps. The exciton traps could appear in aJ-aggregate
structure with increasing temperature. In this case revers
changes of the luminescence spectrum~Fig. 2! are impos-
sible with inverse decreasing temperature. These and o
origins of the wide luminescence band are discussed
greater detail in Refs. 5 and 13.

FIG. 2. The luminescence spectrum of S120J-aggregates in a frozen
DMFA-W matrix with different water content at different temperature
75%,T51.5 K ~a!; 50%,T51.5 K ~b!; 50%,T580 K ~c!.
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The wideJ-aggregate luminescence band with strong
pological disorder should be ascribed to the emission of
namic ~relaxing! states forming below the bottom of the e
citon band. These states arise only after photoexcitation
theJ-aggregates and after the self-trapped exciton states
lost their mobility. The simultaneous presence of two ban
in the luminescence spectrum~Fig. 2, curve c! indicates the
coexistence of free and self-trapped excitons and the e
tence of a self-trapping barrier.5,13 Nevertheless, it is known
that there is no self-trapping barrier in 1D systems~which the
J-aggregates in solutions are!.5,13,14Such a barrier is possible
if the exciton self-trapping inJ-aggregates involves one
dimensional electronic motion and three-dimensional latt
deformation.13

SinceDnFWHM is essentially the same for theJ-bands in
the cases considered~Fig. 1!, it may be inferred that the
topological disorder plays a key role in the development
polaronic relaxation below the bottom of the exciton ban
This is due to, first and foremost, the large initial distortio
in a J-aggregate structure with topological disorder. Nev
theless, this is not the only reason. It was shown13 that self-
trapping occurs when the exciton delocalization lengthNdel

reaches a critical valueNdel
cr . Ndel is defined by the energy

disorder and is contained in the two relations:8,9,14

dex
2 5

3d2

2~Ndel11!
, ~1!

FIG. 3. The luminescence decay of S120J-aggregates and S120 monome
in a frozen DMFA-W matrix with a 50% water content atT51.5 K: the
resonant luminescence decay ofJ-aggregates,l rec5580 nm (17241 cm21)
~a!; the wide-band luminescence decay ofJ-aggregates, l rec

5600 nm (16667 cm21) ~b!; the wide-band luminescence decay
J-aggregates,l rec5640 nm (15625 cm21) ~c!; the luminescence decay o
S120 monomers,l rec5560 nm (17857 cm21) ~d!.
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tJ5
p2tmon

8Ndel
, ~2!

where d and dex
2 are the effective energy disorde

(DnFWHM , in fact! in the monomer and exciton bands, r
spectively;tJ andtmon are the luminescence decay consta
of J-aggregates and monomers.

On the basis ofDnFWHM for S120, PIC and TDBS
J-aggregates~see above!, Ndel for S120 J-aggregates is
smallest. Using~1! and~2! and the appropriate experiment
data for the S120J-aggregates5,6,13 we find thatNdel;25.
The smallerNdel, the larger the change in the charge cor
sponds to one molecule under the photoexcitation of
J-aggregate is. Electric dipole transitions we implied. Wh
Ndel5Ndel

cr , a substantial change in the nonequilibriu
charge distribution over a molecule stimulates substantia
organization of the equilibrium molecular arrangement in
photoexcitedJ-aggregate. For a favorable ratio of the ener
gain under polaronic relaxation and the energy gain w
deformation of a solid matrix, a polaronic state is form
below the exciton band bottom.13 Such a formation can be
described by a model with a double-well adiabatic poten
~Fig. 4a!. At 1.5 K the self-trapping rate in theAB region is
low, and we observe emission from the relaxing states. A
result, a continuous luminescence spectrum is formed~Fig.
2, curveb!. As temperature increases, the self-trapping ac
erates and excitations are accumulated in the minimumC
before radiative deactivation occurs. This case correspo
to the curve c in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. The adiabatic potential describing the formation of a self-trap
exciton state in S120J-aggregates~a!; the formation of an excimer state in
a J-aggregate molecular chain~b!.
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At the microscopic level a self-trapped exciton state
S120J-aggregates is an excimer~Fig. 4b!. It is known that
reversible charge modulation occurs along a polymeth
chain. The fact that the S120J-aggregate absorption bands
DMFA-W solutions5,6,13and LB-films6 coincide with one an-
other suggests that a fragment of the ‘‘brick layer’’~the ar-
rangement of molecules in a pile with their relativ
displacement!15 remains for S120J-aggregates in DMFA-W
solutions. Thus excimer formation becomes possible un
photoexcitation ofJ-aggregates because of a cross displa
ment of two molecules in theJ-aggregate chain~Fig. 4b!. So,
in the ground state, the adiabatic potential ofJ-aggregates
has one minimum, and the probability of a radiative tran
tion from a self-trapped state must decrease. Actually, at l
times after an excitation pulse the luminescence deca
slower in the luminescence band of the self-trapped st
~Fig. 3, curve c! than that in the monomer band~Fig. 3, curve
d!.

4. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that inJ-aggregates with strong topo
logical disorder polaronic states may be formed below
bottom of the exciton band. The topological disorder pla
two roles. On the one hand the initial deformation of t
J-aggregate structure promotes the appearance and relax
of polaronic states. On the other hand the energy and to
logical disorders decreaseNdel, which reaches the critica
valueNdel

cr and then the formation of self-trapped states in
1D system becomes energetically favorable.

*E-mail: sorokin@isc.kharkov.com
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Low-frequency conductivity of a two-dimensional Wigner solid coupled to surface
excitations of liquid helium

Yu. P. Monarkha
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The line-shape and broadening of coupled phonon-ripplon resonances of Wigner-solid
conductivity are studied using the memory function formalism. The analytic properties of the
memory function permit coordinating the approximations of the secular equation for the
coupled phonon-ripplon modes and the line-broadening of these resonances. Special attention is
paid to the description of the strong-coupling regime realized for surface electrons on
superfluid helium. For this case it is shown that the line-broadening is much smaller than and the
line-shape is different from those found previously using the weak-coupling theory.
Different theoretical approaches are compared with available experimental data. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596801#
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1. INTRODUCTION

A Wigner solid ~WS! is usually associated with the in
sulator state of an electron system. In such highly correla
state the electrons are assumed to be pinned by static m
defects or boundary-shape distortions. A remarkable exc
tion is the two-dimensional~2D! WS formed on the free
surface of liquid helium. In this case there are no static me
defects and the edges of the electron sheet are formed b
external electric fields of the guard electrodes. In the pr
ence of an ac driving electric field such WS can move alo
the helium surface, interacting with media excitations.

At typical temperaturesT&0.5 K, which can be associ
ated with the WS state for areal electron densitiesns;108

2109 cm22, electrons interact predominantly with capilla
wave quanta~ripplons!. Because each electron is localize
near its lattice site, the electron-ripplon interaction induce
sublattice of surface dimples:1 a static surface displaceme
j(r )5(gjg

(0) exp(igr), whereg is the reciprocal lattice vec
tor. Thus, the electrons become self-pinned to the sur
dimples, which can move and follow slow electrons. In oth
words, phonons of the WS formed on the surface of liq
helium are strongly coupled to the media~surface! excita-
tions. Therefore, the low-frequency excitation spectrum
the WS interacting with ripplons differs significantly from
that established for a 2D electron solid without interaction2

The observation of the coupled phonon-ripplon mod
with v,vg1

5Aa/rg1
3/2 ~herea and r are the surface ten

sion and mass density of liquid helium, respectively, andg1

is the smallest reciprocal lattice vector! and electron-ripplon
resonances at higher frequenciesv5vg , with largerg, have
served as unique proof of the ordered state of the elec
system.3 Considerable research has been performed on
theory describing these coupled modes and the position
the electron-ripplon resonances.4–6At the same time, there is
a lack of theoretical research on the line-broadening and l
shape of the electron-ripplon resonances in the stro
6821063-777X/2003/29(8)/9/$24.00
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coupling regime which can be used for the analysis of
large body of data that is now available.7–9

Another important issue related to the electron se
pinning to the sublattice of surface dimples is a remarka
nonlinear conductivity of the WS reported for surface ele
trons on liquid helium.10,11Possible explanations of this phe
nomenon also involve the concept of strong coupling of
Wigner lattice to surface excitations of liquid helium. Ther
fore, an accurate description of the conductivity of the el
tron crystal interacting strongly with media excitations
very important for understanding the unusual properties
«solid» currents observed for surface electrons on liquid
lium.

The real part of the conductivity of a highly correlate
electron system in a nonuniform electric fieldEk with a
small excitation wave-vectork directed along the electric
field can be quite generally written in the form12

Resk~v!5
e2ns

m

n~v!

@v1w~v!2V l
2~k!/v#21n2~v!

, ~1!

whereme is the free electron mass andV l(k)[V l ,k is the
plasmon spectrum or the spectrum of longitudinal phon
of the WS established for the flat surface. The auxiliary fun
tions n~v! and w(v) make up the conductivity relaxatio
kernel M (v)5w(v)1 in(v), usually called the memory
function. The imaginary part of the relaxation kerneln~v!
can be called the effective collision frequency because it
termines the kinetic friction acting on the electron syste
because of the interaction with scatterers.

The real partw(v) describes the non-dissipative forc
acting on electrons because of the induced media polar
tion cloud. This force is proportional to the average electr
displacementu induced by an ac driving electric field. I
w(v) can be disregarded, Eq.~1! describes the power ab
sorption because of the resonant excitation of 2D plasmo
For the WS state of the electron system realized on liq
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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helium, w(v) determines the secular equation for t
coupled phonon-ripplon modes:

v1w~v!2Vp,k
2 /v50, ~2!

where the subscriptp denotes the polarization:p5( l ,t). At
frequencies satisfying this equation withp5 l , the power ab-
sorption proportional to Re@sk(v)# increases in a resonanc
manner. In the theory of the coupled phonon-ripplon mo
the functionw(v) has singularities at typical ripplon fre
quencies (v5vg):2,4

vw~v!}
v2

vg
22v2

.

Therefore vg1
is the upper bound for the slow couple

phonon-ripplon modesVp,k
(s) ,vg1

, as shown in Fig. 1. This
figure shows only a very small part of the first Brillouin zon
with k5uku!g. The lowest dotted horizontal line indicate
the ripplon spectrum at much larger wave-numbersq5ug1

6ku.g1 represented in the first Brillouin zone. There a
also coupled modes below each of the higher ripplon
quenciesvg.vg1

which are not shown in Fig. 1. The fas

modesVp,k
( f ) are determined as the phonon modes affected

the field of static surface dimples:Vp,k
( f ) 5Av f

21Vp,k
2 , where

v f is the frequency of single electron oscillations in
dimple.

In the strong coupling regimev f@vg1
usually realized

for the surface electrons on liquid helium, the secular eq
tion and the positions of the resonances are well describe
the self-consistent approach proposed in Refs. 5, 6. The c
acteristic frequenciesvg1

andv f introduce a natural separa
tion of electron displacementsul from the lattice sites into
the slow and fast parts (ul5us,l1uf ,l), as follows from Fig.
1. Therefore, the equation of motion for the slow modesVp,k

(s)

~or equivalently the interaction Hamiltonian! can be aver-
aged over the fast vibrations, which introduces the hi
frequency Debye-Waller factor~DWF! exp(2q2^uf

2&/4). Ow-
ing to the limiting frequency v f , the mean-square
displacement of the fast mode^uf

2& does not exhibit the loga

FIG. 1. View of the spectrum of the WS phonon modes coupled to me
vibrations~ripplons! for ns59.53108 cm22.
s

-

y

a-
by
ar-

-

rithmic dependence on the linear dimensions of the sam
that is typical for 2D solids. The quantities^uf

2& andv f are
found by a self-consistent procedure. Good agreement
tween the theory and experiment has been reported for
slow modes in the temperature range 0.2 K<T<0.6 K.8

The ultra-low temperature measurements of the hi
frequency DWF conducted in Ref. 13 also agree well w
the self-consistent theory in the entire temperature ran
This means that the real part of the conductivity relaxat
kernel w(v) has been well established. In contrast, t
imaginary partn~v! has been analyzed only for the wea
coupling regime14 or high-frequency conditionsv;v f

@vg .15 In this paper we use the memory function formul
tion of the electron conductivity16 to describe the electron
ripplon resonances and the dc mobility of the WS in t
regime of strong coupling with media excitations.

It should be emphasized that in the memory functi
approachn~v! and w(v) are not entirely independent be
cause they are the imaginary and real parts of the mem
function which possesses certain analytical propertie16

They must obey the Kramers-Kronig relations. Both pa
can be expressed in terms of the electron dynamical struc
factor ~DSF! S(q,v). Therefore, the approximations fo
S(q,v) andn~v! must be consistent withw(v) and with the
well-established secular equation for the coupled phon
ripplon modes. In this paper we show that some import
conductivity results from the weak-coupling theory, forma
extended to the strong-coupling regime, do not satisfy t
consistency requirement and overestimaten~v! significantly.

We have analyzed the properties ofS(q,v) andn~v! in
the strong-coupling regime and found that the discrepa
primarily originates from the fact that a significant part of t
electron-ripplon interaction Hamiltonian

H int5
1

ASA
(

q
Vqjq(

l
eiqRl1 iq~us,l1uf ,l!

5
1

ASA
(

q
Vqjq(

l
@11 iqus,l1...#eiqRl1 iquf ,l ~3!

~hereRl is the lattice-site vector,Vq is the electron-ripplon
coupling, andSA is the surface area! is included in the
Hamiltonian of the new slow modes causing the stro
renormalization of the WS phonon spectrumVp,k

(s) . This con-
cerns the second term of the expansion enclosed in
square brackets@...#, and even the next term (iqus,l)

2/2 when
jq.jq

(0) . These terms play an essential role in the secu
equation for the slow modes.

In the weak-coupling theory the interaction proportion
to Vqjqiqus,l describes scattering events involving one slo
phonon (Vp,k

(s) ). Therefore, any approximation for the ele
tron DSF in the strong-coupling regime should exclude th
scattering events in order to avoid double counting the c
tribution due to the termiqus,l . This reduces significantly
the effective collision frequencyn~v! as compared to the
result found by formal extension of the weak couplin
theory, and affects the line-shape of the electron-ripp
resonances.

The discussion above is not applicable to the fast pho
modes because they represent electron oscillations in

ia
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presence of the field due to static dimplesjg
(0) . Anyway, at

low frequencies one-phonon processes involvingVp,k
( f ) and

vg are forbidden becausev f@vg . In this paper we shal
also analyze multi-phonon processes for slow and
modes. This analysis can be used to describe the conduc
of the WS in the strong-coupling regime. The results
compared with available experimental data.

2. BASIC RELATIONS

Götze and Wo¨lfle16 proposed the following approxima
tion for the conductivity relaxation kernel

M ~v!5
1

mevNe
@GFxFx

~R! ~0!2GFxFx

~R! ~v!#, ~4!

where

Ne5nsSA

is the number of electrons,F52(e]H int /]re is the force
owing to the interaction with scatterers,GAB

(R)(v) is the con-
ventional retarded Green’s function for two operatorsA and
B

GAB
~R!~v![^̂ A;B&&v52

i

\ E
0

`

eivt^@A~ t !,B~0!#&dt, ~5!

and ^ & means averaging over equilibrium distribution
Even though for the main interactions Eqs.~1! and~4! repro-
duce the well-known results of the kinetic equation meth
in the entire frequency range, in general Eq.~4! is a high-
frequency approximation~v@n!. Therefore at low frequen
cies, for certain coupling potentialsVq , it may give a wrong
numerical proportionality factor of the order of 2. A remar
able exception is a highly correlated electron liquid, whe
the electron-electron collision ratenee@n. In this case the
approximation Eq.~4! is proven to be valid at all relevan
frequencies.12 The Wigner solid certainly satisfies this re
quirement.

The real and imaginary parts of the memory function
related with one another because of the well-known rep
sentation

GFxFx

~R! ~v!5E
2`

`

^Fx~ t !Fx~0!&v8

~12e2\v8/T!

v2v81 i0

dv8

2p\
,

~6!

where^ &v is the Fourier transform of the correlation fun
tion. For the interaction HamiltonianH int given in Eq.~3!,
the above introduced force operatorF can be written in the
form

F52
i

ASA
(

q
qVqjqn2q , ~7!

where n2q5( l exp(iqr l) is the electron density fluctuatio
operator. Straightforward evaluation of the force-force cor
lation function yields

^Fx~ t !Fx~0!&v5ns(
q

qx
2Vq

2Qq
2@~Nq11!S~q,v2vq!

1NqS~q,v1vq!#, ~8!

where Qq5A\q/2rvq, and Nq is the equilibrium ripplon
distribution function. The electron DSFS(q,v) is defined in
the usual way
st
ity
e

.

d

e

e
-

-

S~q,v!5Ne
21E

2`

`

eivt^nq~ t !n2q~0!&dt. ~9!

Thus, Eqs.~4!, ~6! and ~8! make it possible to express th
real and imaginary parts of the conductivity relaxation ker
in terms of the electron DSF.

Under the usual experimental conditionsNq.T/\vq .
Therefore the effective collision frequency can be written
the very simple form

n~v!5
~12e2\v/T!T

8ameSA\v (
q

Vq
2@S~q,v2vq!

1S~q,v1vq!. ~10!

At the same time, the real part of the conductivity relaxati
kernel w(v) contains additional integration over the fre
quency argumentv8 with the factor (v2v8)21 according to
Eq. ~6!.

Let us ignore, at first, the separation of electron displa
ments into slow and fast modes and consider possible
proaches to evaluating the electron DSF. The conventio
procedure is to rewrite Eq.~9! in the following form employ-
ing the Bloch identity and the algebra of noncommuting o
erators:

S~q,v!5(
l

e2 iqRlE
2`

`

eivt2hq~ l,t !dt, ~11!

where

hq~ l,t !52q2@W~0,0!2W~1,t !#,
~12!

W~ l,t !5
\

4Neme
(
p,k

uEp,k
~q! u2

Vp,k
@~np,k11!ei ~kRl2Vp,kt !

1np,ke
2 i ~kRl2Vp,kt !#,

np,k is the WS phonon distribution function andEp,k
(q) is the

projection of the phonon polarization vectorEp,k onto the
direction ofq.

At high temperatures, the exponenthq( l,t) is large and it
is reasonable to use the short-time approximation, expan
hq( l,t) in powers ofVp,kt up to second-order terms near i
minimum. In this limit the DSF of the electron solid coin
cides with the DSF of a nondegenerate electron gas. T
conclusion has an analogy in the theory of neutron scatte
by crystals, where the solid target can be approximated b
nuclear gas.

At low temperatures in ordinary solids the convention
approach is to expand the exponential in Eq.~11! in powers
of 2q2W( l,t). This gives zero-~elastic!, one-, two- and other
multi-phonon terms. This is called the phonon expansi
For example, the first two terms of this expansion can
written as

S~elas!~q,v!52pe22Wqd~v!Ne(
g

dq,g , ~13!
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S~12ph!5
p\q2

2meuvu H @nB~\uvu!11#(
k

UEt,kU2d~v2V t,k!

1nB~\uvu!(
k

UEt,kU2d~v1V t,k!J e22Wq

3(
g

dq,g1k , ~14!

where nB(\v) is the Bose distribution function,Wq

5q2W(0,0), and we have taken into account the fact that
main contribution toS(12ph) comes from transverse phonon
In conventional systemsuEt,ku251. We shall retain this facto
in Eq. ~14!, so that it is applicable to the slow phonon mod
of the strongly coupled system, whereuEt,ku2Þ1. The factor
dq,g1k taken out of the brackets$..% indicates that in one-
phonon processes a WS phonon interacts with a ripplon
the wave-vectorq5g6k. In most cases, typical phono
wave-vectorsk!g anddq,g6k can be replaced bydq,g .

In the elastic approximation@S(q,v).S(elas)(q,v)# the
conductivity relaxation kernel can be evaluated employ
Eqs.~6! and ~13!:

w~v!5
ns

2vmea
(

g
Vg

2e22Wg
v2

vg
22v2

, ~15!

n~v!5
pns~12e2\v/T!T

4ame\v (
g

Vg
2e22Wgd~v2vg!. ~16!

The real partw(v) of Eq. ~15! gives the proper secular equ
tion for the slow coupled phonon modes, if 2Wg

→g2^uf
2&/2. It is important that the effective collision fre

quency of electrons forming the 2D Wigner solid has a re
nance structure itself, which agrees with the hydrodyna
model.17,18 Equations~15! and ~16! with the self-consisten
DWF can be also found directly by evaluating the force a
ing on the Wigner lattice induced by slow uniform displac
ments (us(t)}e2 ivt),

F~ t !

Ne
5mev@w~v!1 in~v!#us~ t !, ~17!

when the surface displacementsjq(t) are described by the
usual capillary wave equations. In the latter treatment
averaging over the fast modes is an accurate proce
which results in the appearance of the self-consistent D
exp(2g2^uf

2&/2).
For 2D solids the conventional low-temperature phon

expansion is problematic becauseW(0,0)5^u2&/4 diverges
as the linear dimensionL→`. The correct treatment ha
been proposed in Refs. 19, 20. It representshq as a logarith-
mic function ofRl . For surface electrons on liquid helium
similar approximation was used in Refs. 14, 21:

hq~ l,t !'aq~T!ln~vmAt21bRl
2/ct

2!1q2^u0
2&/2. ~18!

where

aq~T!5
q2T

4pmect
2ns

, ~19!

^u0
2& is the zero-point mean-square displacement,b is a num-

ber of the order of 1,vm5min(T/\,ctkm), andkm5A4pns.
e

s

of

g

-
ic

-
-

e
re
F

n

At low temperaturesvm5T/\, because the logarithmic in
crease of̂ u2& at large wavenumbers is cut off by the Bo
distribution function.

According to Refs. 14, 21 the time dependence of
approximation forhq( l,t) given above smears thed-shaped
spikes in the frictional force and the effective collision fr
quency in Eq.~16!. The final results can be expressed as
long-time approximation for the effective WS dynamic
structure factor

S~q,v!.
pzqNe

vm
aquvu12aq

e2q2^u0
2&/2(

g
dq,g , ~20!

where

zq5
2

p
sin~paq/2!G~12aq!, ~21!

andG(x) is the gamma function. Then the WS collision fr
quency can be written in the form

n~v!5
pns

8amevm
(

g
zguVgu2e2g2^u0

2&/2

3FU vm

v2vg
U12ag~T!

1U vm

v1vg
U12ag~T!G . ~22!

The conductivity obtained in Ref. 14 can be found emplo
ing this expression and the general relation Eq.~1!. The non-
resonant term in the square brackets in Eq.~22! was previ-
ously disregarded. Ifag!1, the dimensionless factorzg

→ag(T)}T. The important points are that Eq.~22! does not
transform into Eq.~16! at T→0 and the resonance structu
of the effective collision frequency has unusual tails: the fr
tional force increases as a power law of the reciprocal de
ing uv2vgu21 with a temperature-dependent expone
12ag(T). The line-shape of the electron-ripplon resonanc
which follows from the conductivity equation given in Re
14 has a tail that decays much more weakly than in the u
Lorentzian form. These results have also been used to
scribe of the Bragg—Cherenkov scattering and the nonlin
conductivity of the WS.21

3. WEAK-COUPLING TREATMENT

The approximation of Eq.~18! and the result of Eq.~22!
were found neglecting the changes induced in the WS p
non spectrum by the phonon-ripplon interaction. This me
that strictly speaking they correspond to the weak coupl
regime. The important question is whyS(q,v) andn~v! do
not transform into the result given by the elastic approxim
tion if T→0. A related important point is that the approx
mation of Eq.~20! for the electron DSF is not consistent wit
the secular equation for the coupled phonon-ripplon mo
because it cannot reproduce Eq.~15! for the real part of the
conductivity relaxation kernel.

The answer can be anticipated, if we note thatn in Eq.
~22! is proportional toag(T) whenag(T)!1. It is clear that
it relates somehow to the one-phonon term@Eq. ~14!# of the
conventional low-temperature expansion. Indeed, the m
contribution to the sums(k containing the delta-functions i
due to quite large wavenumberskt5v/ct ~much larger than
k0;1/L). Then, for phonons withk*kt only, we can sepa-
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rateW(0,0) andW( l,t) in hq( l,t) and expand the exponen
tial function in Eq.~11! in powers of 2q2W( l,t), assuming
that the rest ofhq( l,t) is small at low enough temperature
Comparing with the result given in Eq.~22! for arbitrary
ag(T),1 will show if the latter assumption is true. For e
ample, if it is not true and the rest ofhq( l,t) is important at
ag(T)!1, we will arrive at a different asymptotic behavio
asT→0.

Assuming thatV t,k5ctk is not affected by ripplons
uEt,ku251, and\uvu!T Eq. ~14! can be transformed into th
form

S~1-ph!~q,v!.
\q2SA

4mect
2

e2q2^uf
2&/2

T

\uvu (g
dq,g

5
paq~T!

uvu
e2q2^uf

2&/2Ne(
g

dq,g , ~23!

where the factorT/\uvu originates from the phonon distri
bution functionnB(\uvu).T/\uvu. This factor is respon-
sible for the unusual resonance structure of the effective
lision frequency which can be evaluated employing
general relation Eq.~10!

n~1-ph!~v!5
pns

8ame
(

g
ag~T!Vg

2e2g2^uf
2&/2

3S 1

uv2vgu
1

1

uv1vgu D . ~24!

The resonance structure of the effective collision freque
asv→vg is described by the first term in parentheses. Co
paring Eq.~24! with the previously found result@Eq. ~22!#
shows that these equations are equivalent in the limiting c
ag(T)!1. The comparison also shows the effect of lon
wavelength fluctuations in the 2D electron crystal on
conventional one-phonon term. The long-wavelength fl
tuations just change the exponent of the resonant termuv
2vgu21→uv2vgu211ag) and restrict the proportionality
factor ag(T) when it becomes of the order of 1. Both the
effects just reduce the result of the conventional one-pho
term @Eq. ~24!#. Therefore, we see that in the limiting ca
ag(T)!1 Eq. ~22! transforms into the one-phonon term
the conventional phonon expansion rather then into the e
tic term.

Thus the approximations forS(q,v) and n~v! given in
Eqs.~20! and~22! at low temperatures should not be treat
as substitutes for the zero-temperature forms of Eqs.~13! and
~16!, but rather as the forms that should be added to th
This can be verified in terms of the approximation given
Eq. ~18! by expanding formally the proper time integral
powers of the small parameteraq . In order to guarantee th
convergence of the time integral we can introduce an a
tional infinitesimal parameter and set it to zero in the fin
result. This gives the following transformation of the co
ventionald-spikes:

d~v!→d~v!1
aq~T!

2uvu
, ~25!

if aq!1. This agrees with the elastic and one-phonon te
in the conventional phonon expansion. The important po
l-
e

y
-

se
-
e
-

n

s-

.

i-
l

s
t

is that in this case we regain the proper form for the real p
of the memory function and the secular equation for
coupled modes, at least foraq!1.

Comparing Eqs.~22! and~24! one can conclude that th
long-wavelength fluctuations can be disregarded wh
ag(T)!1. For the first reciprocal lattice vector, at the W
melting temperature the parameterag(Tm)51/3. It increases
rapidly with g becauseag(T)}g2. This affects electron-
ripplon resonances with higher frequenciesvg . For steady
motion of the WS with a constant velocityv we can formally
make the substitutionv→gv. Then both terms in parenthese
contribute equally in Eq.~24!, because one can setg→2g in
the second term. This increases the resonant term ofn~v! for
Bragg—Cherenkov scattering by a factor of 2 as compa
to the ac resonant term, and it agrees accurately with
result found for the nonlinear conductivity21 when ag(T)
!1. The one-phonon origin of the result given by Eq.~22! is
very important for the strong-coupling treatment.

4. STRONG-COUPLING REGIME

The WS DSFS(q,t) can be formally evaluated in term
of the new coupled phonon-ripplon modes. In the regi
v f@vg1

the fast modesVp,k
( f ) represent electron oscillation

in the field of steady dimples anduEp,k
( f ) u2.uEp,ku251 ~here

Ep,k
( f ) is the polarization vector of the fast modes!.22 Because

the spectrum of the fast modeV t,k
( f ) has a quite high limiting

frequencyv f , one can use the conventional phonon exp
sion to evaluate the contribution of this mode. This proc
dure was performed in Ref. 15 for high signal frequenc
v;v f . The important point is that at low frequenciesv
;vg under the strong-coupling-conditionv f@vg1

there are
no one-phonon terms involving fast phonons because of
energy conserving delta function, and the slow modes m
be taken into account in order to find the contribution due
one-phonon processes.

For slow modes the spectrum of the transverse phon
can be found in an analytical form2

V t,k
~s!.

vg1
ctk

Av f
21ct

2k2
~26!

which is valid near the melting point, where coupling wi
ripplons of q.g1 dominates. At lower temperatures th
equation can be used as a simple analytical interpolation
this approximation the fact that the polarization vectorEt,k

(s)

of the slow mode decreases rapidly whenk.v f /ct and this
mode transforms into the pure ripplon mode withq5g16k
must be taken into account:22

Et,k
~s!.

vg1

2 2~V t,k
~s!!2

v fvg1

Et,k[Mt,k
~s!Et,k , ~27!

whereEt,k is defined for a flat surface. Combining Eqs.~26!
and~27! one can see thatMt,k

(s)}k22 for k@v f /ct . For small
k!v f /ct the quantityMt,k

(s).vg1
/v f!1 reflects the mass

increase due to surface dimples.
Substituting Eqs.~26! and ~27! into the expression for

S(1-ph)(q,v) given in Eq.~14! we note that in one-phonon
processes the phonon wavenumber
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k5kt* [
v fv

ctAvg1

2 2v2
~28!

is even larger than that of the weak-coupling approa
wherek5kt[v/ct . Remarkably, the increase of the wav
numberk and 1/u]V t,k

(s)/]ku is exactly compensated by a d
crease inuEp,k

( f ) u25(Mt,k
(s))2. Therefore forg5g1 we repro-

duce the one-phonon contribution to the electron DSF fo
in the weak-coupling treatment@Eq. ~23!#, except that energy
conservationv6V t,k

(s)50 restricts the possible values of th
frequency argument becauseV t,k

(s),vg1
:

S~1 – ph!~q,v!.
paq

uvu
e2q2^uf

2&/2u~vg1
2uvu!Ne (

ugu5g1

dq,g ,

~29!

where the reciprocal lattice vectors involved have the sm
est absolute valueg1 . An important consequence of the r
striction uvu,vg1

is that the ripplon-absorption term of th
effective collision frequency, containinguv1vgu21, is zero
in the strong-coupling treatment.

To understand the behavior of the electron DSF in
strong-coupling regime foraq(T);1, consider the contribu
tion of the slow modes onlyhq

(s)( l,t). Using the actual forms
for the slow phonon spectrumV t,k

(s) and the polarization fac
tor Mt,k

(s) given above we obtain

hq
~s!~ l,t !.aq~T!E

0

2p dw

2p E
0

` dx

x

v f
2

v f
21x2

3F12cosS xRl

ct
cosw2

xvg1
t

Av f
21x2D G . ~30!

As compared to the weak-coupling theory, here the up
bound for the logarithmically large term isv f instead ofvm .
Therefore, the strong-coupling theory approximation
hq

(s)( l,t), similar to Eq.~18!, can be written as

hq
~s!~ l,t !'aq~T!ln~vg1

At21bRl
2/~ct* !2!. ~31!

The complete functionhq( l,t) also includes the contribution
due to the fast modeshq

( f )( l,t). At low temperatures the latte
can be approximated ashq

( f )( l,t).q2^uf
2&/2. Thus, employ-

ing the approximation Eq.~18!, in the strong-coupling re-
gime we must make the substitutionsvm→vg1

andct→ct*

5ctvg1
/v f .

The analysis given above indicates that strong phon
ripplon coupling does not change much the electron DSF
small values of the frequency argumentuvu,vg1

, if aq(T)
!1. As a result, the one-phonon term in the effective co
sion frequency responsible for the unusual resonance s
of n~v! at v;vg1

appears to be the same as in the we
coupling theory. The important question is whether this fo
of the DSF can be used in Eqs.~4! and ~8! for the conduc-
tivity relaxation kernelM (v). The electron DSF appearin
in these equations originates from the total interact
Hamiltonian given in Eq.~3!. In the strong-coupling theory
the interaction term proportional tojqiqus,l is included in the
Hamiltonian of the slow phonon modes~see Refs. 2, 22!
which is then transformed to the canonical form of indep
,

d

l-

e

er

r

n-
r

-
pe
-

n

-

dent oscillators by a linear transformation of the normal c
ordinates. Therefore, if we consider scattering events
terms of the new~reconstructed! phonon modes, the term
jqiqus,l should be excluded from the scattering Hamiltonia

It is clear that the rest of the interaction Hamiltonian
Eq. ~3! cannot result in one-phonon scattering events invo
ing slow phonons. Therefore, in the strong coupling regim
is reasonable to exclude the one-phonon termsS(1-ph)(q,v)
andn (1-ph)(v) from the conductivity relaxation kernel. Thi
concerns Eq.~22! also, if we agree that it represents th
conventional one-phonon term affected by long-wave-len
fluctuations withk,kt . The rest of the interaction Hamil
tonian can result only in multi-phonon terms of the electr
DSF which we are going to discuss below.

The electron-ripplon couplingVq entering the effective
collision frequency is an increasing function ofq or a con-
stant proportional to the holding electric fieldE'(Vq

.eE'). This means that the main contribution to the su
(q of Eq. ~10! is due to large wavenumbersq. In this case,
the multi-phonon terms can be taken into account by a sh
time approximation expandinghq in powers of t near the
minimum (t50). This approximation for hq( l,t) and
S(q,v) favors the contribution due to the fast modesVp,k

( f )

and l50, which can be written in the following form well
known in the theory of thermal neutron scattering by cry
tals:

S~q,v!5\A p

«qKe
expF2

~«q2\v!2

4«qKe
G , ~32!

whereKe is the mean kinetic energy per electron

Ke5~2Ne!
21(

p,k
\Vp,k~np,k11/2!. ~33!

It is clear that at low temperatures the main contribution
Ke is due to large wavenumbers.

In the Debye approximation

Ke5TS 2T

\ctkm
D 2E

0

\ctkm/2T

x2 coth~x!dx

12TS 2T

\V l ,km
D 4E

0

\V l ,km
/2T

x4 coth~x!dx,

where km5A4pns. For T@\ctkm this equation yieldsKe

→T, but for lowerT the mean kinetic energy of electrons
the WS state is larger thanT because of the zero-point term
For a nondegenerate electron gas the typical wavenum
q;A8meT/\, which make the main contribution to the e
fective collision frequency, decrease strongly with cooling
the characteristic wavenumbersq behaved in this manner in
the WS state, the approximation Eq.~32! would fail rapidly
as the temperature decreases. The important point is tha
the WSqe5A8meKe/\ remains large because of the zer
point vibrations as shown in Fig. 2@at T.0.1 K it is substan-
tially smaller than the wavenumbers of thermal ripplonsqT

;(T/\)2/3(r/a)1/3]. This makes Eq.~32! a reasonable ap
proximation even at quite low temperatures.

The electron-ripplon couplingVq consists of the polar-
ization term and the holding field termeE' ~Ref. 12!. There-
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fore the effective collision frequency, which follows from th
short-time approximation of Eq.~32!, can be written as

nWS5
~eE'!2

4a\

2

Ap
E

0

`

U2~x!e2x2
dx, ~34!

where

U~x!511
Lqe

2

2eE'

x2PS qe
2x2

4g2 D ,

~35!

L5
e2~e21!

4~e11!
,

qe5A8meKe/\, e is the dielectric constant of liquid helium
and P(y) is the electron-ripplon coupling function for th
polarization term@at low temperaturesP(y).0.5 ln(4/y)
21]. In the limit of strong holding fieldsVq.eE' (U.1)
the effective collision frequencynWS is, remarkably, inde-
pendent ofKe and is identical to that found for a nondege
erate electron gas withnee@n. The high values ofqe found
in the WS state affect only the polarization term of Eq.~35!.
In particular, this increases the part ofnWS that is linear in
E' . The ratio ofnWS to the result found for the gas statengas

is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the holding electric fie
E' . This indicates that the effective collision frequency
the WS given in Eq.~34! is relatively larger thanngas for
weaker holding fieldsE' .

The magnitude of the multi-phonon terms can be de
mined by analyzing the two-phonon terms in the phon
expansion of the WS DSF. Consider, first, the contribut
due to the fast modes whose frequencies are restricted b
conditionVp,k

( f ) .v f@vg . Then energy conservation restric
the analysis to phonon scattering processes only, where
WS phonon frequencies enter thed-functions with opposite
signs. In the temperature rangeT.\v f direct evaluation
yields

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the characteristic wavenumberqe of the
electron dynamical structure factor for the WS~solid line! and gas~dashed
line! states.
f

r-
n
n
the

he

S~2-ph!~q,v!.
paq

2~T!

2v f
e2q2^uf

2&/2Ne(
g

dq,g . ~36!

The respective contribution to the electron collision fr
quency can be written in the form

n~2-ph!5
pns

8amev f
(

g
ag

2~T!Vg
2e2g2^uf

2&/2. ~37!

The temperature dependence of this term is determined
the interplay of two parameters:ag(T)}T and ^uf

2(T)&. As
^uf

2(T)&→^uf
2(0)& we obviously haven (2-ph)}T2.

For slow modes@Vp,k
(s) ,vg1

# the situation is more diffi-
cult. Formal evaluation taking into account the polarizati
factorsMt,k

(s) gives

Sslow
~2-ph!~q,v!.

paq
2

2uvu
e2q2^uf

2&/2J~v!Ne (
ugu5g1

dq,g , ~38!

where

J~v!5E
y0

ym dy

y

uvuu~vg1
2uvu!

~11y2!~ uvu1vg1
y/A11y2!

, ~39!

ym5v/Avg1

2 2v2, the lower limit y05ck0 /v f , and k0 is

the smallest wavenumber of the finite electron systemk0

}1/L). The integralJ(v) depends on the linear sizeL of the
system logarithmically asJ(v)' ln(ym/y0), which indicates
that the conventional phonon expansion of the WS DSF
the slow modes is asymptotic and the high-order terms c
not be used carelessly, especially if the parameterag is not
small enough. Generally, Eq.~38! is similar to the result
found for the fast modes@Eq. ~36!#. The important point is
that in the sum(g the reciprocal lattice vectors are no
restricted tougu5g1 because the phonon frequencies are li
ited by vg1

. This also indicates that the ripplon emissio
term in the effective collision frequency is zero because
argumentv1vg of the DSF does not satisfy the requireme
of Eq. ~39!.

FIG. 3. The holding field dependence of the effective collision frequency
the WS normalized to the collision frequency of a nondegenerate elec
gas.
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There are also multi-ripplon scattering processes
which the ripplon wavenumbersq are less restricted by th
electron wavenumbers. Forq@1/A^uf

2& their contribution
can be estimated by the geometrical optics approximat
The interaction changes the energy and velocity of rippl
in the electron localization area. The respective correctio
the effective collision frequency of electrons is found as23

Dn'
\3g4rT2

4pa3m3~^uf
2&!3/2

. ~40!

This correction has a relatively weaker dependence on
holding electric field (Dn}g4}E'

4/3). Usually, it is much
smaller than the result given by the short-time approximat
Eq. ~34!.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An important consequence of the weak-coupling resu14

given by Eqs.~20! and ~22! is that the appearance of th
electron-ripplon resonances generally does not coincide
the WS phase transition. Let us define the characteristic t
peraturesTn* ~heren51,2,3,...) as the solutions of the equ
tion agn

(Tn* )51. Recalling the melting temperature of th

2D electron crystal Tm5nsa
2mect

2/4p given by the
dislocation-melting theory24 and the definition ofag(T), we
can see that for the triangular electron lattice the seriesTn* is
T1* 53Tm , T2* 5Tm , andT3* 53Tm/4,Tm . Therefore, near
the WS phase transition the only resonance atv.vg1

can
exist in the presence of long-wavelength fluctuations. Still
this resonant frequency there are no electron-ripplon re
nances under the usual experimental conditions~they are
shifted into the rangev,vg1

). The other two resonance
v.vg2

and v5vg3
cannot exist atT.Tm in the weak-

coupling theory because the exponent 12ag(T) appearing
in the resonant conductivity terms}1/uv2vgu12ag is zero
or negative.

According to the relation betweenT3* and Tm written
above, as temperature decreases the weak-coupling th
gives a 25% delay in the appearance of the electron r
nances withv.vg3

as compared to the resonance withv

.vg2
and the WS phase transition. For example, the re

nance Z of the experiment of Grimes and Adams3 should not
be observed beforeT5(3/4)0.45 K.0.345 K. Still, it is
clearly seen already at a substantially higher temperatuT
50.42 K. A similar conclusion follows from a detailed stud
of the electron-ripplon resonances reported by Deville.7 He
observed the high-order resonances up tov5vg13

. The
high-order resonances indeed appear successively at pro
sively lower temperatures belowTm . It was reported that a
T.Tm/5 modes up ton513 can be detected for typical den
sity n.23108 cm22. The characteristic temperatureTn* ,
below which the resonance can be observed according to
weak-coupling theory under these conditions, is substanti
lower thanT:T1353Tm/28.0.1Tm . Thus both experiments
show that the weak-coupling treatment of thermal fluct
tions of the 2D WS overestimates the role of lon
wavelength vibrations.

The discussion above pertains not only to the resona
structure of the effective collision raten~v!. It is clear that
n

n.
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the model DSF Eq.~20! cannot give the proper resonanc
structure of the real part of the conductivity relaxation kern
w(v)5ReM(v)}v/(vg

22v2) which is responsible for the
high-order coupled phonon-ripplon modes. Therefore the
servation of the high-order resonances for 12ag(T)<0 in-
dicates that long-wavelength fluctuations of the 2D W
which are strongly coupled to media vibrations are less
portant for the conductivity relaxation kernel. An explanati
of this surprising conclusion was given in the preceding s
tion. It is based on the fact that the most important part of
electron-ripplon interaction proportional tojqiqus,l is in-
cluded in the Hamiltonian of the slow coupled phono
ripplon modes. As a result, it cannot lead to any scattering
excitations of the slow modes. The long-wave fluctuatio
represent the excitations of slow coupled phonon-ripp
modes and therefore in the strong-coupling theory they af
the conductivity relaxation kernel to a much lesser exte
Then the appearance of the slow plasmon-ripplon resona
with v,vg1

obviously coincides with the WS phase trans

tion, and the high-order resonances (gn.g1) are not re-
stricted by the condition 12ag(T).0; this is important for
experimental determination of the liquid-solid phase d
gram.

For small wavenumbersq the WS DSFS(q,v) which
should be employed in the conductivity relaxation kernel
the strong-coupling theory has well-defined peaksS(q,v)
}d(v)(gdq,g . This results in the characteristic formw(v)
}v/(vg

22v2), which is important for the secular equatio
describing the slow coupled modes@Eq. ~2!#. At low frequen-
cies the main contribution tow(v) is due to the smallestg,
even if the DWF exp(2g2^uf

2&/2) is not small, because th
corresponding terms of the sum overg are proportional to
1/vg

2}1/g3. At the same time the main contribution to th
effective collision frequencyn~v! defined by Eq.~10! some-
times is due to largeq, where the WS DSF can be describe
by the short-time approximation@Eq. ~32!#. This follows
from the general structure of Eqs.~10! and ~32!.

Another important result of the weak-coupling theory
the unusual line-shape with the non-Lorentzian tails:s
}1/uv2vgu12ag. In contrast, the strong-coupling theor
considered here results in the usual Lorentzian shape o
electron-ripplon resonances which is described by Eq.~1!.
Even if the sharp resonance structure ofn~v! becomes im-
portant, the line-shape of the resonance excitation of
slow plasmon-ripplon modeV l

(s)(k0), which is shifted sub-
stantially in the rangev,vg1

, is obviously close to a
Lorentzian function. The presence of the nonresonance te
in the effective collision frequencyn~v! means that the tails
of the high-order resonances (gn.g1) are the usual Lorent-
zian functions determined by Eq.~1! as well.

Besides qualitative distinctions stated above, it is int
esting to give a numerical comparison of the weak- a
strong-coupling approaches for typical experimental con
tions. Consider the effective collision frequencyn of the WS
and the corresponding mobilitym5e/(men) which is related
to the conductivity form of Eq.~1! at the resonancev
5vR . The results of different theoretical approximatio
and the experimental data of Ref. 9 are shown in Fig. 4. T
weak-coupling theory result Eq.~22! ~dash-dotted line! was
calculated considering terms withg,g4 only, because for
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g>g4 the parameterag becomes larger than 1 and the a
proximation fails. Numerically it is approximately 6 time
lower than the experimental data, which means that elec
scattering by ripplons is overestimated in this approach. T
would give a much broader resonance line-shape for the
citation of the slow plasmon-ripplon modes. The short tim
approximation for the WS DSF gives a substantially high
mobility ~dotted line labeled «WS»!. It is lower than the
mobility evaluated for the gas state of the electron sys
~dashed line labeled «Gas»!. Under the conditions consid
ered the two-ripplon processes@Eq. ~40!# have only a weak
effect on the WS mobility~solid line!.

The short-time approximation Eq.~34! describes the
contribution of multi-phonon scattering events when t
Debye—Waller function 2q2W(0,0) is large. The accurac
of this approximation can be estimated considering the c
tribution of two-phonon scattering events for two models
the WS DWF exp(2g2^u2&/2). If only zero-point vibrations
are taken into account (^u2&5^u0

2&) in Eq. ~37! found for the
fast modes, then the respective collision frequency increa
rapidly with temperature and the WS mobility decreases
indicated by short-dot line labeled «2-ph». When therm
fluctuations are included (^u2&5^uf

2&) the mobility curve
~short-dash line labeled «2-ph»! deviate strongly atT
.0.2 K and the effective collision frequency induced
two-phonon processes is drastically decreased. This m
that in this temperature range 2q2W(0,0) is large and the
short-time approximations Eqs.~32! and~34! are reasonable
for the description of the WS conductivity.

The experimental data shown in Fig. 4 do not contrad
the short-time approximation for the DSF. Still they indica
lower mobility values than that shown by the solid curv
The numerical difference may be due to the Debye appr
mation used to evaluateKe and^u0

2&. The influence of other

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the mobility of highly correlated e
trons for different models of electron transport: the weak-coupling theory
the WS~dash-dotted line!, mobility of a nondegenerate electron gas~dashed
line!, the WS mobility in the short-time approximation~dotted and solid
lines; the latter includes the two-ripplon correction!, the two-phonon term
~short dashed and short dotted lines, as discussed in the text!. The experi-
mental data are taken from Ref. 9.
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mechanisms of momentum relaxation, which were dis
garded in this work, cannot be ruled out. For example, i
well known that for the usual driving voltages the WS co
ductivity shows a remarkable nonlinear behavior,10,11 which
is not entirely understood.

In conclusion, we found that the quantum transp
framework based on the memory function formalism is ve
fruitful for analyzing the WS conductivity in the low
frequency range, where it exhibits the resonance anoma
due to the interaction with media vibrations. The analytic
properties of the memory function and its relationship w
the electron dynamical structure factor makes it possible
coordinate the approximations used to describe the real
of the relaxation kernel, determining the positions of t
resonance frequencies, and the effective collision freque
responsible for the broadening and line-shape of the re
nances. For example, the model used to describe the se
equation for the coupled WS phonon-ripplon modes impo
strict consistency requirements on the approximations
can be used to obtain the effective collision frequency. T
conductivity analysis given here for the strong-coupling
gime eliminates the discrepancies between experiment
the weak-coupling approximation which concerns the lin
shape and broadening of the conductivity resonances.
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QUANTUM EFFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS AND DIELECTRICS

Excitonic absorption spectra and phase transitions in thin films of the ferroelastics
Cs2CdI4 and Rb 2CdI4

O. N. Yunakova and V. K. Miloslavsky*
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The absorption spectrum of thin films of the ferroelastics M2CdI4 (M5Cs, Rb! with a structure
of the b-K2SO4 type is investigated in the energy range 3–6 eV and temperature range
90–420 K. It is found that both compounds are direct-gap insulators, and the low-frequency
electronic and excitonic excitations are localized in the CdI4

22 structural elements of their crystal
lattice. From the temperature dependence of the spectral absorption and the half-widths of
the low-frequency excitonic bands in Rb2CdI4 it is found that there is a phase transition at 380
K (paraphase→ incommensurate), a first-order phase transition at 320 K (incommensurate
→first ferroelastic phase!, and a second-order phase transition at 210 K (first→second ferroelastic
phase!. Similar, but less pronounced phase transitions are found in Cs2CdI4 at lower
temperatures. In the ferroelastic phases of these compounds an additional broadening of the
bands appears, apparently due to the scattering of excitons on strain fluctuations in the domain-
wall regions. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1596802#
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INTRODUCTION

The compounds M2CdIr (M5Cs, Rb! are of interest in
connection with the ferroelectric and ferroelastic propert
manifested in them at low temperatures. The results o
thermodynamic analysis of the systems MI–CdI2 indicate
the formation of compounds with melting temperatures
210 °C (Cs2CdI4) and 216 °C (Rb2CdI4).1 The crystal struc-
ture has been studied most in Cs2CdI4 . When Cs2CdI4 crys-
tals are grown from the melt, they have an orthorhom
lattice of theb-K2SO4 type at room temperature, with pa
rametersa510.74,b58.458, andc514.85 Å ~space group
Pnma, Z54).2,3 However, when grown from an aqueous s
lution, Cs2CdI4 forms into a monoclinic lattice of the
Sr2GeS4 type, with parameters4 a57.827, b58.397, andc
511.05 Å (P121 /m; Z52). On heating above 120 °C
crystals of the second type undergo a transition to the or
rhombic phase. According to the data of Ref. 2, with decre
ing temperature Cs2CdI4 in the orthorhombic modification
undergoes a number of phase transitions to a ferroela
state: at 332 K from a commensurate to an incommensu
phase, at 260 K to a monoclinic phase, and at 180 K t
triclinic ferroelastic phase. Analogous phase transitions
not occur for crystals of the second type. The phase tra
tions are manifested in the temperature dependence o
specific heat,5 dielectric constant,6,7 and birefringence.2,7

The compound Rb2CdI4 has been studied less, and t
data on its crystal structure are incomplete. According to R
8 the Rb2CdI4 crystal has a monoclinic structure of th
Sr2GeS4 type, with parametersa58.004,b58.323, and
6911063-777X/2003/29(8)/6/$24.00
s
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c510.16 Å, andb5108.36°, but the manner of growth o
the crystals was not mentioned in that paper. In Ref. 9
crystals grown from the melt, two phase transitions we
inferred from the temperature dependence of the dielec
constant: at 150 and 210 K. The authors of Ref. 9, followi
the data of Ref. 8, ascribed the phase transitions of Rb2CdI4
to a structure of the Sr2GeS4 type, even though the analo
gous temperatures have not been observed in Cs2CdI4 crys-
tals with that structure. At the same time, the temperat
dependence of the intensity of the luminescence ba
of Mn21 impurity ions in Rb2CdI4 , which are sensitive
probes, reveals the presence of more high-temperature p
transitions at Tc15384 K, Tc25325 K, in addition to
the transition atTc35216 K.10 The authors of Ref. 10
by analogy with Cs2CdI4 , assign to Rb2CdI4 the follow-
ing sequence of phases: atT.Tc1—paraphase, in the
interval Tc1–Tc2—incommensurate phase, and belowTc2—
ferroelastic phases. It is assumed that in crystals grown f
the melt, Rb2CdI4 forms into a structure of theb-K2SO4

type, although structural studies were not done in Ref. 10
should also be noted that, to our knowledge, the fundame
absorption spectra of M2CdI4 compounds have not bee
studied. At the same time, it is of interest to study excito
states in such compounds and the influence of phase tra
tions on the parameters of the excitonic bands.

In this paper we present the results of a study of
absorption spectra of thin films of M2CdI4 in the spectral
region 2–6 eV and in the temperature range 90–420
which includes possible temperature-induced phase tra
tions. An electron-diffraction analysis of the films is als
carried out.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Thin films of M2CdI4 (M5Cs, Rb! were grown by
vacuum evaporation of a mixture of pure MI and CdI2 pow-
ders of specified stoichiometric composition onto quartz s
strates heated to 80 °C. The powder mixture was melted
forehand beneath a shield placed between the evaporato
substrate. The mass thickness of the films was determine
KIT. The geometric thickness was measured directly by
Tolansky method. Films around 100 nm thick were used
the spectral measurements. The absorption spectra o
films were determined from the transmission of the film
relative to the clean substrate. The temperature of the sam
was measured by a copper–Constantan thermocouple.
spectra were investigated in the interval 90–293 K in
vacuum cryostat and at higher temperatures in an ordin
cryostat. In the measurements of the spectra in the en
interval 4–5 eV the specified temperature of the sample
maintained to within62 K. The majority of the measure
ments were made on slow heating of the samples.

The phase composition of the films was monitored
forehand from the absorption spectra. This can be done
cause of the substantial differences in the positions of
long-wavelength excitonic bands in the spectrum of M
M2CdI4 and CdI2 ~see Table I!. It was found that in the
evaporation of the mixture from the melt the absorpti
spectrum of thin films of Cs2CdI4 contained, in addition to
the intense and frequency-stableA0 and C bands, a weak
long-wavelengthA band, the position and intensity of whic
was different in different samples obtained under identi
evaporation conditions.11 The A band vanishes when th
sample is heated above 120 °C, while theA0 band becomes
sharper, from which we concluded that theA band belongs to
the monoclinic modification of Cs2CdI4 . Thin films of the
orthorhombic phase are also obtained directly during eva
ration; if the first portions of the liquid melt are evaporat
onto the shield, then the crystalline residue left on the bott
of the boat evaporates onto the substrate at a higher tem
ture. Apparently the monoclinic phase is formed at a low
average kinetic energy of the molecular beam, so that
two modifications can be separated during the evapora
process. Thin films of Rb2CdI4 were obtained in an analo
gous way.

The phase composition of the films was also monito
by electron diffraction. At room temperature the Cs2CdI4
films are single-phase and have an orthorhombic struc
with lattice parametersa510.460.1 Å, b58.260.1 Å, and
c514.760.1 Å, in agreement with the data of Refs. 1 and
The corresponding diffraction rings of a slightly smaller d
ameter are also observed on the electron diffraction patt
of Rb2CdI4 . Some of them are slightly split. The character

TABLE I. Parameters of the excitonic bands of the compounds.

Compound EA0 , eV EA1 , eV EC1 , eV EC2 , eV Eg , eV

Cs2CdI4 4.65 4.89 5.25 5.6 4.96
Rb2CdI4 4.608 4.87 5.35 5.6 4.89

CsI 5.8
RbI 5.7 6.37~Ref. 19!
CdI2 4.03(X1) 4.60(X2) 3.473~Ref. 13!
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the splitting indicates a monoclinic distortion of the lattic
Additional reflections appear. Analysis of the extinction rul
for the reflections indicates a possible pace groupP21 /n.
The lattice parameters of Rb2CdI4 are a510.660.1 Å, b
58.460.1 Å, and c514.960.1 A; the angles are 90°
within the error limits. As will be shown below, atT
;320 K Rb2CdI4 undergoes a first-order phase transiti
and, as in the similar compound Cs2CdI4 ~Refs. 1 and 2!, has
a monoclinic lattice, which arises as a slight distortion of t
orthorhombic lattice, in the ferroelastic phase~at room tem-
perature!.

The position of the atoms in the unit cell of crystals
the b-K2SO4 type is shown in Fig. 1~the compound
Cs2BeCl4 ; Ref. 12!. It is seen that the divalent ions ar
found at the center of tetrahedra of negative halide ions.
monovalent alkali metal ions form a hendecagon in the s
ond coordination sphere with respect to the divalent ion2,3

One can also see the almost layered arrangement of the
rahedra, the layers lying perpendicular to thea axis. A simi-
lar arrangement of ions is observed in the unit cell
M2CdI4 crystals of theb-K2SO4 type. In Cs2CdI4 the dis-
tancedCs–I53.825– 4.499 Å and is considerably larger th
dCd–I52.76– 2.91 Å.3

EXCITONIC SPECTRUM IN M2CdI4 COMPOUNDS

The absorption spectra of thin films of Cs2CdI4 and
Rb2CdI4 ~Fig. 2! are similar both in the structure of the spe
trum and in the position of the main bands, confirming t
isostructural nature of these compounds. There is a sl
difference only in the intensity of theC bands, which are
more intense in Rb2CdI4 .

The absorption spectrum of thin films of M2CdI4 has
intenseA0 andA1 bands at the long-wavelength edge of t
fundamental absorption band andC1 and C2 bands in the
shorter-wavelength part of the spectrum. The positions of
main absorption bands are given in Table I.

With increasing temperature theA bands shift to longer
wavelengths and are broadened and attenuated on accou
the exciton–phonon coupling, which attests to their excito

FIG. 1. Crystal lattice of the structural typeb-K2SO4 (Cs2BeCl4 ; Ref. 12!.
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origin. TheC bands are less sensitive to temperature and
apparently due to the superposition of excitonic bands on
interband absorption edge.

To interpret the observed spectra, we compare them w
the spectra of the initial components—CdI2 , RbI, and CsI. In
CdI2 the absorption edge is formed by indirect transitio
across a band gap of widthEg53.437 eV. The long-
wavelengthX1 andX2 bands correspond to direct transitio
between the valence band, formed by the 5p states of I and
the 4s conduction band of Cd.13,14 The intervalEX1–EX2

50.59 eV is determined by the spin–orbit splitting of the 5p
valence band of CdI2 .

The long-wavelengthA band lies at 5.8 eV in CsI and a
5.7 eV in RbI,T590 K ~see Table I!.11 The higher intensity
of the C bands in the spectrum of Rb2CdI4 in comparison
with Cs2CdI4 is probably due to the contribution to theC
bands from excitonic absorption in the RbI sublattice.

In terms of its spectral position theA0 band in M2CdI4
lies closer to theX1 band in CdI2 than to theA bands in MI;
this suggests that the excitonic excitations are localized
the CdI4

22 tetrahedra, which are a structural element of
lattice of the compounds~in M2CdI4 the CdI4

22 tetrahedra
are surrounded by 11 Cs atoms2,3!. Also attesting to localiza-
tion of the excitonic and electronic excitations in CdI4

22 is
the closeness of the positions of the fundamental absorp
bands in the spectra of Cs2CdI4 and Rb2CdI4 ~see Table I!.

The tetrahedral environment of the Cd promotes the
pearance of covalency in the Cd–I interatomic bond a
leads to a decrease in the distancedCd–I in the compounds
(dCd–I52.76– 2.91 Å in the orthorhombic modification o

FIG. 2. Absorption spectra of thin films in units of the optical densityD:
Cs2CdI4 , T5290 K ~1!, Cs2CdI4 , T590 K ~2!, Rb2CdI4 , T5290 K ~3!,
Rb2CdI4 , T590 K ~4!, orthorhombic phase.
re
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Cs2CdI4 ~Ref. 3! and dCd–I52.739– 2.794 Å in the
monoclinic4! in comparison with CdI2 (dCd–I52.99 Å), in
which the Cd21 ions are surrounded by an octahedron of2

ions.
It is known that in copper halides the tetrahedral bond

leads to mixing of thed states of the Cu1 ion and thep
states of I2 in the upper valence band.15,16 It is possible that
in M2CdI4 the tetrahedral bonding in CdI4

22 also promotes
mixing of the 4d states of Cd21 with the 5p states of I2, in
contrast to pure CdI2 , in which the 5p upper valence band o
I is separated from the 4d band of Cd by a band gap.17,18The
lower conduction band in M2CdI4 , as in CdI2 , is formed by
the 5s electronic states of Cd.

The sharp long-wavelength edge of theA0 bands in
M2CdI4 and their high intensity~Fig. 2! indicate that these
compounds are direct-gap insulators, i.e., the interband
sorption edge corresponds to direct allowed transitions.
shift of the long-wavelength excitonic bands in M2CdI4 to
shorter wavelengths in comparison with CdI2 attests to
growth of the band gap, which was estimated from the
flection point of the absorption edge after separation of
A0 and A1 bands. The numerical values obtained,E155.2
and 5.15 eV for Cs2CdI4 and Rb2CdI4 , respectively, corre-
spond to an optical transition from the lower valence su
band to the conduction band. To determine the band gap
must take into account the distance between the subb
DE5EA12EA0 and Eg5E12DE54.96 and 4.89 eV for
Cs2CdI4 and Rb2CdI4 . The exciton binding energyRex

5Eg2EA050.31 eV in Cs2CdI4 and 0.28 eV in Rb2CdI4 .
The presence of two valence subbands in M2CdI4 is

most likely due, as in CdI2 , to the splitting off of the top of
the valence band by the spin–orbit interaction. The low
value of the spin–orbit splittingDSO in M2CdI4 (DSO

5EA12EA050.24 eV in Cs2CdI4 and 0.26 eV in Rb2CdI4)
in comparison with CdI2 (DSO50.59 eV) is due, in our
opinion, to an impurity ofd states of Cd in the upper valenc
band. For Cd the splitting has the valueDSO50.15 eV.19

When the 4d states of Cd and the 5p states of iodine are
mixed, DSO decreases, just as in the compounds CuI a
AgI. The quantityDSO5A@(12g)D I1gDCd)], where g is
the fraction of the 4d states in the valence band of the com
pounds. An estimate ofg is difficult, however, because of th
undetermined coefficientA.

The splitting of theC bands is probably also due to th
spin–orbit coupling. The splitting of theC bands has the
valuesDE5EC22EC150.35 eV in Cs2CdI4 and 0.25 eV in
Rb2CdI4 , which agree within the accuracy of determinatio
with the corresponding values ofDE5EA12EA0 .

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE PARAMETERS
OF THE EXCITONIC BANDS AND PHASE TRANSITIONS IN
M2CdI4

In the 3.6–5.1 eV region the absorption spectrum of t
films of M2CdI4 was measured in the temperature range 9
420 K, which includes the temperatures of the possible ph
transitions. The parameters of the long-wavelengthA0 and
A1 excitonic bands~the positionEm , the half-widthG, and
the oscillator strengthf ) were studied by the method of Re
20. The A0 and A1 bands were approximated by a two
oscillator symmetric mixed contour—a linear combination
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a Lorentzian and a Gaussian contour. The parameters o
excitonic bands (Em , G, and«2m) were chosen so as, first, t
give a best fit of the experimental and calculated contours
the long-wavelength declivity of theA0 band, and second, t
minimize the difference between the calculated and m
sured contours in the interval 4.5–5.2 eV. The Gaussian f
tion in the mixed contour for the films studied increases w
increasing temperature, from 0.2~90 K! to 1 (T.290 K).

In the temperature interval 90–183 K theA0 and A1

bands in Cs2CdI4 are shifted to longer wavelengths at a ra
dEm /dT529.131024 eV/K and 21031024 eV/K ~Fig.
3a!. At the transition to the second ferroelastic phase~183–
260 K! the value of dEm /dT decreases to24.6
31024 eV/K for the A0 band and to22.131024 eV/K for
A1 . The transition to the incommensurate phase~260–322
K! is not accompanied by a change indEm /dT within the
error limits, and in the paraelastic phase~332–420 K! one
has dEm /dT522.331024 eV/K for the A0 band and
21.931025 eV/K for A1 . The value of the derivative
dEm /dT is of a typical order of magnitude for many simila
compounds and is mainly determined by the exciton–pho
coupling. The large value ofdEm /dT in the interval 90–183
is apparently due to appreciable thermal expansion of
lattice in this temperature interval, involving growth of th
parameterc ~Ref. 2!. The phase transitions are manifested
kinks in the temperature dependence ofEm(T) ~Fig. 3a!. At
T5260 K, however, no features are observed onEm(T),
even though, according to the data of Refs. 2 and 3, a fi

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the spectral positionEm(T) ~a! and
half-width G(T) ~b! of the A0 ~1! andA2 ~2! excitonic bands in Cs2CdI4 .
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order phase transition from the incommensurate to the
roelastic phase occurs occurs at that temperature.

The phase transitions are more clearly expressed in
temperature dependence ofEm(T) in Rb2CdI4 ~Fig. 4a!. In
the temperature interval 90–210 K theA0 band is shifted to
longer wavelengths at a ratedEm /dT523.931024 eV/K,
while the position of theA1 band remains practically un
changed in this temperature interval. AtT;210 K a kink is
observed on theEm(T) curves, and in the interval 210–32
K one hasdEm /dT528.0331024 eV/K for the A0 band
and 21.48531024 eV/K for A1 . In a narrow temperature
interval 315–327 K both bands have a jumplike shift
shorter wavelengths: theA0 band by 35 meV and theA1

band by 10 meV; the temperature coefficients of the shif
the region 330–360 K aredEm /dT524.9631024 eV/K for
the A0 band and23.2531024 eV/K for A1 . Then in the
temperature interval 360–390 K both bands shift abruptly
longer wavelengths, and in the region 390–430 K one
dEm /dT523.731024 eV/K for theA0 band, while the po-
sition of theA1 band remains practically unchanged.

Thus it follows from theEm(T) curve for Rb2CdI4 ~Fig.
4! that, as in Cs2CdI4 , three phase transitions are observed
this compound: in the region 360–390 there is a phase t
sition which is diffuse in temperature~presumably from the
paraphase to an incommensurate phase, in analogy
Cs2CdI4); at Tc2'320 K there is a transition accompanie
by a jump inEm(T), as is characteristic of a first-order pha
transition; this transition can apparently be identified as
transition from the incommensurate phase to ferroela
phase I; atTc1'210 K there is a transition corresponding
a second-order phase transition between two ferroela
phases (I→II).

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the spectral positionEm(T) ~a! and
half-width G(T) ~b! of the A0 ~1! andA1 ~2! excitonic bands in Rb2CdI4 .
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The jumplike change in the position of the exciton
bands atT'320 K is indicative of a first-order phase trans
tion, which is accompanied by a change in volume. The p
ence of a first-order phase transition also is attested to by
hysteresis in the temperature dependence of the transmi
at E54.37 eV ~on the long-wavelength declivity of theA0

band! on heating and cooling of an Rb2CdI4 film at a rate of
0.3 deg/min~Fig. 5!.

At the same time, jumps inEm(T) are not observed a
T;210 K, even though according to the data of Ref. 9 this
a first-order phase transition.

The exciton–phonon coupling leads to growth of t
half-width G of the excitonic bands in Cs2CdI4 . For theA0

bandG(T) increases from 0.18 eV~90 K! to 0.4 eV~420 K!,
while for the A1 band it increases from 0.35 eV~90 K! to
0.74 eV~420 K! ~Fig. 3b!. The average value ofdG/dT over
the entire temperature interval is equal to 0.6
31023 eV/K for theA0 band and 1.0631023 eV/K for A1 .
The larger value ofG for the A1 band is obviously due to
additional broadening on account of autoionization of theA1

exciton as a result of the superposition of theA1 band on the
interband absorption edge. The practically linear characte
the overall trend of the temperature dependence of the h
width of the excitonic band indicates that the excitons
Cs2CdI4 are low-dimensional.21 According to Ref. 21,
G(T);T2, T, and T2/3 for three-dimensional, two-
dimensional, and one-dimensional excitons, respectiv
The low dimensionality of the excitons in Cs2CdI4 is consis-
tent with the assumption of their localization in the CdI4

22

tetrahedra, the spatial distribution of which exhibits layeri
~Fig. 1!.

The monotonic character ofG(T) is disrupted somewha
at the phase transition temperatures: atTc3 andTc2 one ob-
serves a small bump~Fig. 3b!, and in the region of the tran
sition to the paraphase (Tc1) the half-width of the excitonic
bands decreases slightly and then grows forT.Tc1 because
of the exciton–phonon coupling.

The temperature dependence ofG(T) in Rb2CdI4 ~Fig.
4b!, as that ofEm(T), has three distinct intervals within
which the temperature dependence of the half-width of
excitonic line varies in accordance with different law
I—90–210 K, II—210–315 K, III—320–370 K. In interval
the half-width G(T) increases linearly at a rate ofG/dT
59.631024 eV/K for the A0 band and 4.431024 eV/K for

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the optical density atE54.37 eV on
heating and cooling of a thin film of Rb2CdI4 .
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A1 ; in interval II the half-widthG(T)'const on the 210–
230 K part and increases linearly at a ratedG/dT510
31024 eV/K (A0 band! for T>230 K; then in a narrow
interval 315–327 K the half-width of theA0 band jumps
downward from 0.38 to 0.29 eV; this, like the behavior
Em(T), is indicative of a first-order phase transition at t
transition from the ferroelastic to the incommensurate pha
Interval III is again characterized by a linear trend, wi
dG/dT51.131024 eV/K, and atT.380 K the temperature
dependence of the half-width of theA0 band goes to satura
tion. A slight growth ofdG/dT at the transition from the firs
interval to the third attests to the manifestation of a par
three-dimensional character of the exciton distribution
Rb2CdI4 .

One notices a decrease ofG at the transition from the
ferroelastic phase to the paraphase both in Cs2CdI4 ~Fig. 3b!
and especially in theA0 band, in Rb2CdI4 ~Fig. 4b!, in spite
of its growth forT.Tc2 . The jump inG(T) is evidently due
to the vanishing of the domain structure and twinning inh
ent in the ferroelastic phase. In the monoclinic phase ther
scattering of excitons on domain walls and, possibly,
strain fluctuations near them. At the transition from t
monoclinic phase to the orthorhombic paraphase the dom
structure and strain fluctuations are not observed, and
removes an additional mechanism of broadening of the e
tonic bands atT.Tc2 . No such jump is detected in theA1

band, although signs of a lowering ofG(T) are manifested in
a decrease ofdG/dT on the segment 315–340 K. A possib
reason for the differences inG(T) for theA0 andA1 bands is
that the maxima of these bands draw closer together~by 0.02
eV! for T.Tc2 . This makes the interaction of theA1 band
with the interband absorption edge more efficient, and
additional broadening due to autoionization compensates
lowering ofG for T.Tc2 . A similar, flatter trend ofG(T) is
observed at the second-order phase transition from the
clinic to the monoclinic phase forT.Tc35210 K, which is
apparently due to a slight decrease in the number of dom
walls at the transition to the more symmetric phase.

The unusual behavior of the temperature dependenc
the spectral position and half-width in interval III can b
ascribed to the existence of an incommensurate phase. W
the temperature is raised from 320 to 380 K the maximum
the excitonic band is shifted to lower frequencies, the gre
est shift (dEm /dT52631023 eV/K, A0 band! being
reached atTc15380 K. An analogous shift with a somewha
smaller value ofudEm /dTu occurs for theA1 band~Fig. 4a!.
At T.Tc1 theEm(T) curve becomes flatter and is similar
the temperature dependence forT,Tc2 . The half-width on
this same segment increases nonmonotonically with incr
ing T, reaching saturation atT>Tc1 . These results agre
with the data of Ref. 10, according to which the transiti
from the incommensurate to the commensurate phase is
companied by a substantial redistribution of the intensities
the two luminescence bands of the Mn21 ions at Tc1

5384 K. The temperature dependence ofEm(T) and the
kink in G(T) at the transition to the commensurate pha
suggest that the transition from the incommensurate to
commensurate phase is a first-order transition. It is possib
phase transition of the order–disorder type wherein the
rahedra of iodine ions acquires an arbitrary orientation w
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respect to the crystallographic axes in the commensu
phase~Fig. 1!. It will be possible to draw more-detailed co
clusions from the experimental results in temperature in
val III after studying the temperature dependence of the
tice modulation period and hysteresis effects in
incommensurate phase.

CONCLUSION

We have developed a method of growing thin films
the compounds M2CdI4 (M5Cs, Rb! with an orthorhombic
lattice of theb-K2SO4 type in the paraphase, making it po
sible for the first time to study the excitonic spectrum
these compounds. Analysis of the absorption spectra per
the conclusion that the low-frequency electronic and ex
tonic excitations are localized in the CdI4

22 structural ele-
ments of the crystal lattice and that the formation of el
tronic bands adjacent to the band interval occurs. A stud
the temperature dependence of the spectral position and
width of the excitonic bands in Rb2CdI4 revealed phase tran
sitions atTc15380 K, Tc25320 K, andTc35210 K. The
temperature dependence of the parameters of the ban
Tc2 is indicative of a second-order phase transition. Sim
phase transitions are observed in Cs2CdI4 at lower tempera-
tures, but the parameters of the excitonic bands in the t
sition regions do not change as much as in Rb2CdI4 . By
analogy with the better-studied ferroelastic Cs2CdI4 it is con-
jectured that Rb2CdI4 is in an incommensurate phase in t
region Tc1.T.Tc2 , a monoclinic ferroelastic phase in th
interval Tc2.T.Tc3 , and a ferroelastic triclinic phase fo
T,Tc3 .
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Collective vibrations of a lattice of screw dislocations as an example of the dynamics
of an acoustic superlattice

A. M. Kosevich*

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, pr. Lenina 47, 61103 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted March 17, 2003!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.29, 930–933~August 2003!

Equations for small oscillations of a dislocation lattice are formulated in a simple one-component
model. The lattice is formed by a periodic system of parallel rectilinear screw dislocations.
Long-wavelength collective vibrations are described, among which are found vibrations similar to
plasma oscillations in a system of electric charges. The possibility of a gap appearing in the
frequency spectrum near the analog of the plasma frequency is pointed out. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1602351#
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Many papers devoted to the dynamics of vortex lattic
have appeared in recent years, particularly in the theory
superconductivity~the Abrikosov vortex lattice; see, e.g., th
reviews1,2!. Screw dislocations in a crystal are analogous
vortices, but the dynamics and interaction of the dislocati
differ from those for vortices. Rectilinear screw dislocatio
interact like rectilinear electric charges, and it is expec
that plasma oscillations will arise in the dynamics of t
dislocation lattice.3,4 Unfortunately, the authors of Ref.
failed to discuss plasma oscillations in a system of rectilin
dislocations.

In the present paper we consider a lattice of para
screw dislocations on the basis of a simple model. A o
componentscalar modelof vibrations of the crystal is use
in which it is assumed that all of the atoms are displac
only in one direction.6 Such a model gives a correct descri
tion of the elastic field created in an isotropic medium
parallel screw dislocations. The solution of such a problem
a real vector displacement scheme can in principle be fo
analytically, but it permits obtaining the dispersion relati
of the dislocation lattice only in implicit form. In the prese
problem of oscillations of the plasma type such a treatm
does not yield qualitatively new results in comparison w
those obtained in the scalar model.

By dislocation lattice we mean a system of paral
screw dislocations orientated along thez axis and intersect-
ing the xy plane at discrete periodically arranged poin
forming a 2D lattice, the unit cell of which has areaS0 : S
5NS0 , whereS is the cross-sectional area of the sample
the xy plane andN is the number of dislocations. The coo
dinates of those points in the equilibrium lattice are

x~n!5Rn[(
a

aana , n5~n1 ,n2,0!, ~1!

where aa (a51,2) are the basic translation vectors of t
lattice (aa;a is the distance between neighboring disloc
tions!.
6971063-777X/2003/29(8)/3/$24.00
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If there are rectilinear screw dislocations directed alo
the z axis, then the elastic field is more conveniently d
scribed not by the displacementw along thez axis as a
function of the coordinate and time but by the distortion a
the velocity of the displacements. For describing the sh
field of screw dislocations it is sufficient to introduce a d
tortion vectorh and a velocityv:

h5grad w S hi5¹iw5
]w

]xi
D , i 51,2,3;

v5
]w

]t
. ~2!

The stress will be characterized by a vectors, with s i

5Ghi , whereG is the shear modulus.
Then the wave equation for the elastic field~1! takes the

form

div h2
1

c2

]v
]t

50, ~3!

wherec25G/r, andr is the density~mass per unit volume!
of the substance.

The presence of dislocations gives rise to a new equa

curl h52h, ~4!

whereh, the density of dislocations, which in the case of
individual dislocation intersecting the planez5const at the
point x05(x0 ,y0) is equal to

h5t bd~x2x0!5t bd~x2x0!d~y2y0!;

here b is the modulus of the Burgers vector, andt is the
tangent vector to the dislocation; for a static dislocation it
conveniently chosen ast(0,0,21). The density of disloca-
tions in the lattice is

h5t b(
n

d~x2Rn!. ~5!
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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If the dislocations move~vibrate!, then Eqs.~3! and ~4! do
not change, but a new dynamical variable of the dislocat
structure appears: the displacement vector of a disloca
line in thexy plane:u5(ux ,uy,0) ~of course,u5u(n,t) for
the nth dislocation!, which determines the instantaneous c
ordinate of an element of the dislocation:

xn5R~n!1u~n,t !.

The time dependence of the displacement vectoru gives the
velocity V of an element of the dislocation:Va5]ua /]t.

The presence of the dislocation velocity field generate
new dynamical characteristic of the system of dislocation
the dislocation flux densityj . The introduction of a disloca
tion flux density is a key development in the construction
the dynamic elastic field of moving dislocations. The vec
j arises in the frequency dynamical equation:3,6

]h

]t
5grad v1 j . ~6!

A comparison of~6! and ~4! yields the condition

]h

]t
1curl j50. ~7!

The flux density created by an individual dislocation in
linear approximation inu andV is given by the formula

j a5b«abVb~n!d~x2R~n!!, ~8!

where the matrix«ab is equal to

«ab5S 0 1

21 0D , a51,2. ~9!

The dislocation flux density in the lattice is the sum
the quantities~8! over the whole lattice:

j a5b«ab(
n

Vb~n!d~x2R~n!!. ~10!

Collecting together Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and~6!, we obtain the
total system of equations describing the elastic field in
sample if the distribution of dislocations and their fluxes a
known. To close this system it is necessary to write equati
of motion for the dislocations under the influence of the el
tic fields. The simplest form of such an equation is3

m
]Va

]t
5 f a1Sa , ~11!

wherem is the effective mass of a unit length of the disl
cation:

m5
rb2

4p
logS R0

r 0
D , ~12!

whereR0 is either the length of the dislocation line or th
distance between dislocationsa ~in our case!; r 0 is the inter-
atomic distance, andf is the elastic coupling force with th
other dislocations, which is equal to

f a5b«a,bsb5bG«a,bhb . ~13!

In the case of a curved dislocation line expression~13!
will include the self-force from different elements of th
same dislocation, which is proportional to the curvature
n
n

-

a

f
r

e
e
s
-

f

the dislocation line at the given point. In the analysis of t
vibrations under consideration here the curvature of the
locations is not taken into account, and the force~13! in-
cludes only the stresses created by the other dislocation

S is the force due to the discreteness of the lattice,
cluding dissipative forces. As we are interested in the disp
sion relation for small vibrations, we neglect the latter a
take the forceS in the form

S52mv0
2u, ~14!

where v0 is the frequency of vibrations of the dislocatio
string in a valley of the Peierls relief.

Let us investigate the long-wavelength vibrations of t
dislocation lattice, assuming the wavelength of the vibratio
is much larger than the lattice perioda (ak!1). In this
approximation the distribution of the dislocations can be
sumed continuous, characterized by a densityn(x,t). In
equilibrium n5n0 , where n051/S05const. The dynamics
of the lattice is governed mainly by the average dislocat
flux density j , which in the linear approximation has th
nonzero components

j a~x,t !5bn0«abVb~x,t !, a51,2, ~15!

whereV is the average velocity of the dislocations. The v
locity V must be determined by the equation of motion of t
dislocations~11!. We write the equation of motion~11! with
the use of~13! and ~14!:

]Va

]t
1v0

2ua5
bG

m
«abhb . ~16!

We differentiate~16! with respect to time and use Eq
~6! and ~15!. After elementary calculations we get

]2Va

]t2 1~v0
21vpl

2 !Va5
bG

m
«ab

]v
]xb

, ~17!

where

vpl
2 5

b2Gn0

m
. ~18!

The frequencyvpl is the analog of the plasma frequency.
We now differentiate Eq.~3! with respect to time and

again use relation~6!:

S D2
1

c2

]2

]t2D v52bn0«ab¹aVb . ~19!

~HereD is the Laplacian operator.!
The pair of equations~17! and ~19! describe the collec-

tive dynamics of the dislocation lattice and the elastic field
is easy to see that the equation for the ‘‘longitudinal’’ vibr
tions of the lattice separates. Indeed, for the varia
P5div V5¹aVa it follows from Eq. ~17! that

]2P

]t2 1v l
2P50, v l

25v0
21vpl

2 , ~20!

wherev l plays the role of the frequency of the longitudin
vibrations of the lattice.

The longitudinal component of the average velocity
the dislocations is derivable from a potential:Va

( l )5¹aQ, a
51,2. Taking that into account, we see that the ‘‘longitud
nal’’ vibrations of the elastic fieldv5v(z) do not depend on
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the lattice vibrations. Thus one branch of collective oscil
tions ~we call it the branch of ‘‘longitudinal’’ vibrations! cor-
responds to independent oscillations of the elastic fieldv
5v(z,t) with the dispersion relationv5ckz and to
compression–rarefaction oscillations of the dislocation
tice P5P(z,t) with a plasma dispersion relationv5v l .

To describe to ‘‘transverse’’ vibrations we introduce t
variable

M5bn0~curl V!z[bn0«ab¹aVb . ~21!

The equation for this variable follows from~17!:

]2M

]t2 1v l
2M52vpl

2 ]2v

]xa
2 . ~22!

The ‘‘transverse’’ collective vibrations are described by E
~22! and the following equation obtained from~19! for the
function v(x,y,t):

S 1

c2

]2

]t2 2
]2

]xa
2 D v5M . ~23!

The compatibility conditions for~22! and ~23! give the
dispersion relation relation for a wave with wave vectork
(kx ,ky,0):

v42~v l
21c2k2!v22v0

2c2k250. ~24!

Equation~24! has two roots forv2, which correspond to
low-frequency and high-frequency oscillations. Without wr
ing the trivial expressions for these solutions in quadratu
we note the following:

Low-frequency branch. For ck!v0 the dispersion rela-
tion has the form

v5S v0

v l
D ck. ~25!

The vibrations are characterized by a transverse so
velocity, the value of which is less than the sound velocitc
in the medium without the dislocations.

High-frequency branch. For ck@v l the inertial disloca-
tion lattice is not entrained in the motion, and one obser
only vibrations of the elastic field with the usual sound d
persion relationv5ck. Finally, in the long-wavelength limit
(ck!v0) we obtain

v25v l
21S vpl

v l
D 2

c2~kx
21ky

2!. ~26!

In comparing the graphs of the two branches of the d
persion relation, one must be particularly careful in render
the low-frequency branch. The point is that dispersion re
tion ~24! is valid for l@a ~or ak!1). At largek the disper-
sion relation of the lattice manifests a periodic depende
on the quasi-wave vector, with the reciprocal lattice per
G: v(k)5v((k1G). Therefore the dispersion relation ob
tained is actually valid in all small neighborhoods of a
reciprocal lattice vectorg, i.e., forauk2gu!1. Consequently,
we are justified in drawning only the part of the grap
shown by the heavy solid lines1 and2 in Fig. 1 for a certain
‘‘good’’ direction in the reciprocal lattice. The continuatio
of the graphs of the lower branch atk;p/a and also the
indicated crossing of the graphs of the upper branch ak
5(p11/2)p/a, p51,2,3,... can be described only on th
-

t-
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s
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e
d

basis of a study of the dynamics of the discrete dislocat
lattice. That is a subject for a separate study. We can o
state that the graphs of the lower branch is closed by
curves illustrated schematically by the dotted lines3 in Fig.
1. Whether or not there is a band of forbidden frequenc
between the upper and lower branches~gap in the spectrum!
one cannot say on the basis of a long-wavelength treatm
However, one can say that the frequency spectrum ha
limiting frequency v l that marks the edge of the uppe
branch of vibrations, which can certainly be manifested
the acoustic resonance properties of a crystal with a dislo
tion lattice. An important feature of this frequency is th
dependence of its position on the density of dislocations
the lattice~on the value of the lattice period!. The experi-
mental detection of this resonance behavior of the limit
frequency would be direct confirmation of the existence
plasmalike collective oscillations in the dislocation lattice
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the dispersion relation:1—v5ck, 2—plot of Eq. ~26!,
3—expected form of the graph in the short-wavelength region.
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